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PEEFACE  TO  THE  FIRST  EDITION. 

THERE  are  two  opinions  frequently  expressed 
with  regard  to  German  pronunciation,  the  one 
directly  opposed  to  the  other.  People  who  know 
very  little  about  it  generally  think  it  easy  enough 
to  acquire  a  correct  German  pronunciation  from 

the  ordinary  spelling  and  the  indications  con- 
tained in  any  German  school  grammar,  or,  at  all 

events,  with  the  aid  of  a  native,  if  possible  Hano- 
verian, teacher.  Those  who  have  looked  into  the 

matter  more  closely  are,  on  the  contrary,  inclined 
to  consider  it  a  hopeless  task  to  try  to  arrive  at 
reliable  results,  where  there  seems  to  be  nothing 
but  uncertainty  and  contradiction  amongst  the 
Germans  themselves.  In  the  following  pages  I 
have  endeavoured  to  show  that  neither  of  these 
views  is  correct,  but  that,  with  some  care  and 
good  will,  a  standard  German  pronunciation  may 

indeed  be  pointed  out  to,  and  acquired  by,  Eng- 
lish learners  of  our  language.  Readers  who  wish 

for  fuller  information  as  to  phonetic  and  dialectal 
peculiarities,  and  the  history  of  Modern  German 
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sounds,  I  beg  to  refer  to  my  Elemente  tier  Phonetih 
und  Orthoepie  des  Deutsctien,  Englischen  und 

Franzosischen  (Heilbronn :  Gebr. Henninger,  1884),1 
in  which  due  regard  has  been  paid  to  the  works 

of  the  leading  English  phoneticians,  Messrs.  A. 
J.  Ellis,  A.  M.  Bell,  H.  Sweet,  and  W.  R.  Evans. 
The  pronunciation  of  about  2,400  German  words, 

indicated  by  means  of  the  sound-notation  used 
in  the  present  little  volume,  will  be  found  in  a 

pamphlet  which  I  am  preparing  for  the  press: 

Die  Aussprache  der  in  dem  "  Worterverzeichnis 
fur  die  deutsche  Rechtschreibung  eum  Gebrauch 

in  den  preu/sischen  Schulen"  enthaltenen  Worter 

(same  publishers).2 
The  German  spelling  adopted  here  is  that 

given  in  the  official  Rules  and  Word -list  for 
Prussian  schools. 

I  have  to  thank  Mr.  W.  B.  Evans,  of  Lon- 
don, and  Herr  F.  Franke,  of  Sorau,  for  the  kind 

and  valuable  assistance  they  have  rendered  me 

in  the  revision  of  the  proof-sheets. 

MARBURG  A/L.,  October  1884. 

1  Sixth  edition  in  the  press.  Leipzig:  0.  R.  Reisland. 
8 Eighth  edition :  Die  Aussprache  des  Schriftdeutschen. 

Mit  dem  "Worterverzeichnis  fur  die  deutsche  Recht- 

schreibung zum  Gebrauch  in  den  preufsischen  Schulen" 
in  phonetischer  Umschrift  sowie  phonetischen  Texten. 
Leipzig:  0.  R.  Reisland,  1911. 



PREFACE  TO  THE  SECOND  EDITION. 

WHILST  the  general  plan  of  this  little  book 
remains  unaltered  in  the  present  edition,  I  have 
taken  advantage  of  this  opportunity  to  introduce 
a  number  of  minor  improvements  and  corrections, 
not  a  few  of  which  are  due  to  the  valuable  ob- 

servations contributed  by  Miss  Laura  Soames,  of 

Brighton,  who  has  kindly  read  the  proof-sheets. 
The  chapter  on  German  Accent  has  been 

re-written  and  considerably  enlarged,  on  the  lines 
followed  in  the  corresponding  chapter  of  the 
Dutch  edition  (De  Uitspraak  van  het  Hoogduitsch. 
Voor  Nederlanders  bewerkt  door  W.  Victor  and 
T.  G.  G.  Valette.  Haarlem :  De  Erven  F.  Bohn, 

1889),1  where  the  subject  is  treated  still  more 
elaborately. 

MARBURG  A/L.,  October  1890. 

1  Second  edition,  1902. 



PREFACE  TO  THE  THIRD  EDITION. 

IN  the  present  third  edition  the  text  of  this 

book  has  again  been  revised  and  partly  re- 
written. The  German  spelling  is  the  new  official 

one  of  1902,  the  phonetic  notation  that  of  the 
Association  Phonetique  Internationale  (as  employed 
in  Le  Mattre  Phonetique,  edited  by  Dr.  Paul 
Passy,  20  rue  de  la  Madeleine,  Bourg-la-Reine, 
France).  For  a  number  of  corrections  I  am 
indebted  to  Dr.  E.  R.  Edwards,  of  the  University 
of  London,  who  has  kindly  assisted  me  in  seeing 
this  new  edition  through  the  press. 

.  MARBURG  A/L.,  August  1003. 

PREFACE  TO  THE  FIFTH  EDITION. 

THE  fourth  edition  (1909)  did  not  call  for 
any  special  remarks.  I  have  taken  the  opportunity 
offered  by  the  present  reprint  in  order  to  intro- 

duce further  corrections,  and  to  supply  the  List 
of  Symbols  which  had  inadvertently  been  omitted 
in  the  two  previous  editions.  Most  of  the  mis- 

prints, &c.,  now  corrected  were  kindly  pointed  out 
to  me  by  Mr.  R.  H.  Cheatle,  Prof.  D.  L.  Savory, 
Fraulein  M.  Taubner,  and  Mr.  H.  B.  Walker. 

MARBURG  A/L.,  September  1912. 

W.  YlfiTOR. 
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LIST  OF  SYMBOLS  USED  IN  PHONETIC 
SOUND  NOTATION. 

a short  of  a:. 

o: 

o  in  G.  so. 

a: = (nearly)  a  in  father. 0 = o  in  G.  o&. 
a = an  in  Fr.  an. 5 = on  in  Fr.  oon. 
ai 

«= 
ei  in  Cr.  oei. 

oy 

= eu  in  G.  -?7eu. 
au 

KS 
au  in  6r.  #au. 

e: 

= o  in  G.  sMn. 
b 

—  - 

6  in  be. 
03 

or e  =  6  in  G.  Hoik. 

c. 

== eft  in  G.  ich. 03 
or 

g  =  un  in  Fr.  un. 

tl 
= 

(nearly)  d  in  do. P 
= 

p  in  pw£. 
e: 

=r ee  in  G.  See. r == trilled  r. 
e == (nearly)  e  in  Ze£. s = s  in  see. 

e: 
k= long  of  s. I ^ sh  in  shy. 

3 
as 

in  in  Fr.  #in. t 
0= 

^  in  two. 
9 = e  in  G.  a^e. 

u: 

-= 
u  in  G.  du. 

f =*• /"  in  fee. U = u  in  jpu*. 
9 

•••' 

#  in  go. V = v  in  vie. 

g = occasional    g    in    G. X ^= ch  in  G.  <ich. 

Tage. 

y: 

= 

ii  in  G.  /"iir. h ^ (nearly)  h  in  he. Y = u  in  Gr.  Hutte. 

i: 

= i  in  G.  mir. Z = z  in  zfal. 
I — i  in  it. 3 = 

s  in  ̂ /easwre. 
j =r (nearly)  y  in  yes. 9 = throat    stop    (very 
k == 

k  in  ki'wd. 
slight  cough). 

1 = Z  in  low. ' = 
stress    (precedes 

in = m  in  me. stressed  syllable). 
n = w  in  no. : «o length. 

rj 

**=• 

ng  in  n'ng. 

* = French  nasality. 



THE  BEST  GERMAN. 

WHEN  Luther  began  to  write,  there  was  no 
generally  acknowledged,  truly  national  German 
language.  Low  German  was  used  in  conversation 
and  literature  throughout  the  North  German  plain, 
and  High  German  in  the  mountainous  regions 

of  the  South.  Every  province,  and  as  far  as  the 
spoken  language  was  concerned,  every  town  or 
village,  presented  its  own  variety  of  idiom  and 
pronunciation.  But  High  German  had  long  been 
in  the  ascendant,  and  many  Low  Germans  were 
able  to  read  and  understand,  if  not  to  speak  and 
write  it.  Luther  wished  to  be  read  and  under- 

stood all  over  Germany.  To  arrive  at  a  "common 
German  speech,"  as  he  himself  remarks,  he  had 

only  to  be  guided  by  the  practice  of  the  "Saxon 
Chancery,"  and  indeed  of  "all  the  princes  and 

kings  in  Germany,"  viz.,  to  employ  a  High  German 
freed  as  much  as  possible  from  all  local  and 

dialectal  influences.1 

1  Bearing  in  mind  that,  according  to  Grimm's  Law, 
Sharp  Mutes,  Aspirates  (Spirants,  etc.),  and  Flat  Mutes  in 

Low  German  (of  which  English  will  he  even  a  better  repre- 
VrRTOR,  German  Pronunciation,  5th  ed.  1 



2  GERMAN  PRONUNCIATION. 

During  the  latter  half  of  the  sixteenth,  and 

the  first  half  of  the  seventeenth  century,  "Upper 
Saxon"  (Obersachsisch) ,  as  his  language  used  to 
be  called,  gradually  absorbed  the  Low  German 
literary  dialects  of  the  protestant  northern  half 
of  the  country;  and  by  about  the  year  1700 

Modern  High  German  had  not  only  firmly  esta- 
blished itself  as  the  common  language  of  religion, 

of  education,  and  of  public  business,  but  was 
also,  in  North  German  society,  considered  a  more 
refined  medium  of  intercourse  than  the  Low 
German  vernaculars.  Yet  even  in  our  own  times 

Plattdeutsch  is  far  from  being  extinct  as  a  collo- 
quial language,  and  has  been  successfully  used 

sentative  than  the  present  Low  German  of  Germany)  ought 
to  appear  as  Aspirates  (Spirants,  etc.),  Flat  Mutes,  and 
Sharp  Mutes  respectively  in  High  German,  it  will  be  easy 
to  see  from  the  following  examples  that  Modern  High 
German,  though  indeed  clearly  High  German,  does  not 

carry  the  High  German  sound-shifting  so  far  as  some  of 
the  old  Upper  German  dialects  did,  but  distinctly  betrays 
its  Midland  origin  by  taking  an  intermediate  phonetic 

position. 

^English: —  (pipe  (over          /6id 

\Low  German: —      [Pipe         \awer        Bidden 
High  German:—      P/ei/e        lifter          bitten 

(English:  —         rtown,  sweetf  broker    Daughter 
\Low  German:  —  (.Tun,  sot  (Eroder    \Dochter 
High  German :  —  Zaun (z = ts),  su/s  \Briu7er      Tochter 

^English: —  (coofc    }         {goose 
{Low  German: —      <fca!'en  /        <6ros 
High  German:—       (kochen  Urans 
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for  literary  purposes  by  such  authors  as  Fritz 
Reuter  and  Klaus  Groth. 

In  Middle  and  South  Germany,  the  language 
of  Luther  was  universally  recognized  as  standard 
only  after  the  year  1750;  and  a  great  number  of 
spoken  High  German  dialects  are  still  flourishing 
by  the  side  of  the  more  or  less  closely  allied 
language  of  literature. 

It  is  only  natural  that,  whenever  Modern  High 
German,  the  common  language  of  the  country,  is 

employed  orally,  all  the  local  peculiarities  of  dia- 
lectal utterance  should  be  faithfully  reflected  in  its 

pronunciation,  in  so  far  as  they  are  not  clearly 
interdicted  by  the  spelling.  As  a  matter  of  fact, 
it  requires  but  little  practice  to  distinguish,  not 
only  a  North  German  from  a  South  German,  but 
a  Hanoverian  from  a  Westphalian,  or  a  Bavarian 
from  a  Suabian,  by  hearing  them  read  a  single 
sentence  from  a  book  or  newspaper. 

Now,  should  the  Germans  themselves  prefer 
this  state  of  things  to  continue,  every  one,  to  use 
a  popular  phrase,  talking  wie  ihm  der  Schndbel 
gewachsen  ist,  they  are,  of  course,  at  liberty  to 
do  so.  But  this  will  not  do  for  a  foreigner  who 
wants  to  acquire  the  language,  and  who  certainly 

has  a  right  to  inquire  where  "the  best  German" 
is  spoken. 

English  students  of  German,  and  English 
people  in  general,  have  put  this  question  over 
and  over  again  to  the  Germans  they  had  nearest 

1* 
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at  hand,  viz.,  the  Hanoverians,  and,  naturally 
enough,  they  have  just  as  many  times  been  told 
that  the  best  German  is  spoken  in  Hanover. 
What  could  they  do  but  believe  it?  Yet  it  is  a 
fact  worth  knowing  that  in  Germany  this  belief 
is  held  only  by  the  Hanoverians  themselves. 

Why  indeed  should  any  German  think  any 
other  of  the  provincial  pronunciations  superior  to 
his  own?  The  best  German,  no  doubt,  ought  to 
be  better  than  any  of  them.  In  other  words, 
we  must  have  a  spoken  language  which,  like  the 
written  language  of  Luther,  shall  be  superior  to 
all  dialects.  We  want  something  analogous  to 

his  "Saxon  Chancery." 
This  we  find  in  the  language  used  on  the 

German  Stage,  in  which,  although  the  same  ten- 
dency to  provincialism  has  always  existed  as  in 

private  life,  the  process  of  softening  down  and 

assimilating  the  different  local  modes  of  pronun- 
ciation has  naturally  been  far  more  rapid.  An 

actor  whose  Saxon  pronunciation  might  appear 
quite  the  proper  thing  to  an  exclusively  native 
public  (which,  of  course,  he  would  not  have)  at 
Dresden,  would  shock  his  hearers  by  speaking 
his  part  with  the  same  pronunciation  in  Berlin  or 
Vienna.  Besides,  any  audience  would  be  struck 
with  the  ludicrousness  of  a  performance,  say  of 

Goethe's  Iphigenie,  with  an  Iphigenia  from  Pome- 
rania,  an  Orestes  from  Friesland,  a  Pylades  from 

the  Tyrol,  and  so  on.  —  On  the  stage,  then,  we 
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have  the  best  German  in  practical  use.  There 
are  certainly  even  there  moot  points,  which  admit 
of,  and  even  demand,  philological  interposition; 
but  as  far  as  it  is  settled,  the  language  of  the 
theatre  must  be  taken  as  the  standard  of  German 

pronunciation. 
Now,  if  in  the  contest  about  the  language  of 

literature  the  South  has  gained  the  victory  over 
the  North,  it  is  gratifying  to  see  that  with  regard 
to  pronunciation  the  converse  has  taken  place,  the 

Northern  practice  of  distinguishing  "voiceless"  and 
"voiced,"  instead  of  the  Southern  "hard"  and  "soft" 
consonants,  having  been  unanimously  adopted  on 

the  stage.  Thus,  as  lingua  toscana  in  bocca  ro- 
mana  is  considered  the  model  spoken  Italian,  the 

standard  "common  German  speech"  may  be  de- 
scribed as  "High  German  word-forms  pronounced 

with  Low  German  speech-sounds." 
The  High  German  word -forms  being  pretty 

well  fixed  in  the  written  language,  whereas  the 

Low  German  speech-sounds  have  as  yet  found  but 

very  little  opportunity  of  making  themselves  pal- 
pable to  the  Southern  population,  German  pronun- 

ciation, as  a  matter  of  course,  will  on  the  whole 
be  less  removed  from  the  standard  in  the  North 

than  in  the  South  of  the  country. 
So  far  Hanoverian  German  is  no  doubt  better 

than  that  e.  g.  of  Munich  or  Stuttgart.  Yet  it  is 

by  no  means  free  either  from  Low  German  mis- 
interpretations of  the  High  German  spelling  in 
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which  the  written  language  is  set  down,  or  from 

other  strongly  marked  provincialisms. l  A  Hanove- 
rian who  should  carefully  avoid  everything  that 

is  peculiarly  Hanoverian  in  his  speech,  would  be 
as  good  a  model  as  any  other. 

Speaking  generally,  I  would  call  him  the  best 
speaker  who  most  effectually  baffles  all  efforts  to 
discover  from  what  town  or  district  he  comes. 

1  The  most  noteworthy  points  are  the  following  (for 
phonetic  notations  compare  List  of  Symbols,  page  VIII):  — 

1.  Initial  Low  German  [sp-],  [st-],  instead  of  Q'p-],  [Jt-], 
for  sp-,  st-,  as  in  spitz,  stehen.  —  2.  Inconsistent  use  of 
[g]  for  medial  -#-,  and  of  [c.]  or  [x]  for  final  -g,  as  in 
Siege,  Sieg;  Tage,  Tag.  —  8.  Shortening  the  radical 
vowel  in  monosyllables  like  Bad,  Lob,  etc.  —  4.  Mispro- 

nunciation of  a  as  [se:]  instead  of  [a:],  as  in  Vater.  - 

5.  Mispronunciation  of  ei,  or  at,"and  au,  as  [aa;;]  and  [aa], 
both  almost  sounding  like  [a:],  instead  of  [ai],  [au],  e.  g. 

in  mem  i  Haus.  —  6.  Use  of  [g]  instead  of  [r]  for  r,  as 
in  er,  waren,  etc.  —  7.  Slurring  over  the  vowel  [a]  in 
the  unaccented  terminations  -em,  -en,  at  the  same  time 

allowing  the  [n-]sound  to  assimilate  with  the  preceding 
consonant,  e.  g.  lieben  [li:bm]  instead  of  [liiban],  etc. 



GERMAN  SOUOT)S, 
AND  HOWTHEY  ARE  REPRESENTED  IN  SPELLING. 

1.  VOWELS. 

VOWELS,  in  German,  as  in  English  and  other 

languages,  are  voice-sounds,  consisting  of  a  series 
of  explosive  puffs  of  air,  from  the  glottis,  acting 
on  some  definite  configuration  of  the  superglottal 

passages  (mouth,  throat,  etc.).  Vowel  differen- 
tiation mainly  depends,  1.  on  the  position  of  the 

tongue,  2.  on  the  shape  of  the  lip  aperture. 
In  the  following  diagram,  the  dotted  line 

represents  the  roof  of  the  mouth,  the  top  line  of 

the  triangle  connecting  the  centre  of  the  hard  pa- 
late with  the  centre  of  the  soft  palate.  The  po- 

sitions of  the  letters  [i],  [u],  etc.  mark  the  positions 

of  the  articulating  part  of  the  tongue  when  pro- 
nouncing the  vowel-sounds  indicated  by  those 

letters  in  our  table  of  phonetic  sound-notation  and 
presently  to  be  described.  Small  parentheses  in 

the  diagram  denote  lip-rounding ;  a  colon,  length. 

(Hard  Palate)    "  "  (Soft  Palate) 

(Teeth)         ̂  

>  (v) 
e:  («:)  »         (o:)  ̂  

a:,  a 
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FRONT  VOWELS. 

HIGH-FRONT-NARROW  VOWEL  : *  long,  [i:] ;  short- 
ened, [i].  (See  table  of  phonetic  sound-notation, 

p.  VIII.)  —  If  the  tongue  be  raised  as  high  and 
as  close  to  the  middle  of  the  hard  palate  as  is 

possible  without  causing  friction,  the  vowel-sound 
produced  will  be  the  high-front-narrow  vowel, 

or  "close  »"  =  [i]. 
Broadly  speaking,  English  i  in  machine,  or 

e  in  he,  may  be  given  as  an  instance  of  lonjA 

close  [i]  —  [i:].  In  the  London  and  South  of 
England  pronunciation  it  is  generally,  however, 
rather  a  diphthong,  beginning  with  a  somewhat 

more  "open"  t-sound,  and  only  finishing  with  the 
close  [i]  in  question,  or  even  with  the  consonant 

[j],  he  thus  being  — -  [hi;i],  [hi:j],  not  [hi:]. 

In  French,  all  s's,  irrespectively  of  quantity, 
have  this  close  sound. 

In  German,  close  [i]  appears  as  a  simple  long 

vowel,  and  is  spelt  in  the  following  ways:  - 
1.  i;  e.  g.  mir  [miir],  me,  to  me. 
2.  ie;  e.  g.  sie  [zi:],  she. 
3.  ih;  e.  g.  ihn  pi:n],  him. 
4.  ieh;  e.  g.   Vieh  [fi;],  cattle. 

5.  i/,  in  a  few  proper  names ;  e.  g.  Schwy#[$vi:ts]. 2 

1  Adopting  the  terminology  of  Mr.  A.  M.  Bell,  which 
I  find  it  possible  to  use,  although  I  can  only  partly  ac- 

cept his  analysis  of  vowel-articulation. 
2  So  also  unaccented  final  y  in  words  borrowed  from 

the  English;  e.  g.  Sherry  [fcri:],  sherry. 
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6.  ee,  in  a  few  words  from  the  English; 
e.  g.  Spleen  [splim],  or  [Jplim],  spleen. 

If  this  sound  occurs  in  "open"  unaccented 
syllables, l  it  is  more  or  less  shortened,  without, 
however,  losing  its  close  quality;  e.  g.  Militar 

[mili'teir],  military,  army;  die  gute  [di  guite], 
the  good  (fern.  sing.).  In  very  slow  and  distinct 
enunciation,  secondary  stress  may  preserve  the  full 

length  of  the  vowel;  e.  g.  [miili'teir],  [di:  guita]. 
It  could,  indeed,  hardly  he  called  incorrect  to  re- 

tain [i:]  everywhere,  but  it  would  certainly  sound 
rather  pedantic  in  conversation  or  informal  read- 

ing. When  final,  [i:J  retains  its  full  length,  e.  g. 
AIM  pailibi:],  alibi;  Pauli  [pauli:],  of  St.  Paul 
(also  a  surname);  as  also  when  a  simple  word 
whose  principal  accent  falls  upon  that  sound  is 
used  as  part  of  a  compound,  so  that  the  principal 
accent  becomes  a  secondary  one;  e.  g.  Liebe 
[Ii;b9],  love;  Vorliebe  [foirliiba],  predilection. 

%*  1.  Take  care  not  to  make  German  [i:] 
a  diphthong,  as  e,  ee,  etc.  in  English;  nie  = 
[ni:],  not  [m:i],  [nuj],  as  English  knee. 

2.  Avoid  lowering  the  sound  before  final  r, 

which  in  careful  pronunciation  is  not  an  in- 
distinct vocal  murmur ,  [a] ,  as  in  English ,  but 

trilled  [r] ;  mir  thus  being  differently  pronounced 

1  Compare  the  following  chapter,  on  Letters  and 
their  Values. 
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from  English  mere,  which  may  be  [mi:d],  with 
open  [n],  and  is  pronounced  [mi:r],  [mi:rj  only 

by  provincials. 
3.  Do  not  let  [i:]  be  shortened  by  the  influence 

of  a  following  "sharp"  or  breath  consonant,  as 
is  done  in  English,  fee  being  [fi:j],  and  feel  [fnjl], 
but  feet  rather   [fijt].     In  German,  the  [i:]  in 
Gebiet  [gabiit],  territory,  is  quite  as  long  as  the 
[i:]  in   Vieh  [fi:],  or  in  viel  [fi:l],  much. 

4.  Where  [i:]  in  German  is  shortened,  on 
account  of  not  bearing  the  accent,  do  not  sub- 

stitute open  i  —  [i],  or  especially  [e],  for  it, 
but  simply  reduce  it  in  quantity;  e.  g.  direkt 

[di'rekt],  not  [dirckt],  with  open  [i],  or  [da'rekt], 
as   direct  is  occasionally  pronounced  in  English. 

HIGH-FRONT-NARROW-ROUND  VOWEL:  long,  [y:]; 
shortened,  [y].  —  Pronounce  the  preceding  vowel, 
[i:],  at  the  same  time  rounding  the  lips,  rather 
more  than  is  the  habit  in  pronouncing  English  oo, 
almost  as  in  whistling,  and  the  result  will  be 

the  high-front-narrow-round  vowel,  or  "close  w" 
=  [y:]- 

This  sound  does  not  occur  in  English  speech. 

In  French,  all  w's  are  pronounced  "close."  — 
Welsh  u  in  du,  black,  or  y  in  ty,  house,  is  not 

the  same  sound,  but  a  "mixed"  instead  of  a 
"round"  vowel,  i.  e.  articulated  with  a  tongue- 
position  intermediate  between  those  for  [i]  and  [u]. 
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Its  acoustic  effect  also  is  only  similar  to,  not 

identical  with,  that  of  [y:]. 

In  German ,  [y]  is ,  like  [i] ,  used  as  a  long 

vowel  only,  and  represented  in  spelling  by:  — 
1.  u;  e.  g.  fur  [fy:r],  for. 

2.  Hh;1  e.  g.  Mhn  [kyin],  bold. 
3.  y,  in  originally  Greek  words;  e.  g.  Asyl 

[Vzy;l],  asylum,  refuge. 
4.  u,  sometimes  followed  by  mute  e,  in  words 

borrowed  from  the  French ;  e.  g.  Aper$u  paper'sy:], 
sketch,  summary;  Eevue  [ra'vy:],  review. 

This  sound  hardly  occurs  in  unaccented  open 
syllables,  unless  in  words  from  the  Greek  or 

French.  It  is  then  shortened,  like  [i:];  e.  g. 

Tyrann  [ty'ran],  tyrant;  Bureau  [by'roi],  office. 
As  to  the  pronunciation  of  y,  many  speakers 

treat  this  letter  as  if  it  were  i.  As,  however, 

persons  acquainted  with  Greek  generally  give  it 
the  same  sound  which  the  Greek  letter  v  has 

in  the  German  school  pronunciation  of  Greek, 

viz.  [y:],  "good  usage"  certainly  is  in  favour  of 
the  latter  sound.  Still,  in  words  in  common  use, 

such  as  Cylinder,  cylinder,  but  also  meaning  a 
tall  hat,  or  a  lamp  chimney,  the  y,  especially 

when  unaccented,  is  almost  universally  pronoun- 

ced [ii],  [i];  e.  g.  [tsi'lmder].  Compare  the  mo- 

1  If  the  word-stem  contains  a  t,  the  h  is  (in  proper 
names)  written  after  the  t,  e.  g.  Thuringen,  Thuringia. 
Similary  with  other  vowels. 
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dern  spellings,  Grips,  gypsum;  Silbe,  syllable; 
Kristall,  crystal.  The  above  remarks  equally 

apply  to  short  open  y  =  [Y]. 
In  the  Middle  and  South  of  Germany,  the 

lip-rounding  is  often  neglected  in  pronouncing 
[y:],  and  [y:]  is  thus  converted  into  [i:].  This 
pronunciation  is  provincial.  In  poetry  indeed 
u,  etc.  is  frequently  made  to  rhyme  with  i,  etc., 
but  in  correct  pronunciation  each  retains  its 
proper  sound,  and  rhymes  such  as  griifsen :  fliefsen, 
i.  e.  [gry:san]  :  [fliisen],  although  quite  allowable, 
are  imperfect  rhymes.  The  same  may  be  said 
with  regard  to  short  open  [Y]  and  short  open  [i]. 

***  1.  Do  not  confound  [y:]  with  English 
[jui],  or  rather  [ju:w],  as  pronounced  in  muse, 

new,  etc.  —  [y:]  is  a  simple  sound,  in  which  the 
tongue-position  of  [i:]  and  the  lip-rounding  of  [ur] 
take  place  simultaneously. 

2.  The  [y:]-sound  must  not  be  lowered  before 
r  [r] ;  e.  g.  in  fur. 

3.  It  must  not  be  shortened  before  breath 

consonants;  e.  g.  in  siifs. 

HIGH-FRONT-WIDE  VOWEL,  [i].  —  By  slightly 
lowering  and  retracting  the  front  of  the  tongue 
from  the  [imposition ,  we  arrive  at  the  position 

for  the  high-front-wide  vowel,  or  open  i  =  [i]. 
An  open  t-sound  is  used  in  English  for 

"short  »,"  as  in  bit. 
The  German  [i],  which  is  also  and  exclusi- 
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vely  short,  is  perhaps,  in  careful  pronunciation, 
a  shade  less  open  than  the  common  English 

"short  i"  but  practice  varies,  and  the  difference 
may  be  disregarded.  In  spelling,  German  [i] 

appears  as:  - 
1.  i;  e.  g.  mit  [mit],  with. 
2.  ie,  in  a  few  words;  e.  g.  viersehn  [firtsem], 

fourteen. 

3.  y,   in   some   proper    names   and   foreign 
words;  e.  g.  Hyrtl  [hirtel]  (proper  name). 

%*  1.  This  sound  is  to  be  pronounced  dis- 
tinctly even  in  unaccented  syllables;  e.  g.  Konigin, 

queen,  must  not  be  confused  in  pronunciation 
with  Konigen,  (to)  kings,  the  former  being 

[k0:ni9/jin], x  the  latter  [k0:m9/jOn]. 
2.  Final  r  [r]  must  have  no  influence  on  [i] ; 

Hirt  [hirt]  has  an  [i-]sound  just  as  distinct  as 
the  one  in  mit  [mit].  Avoid  therefore  any  ap- 

proach to  [hoit],  as  English  hurt  (compare  dirt) 
is  pronounced. 

HIGH-FRONT-WIDE-ROUND  VOWEL,  [Y].  —  If  the 
lips  are  rounded  in  pronouncing  [i],  the  sound  is 

changed  to  the  high-front-wide-round  vowel,  or 
open  u  =  [Y]. 

This  also  is  not  an  English  sound. 
In  German,  [Y]  is  the  short  correspondent 

of  [y:],  as  [i]  is  of  [i:].  It  is  spelt:  — 
1.  ft;  e.  g.  Hutte  [hite],  hut. 

i  |9/j]  =  either  [g],  or  [j]. 
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2.  y,  in  words  originally  Greek ;  e.  g.  Myrte 
[mYrt0],  myrtle. 

3.  u,  in  some  loan-words  from  the  French; 

e.  g.  Budget  [by'dge:],  budget. 
See  the  remarks  on  [y:],  page  11. 

***  The  sound  remains  the  same  when  fol- 
lowed by  r  [r]. 

MID-FRONT-NARROW  TOWEL:  long,  [e:];  shortened, 
[e].  —  On  the  articulating  part  of  the  tongue 
reaching  about  one  third  of  the  way  from  the 
position  for  [i]  to  the  position  for  [a],  the  mouth 
cavity  will  serve  as  a  resonance  chamber  for  the 

mid-front-narrow  vowel,  or  close  e  =  [e]. 
This  sound  is  not  used  in  English,  except, 

by  some  speakers,  as  the  first  element  of  the 

diphthong  [e:i],  for  the  "long  a"  in  pale,  etc., 
where  others  employ  a  more  open  (Y)-sound, 
making  the  diphthong  =  [«:*].  Scotch  ay  in  day. 

In  French,  e  ferm6,  often  written  6,  is  the 

sound  in  question. 
In  German,  long  [e],  i.  e.  [e:],  is  the  sound 

given  to  "long  e"  spelt:  — 
1.  e;  e.  g.  schwer  [jveir],  heavy,  difficult. 

2.  ee;  e.  g.  Beet  [be:t],  flower-bed. 
3.  eh;  e.  g.  ReJi  [re:],  roe. 

4.  4,  in  words  from  the  French,  and  some- 

times in  German  proper  names;    e.   g.   Carre", 
now  spelt  Karree,  [ka're:],  square,  squadron. 

In  unaccented  open  syllables,  except  those 
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where  [0]  is  employed  (see  page  30),  [e:]  is  short- 
ened, but  not  changed  to  open  [e] ;  e.  g.  Sehretar 

[zekre'teir] ,  secretary.  Final  [e:],  occurring  in 
names  originally  Greek,  etc.,  as  in  Athene 

pa'temei],  is  again  excepted.  Likewise  [e:]  origi- 
nally accented,  when  occurring  in  a  portion  of 

a  compound  not  bearing  the  principal  stress,  still 
retains  its  length;  e.  g.  gelen  [geiban],  give; 
ausgeben  paiisge:b9n],  spend. 

In  a  large  part  of  Germany,  long  e,  ee,  or 
eh,  is  not  always  pronounced  as  [e:],  but  in 
certain  words  more  or  less  open,  =  [«:].  These 
distinctions  are,  as  a  rule,  accounted  for  by 
etymology ;  usage,  however,  is  greatly  at  variance 
in  the  different  localities,  some  districts  retaining 
more  of  the  older  open  sounds,  others  less.  The 
modern  tendency,  which  already  prevails  in  some 
provinces,  as  also  in  Berlin,  is  certainly  in 
favour  of  a  uniform  [e:],  and  this  is  the  only 
pronunciation  which  can  be  recommended. 

English  students  of  German  not  trained  in 
phonetics  generally  fail  to  perceive  the  difference 
between  [e:]  and  [«:] ,  which ,  however ,  is  quite 
distinct  to  continental  ears,  and  must  not  be 
disregarded. 

%*  1.  Do  not  think  you  can  substitute 
English  "long  a,"  i.  e.  [e:i],  or  [eii],  for  German 
[e:].  The  finishing  [I]-sound  must  be  carefully 
avoided.  Compare  German  Eeh  [rei]  with  Eng- 

lish ray  [re;l]  or  [re:I]. 
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2.  The  finishing  [i]-sound  is  omitted  also  in 
English  before  final  r  [9],  but  then  the  e-sound 
itself  is  never  [e:],  but  opener,  [ei],  if  not  [se:], 
the  long  of  a  in  cat;  fare  thus  being  pronounced 

[fa:9],  or  [fseia];  ere  [e:9],   or  [seie],  etc.    Parti- 
cular care  must  therefore  be  taken  not  to  lower 

[e:]  before  r  [r]  in  pronouncing  German. 
3.  Allow  the   [ei]  to  retain  its  full  length 

before  breath  consonants.   There  is  no  such  diffe- 

rence in   quantity   between   the  vowel  in  fehl, 

amiss,  [fe:l],  and  that  in  gehst,  goest,  [geist],  as 
there  is  between  the  [e:i]  in  fail  [fe:ll],  and  the 
[ei]  in  graced  [grelst]. 

MID-FRONT-NARROW-ROUND-VOWEL:  long,  [0;]; 
shortened,  [0].  —  Bound  the  preceding  vowel, 
[ei] ,  to  get  the  mid-front-narrow-round  vowel, 
or  close  o  =  [0:]. 

This  again  is  not  an  English  vowel.  The 

nearest  approximation  to  it  in  English  is  the 

vowel-sound  in  her,  bird,  surd,  etc.,  as  pro- 
nounced by  many  speakers.  But  this  is  at  best  a 

"mixed"  instead  of  a  "front-round"  vowel,  the 
middle  instead  of  the  front  of  the  tongue  being 

raised,  without  the  "rounding"  of  the  lips  essential 
to  German  [0:]. 

[0]  is  the  French  eu  ferme,  as  in  Meuse 

(long),  Europe  (short). 
In  German,  long  o  is  pronounced  [0:].  It  is 

written:  — 
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1.  0,    in    a   few   originally    foreign   words 
followed  by  mute  e;  e.  g.  schon  [J0:n],  beautiful; 

Diarrhoe  [dia'r0:],  diarrhoea. 
2.  oh;  e.  g.  Hohle  [h0:te],  cave. 
3.  eu,  sometimes  followed  by  mute  e,  in 

words   from   the   French:    e.  g.   adieu  padl'0:], 
pa'dj0:],  adieu,  good  bye;   Queue  [k0:],  cue. 

4.  oeu,  also  in  French  words  (French  spelling 
<BM);  e.  g.  Coeur  [k0:r],  hearts  (in  cards). 

It  occurs  in  unaccented  syllables  in  loan- 
words only.  It  is  shortened  in  the  same  way 

as  [ii],  [yi],  etc.;  e.  g.  Bootien  [b0'o:tsfon], Boeotia. 

In  the  provincial  pronunciations  of  Middle 
and  South  Germany,  [0:]  is  replaced  by  [e:],  its 
unrounded  correspondent,  as  [y:]  is  by  [i:].  In 

correct  usage,  these  sounds  are  always  distin- 
guished, even  when  they  are  made  to  rhyme  in 

poetry:  as  Hohle :  Seele,  soul;  i.  e.  [h0:l9] :  [zeile]. 
The  same  remarks  hold  good  with  regard  to 
short  open  [oc]  and  the  corresponding  unrounded 
sound  [e]. 

%*  1.  Keep  the  [0:]  distinct  from  [y:],  and 
do  not  contuse  it  with  English  [01] ,  as  in  her, 
bird,  surd,  etc. 

2.  See  that  the  [01]  is  not  influenced  by 
final  r  [r]  following  it.  The  vowel  in  hort  [h0:rt], 
hears ,  etc. ,  must  be  identical  with  the  one  in 
Hohle  [h0:l9].  This  also  applies  to  eur  (oeur) 
in  words  originally  French,  where  open  [oei]  is 

VlftTOR,  German  Pronunciation  0th    ed.  2 
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the  French  sound;  e.  g.  Eedakteur  [redak't0:r], 
editor. 

MID-FRONT-WIDE  VOWEL,  [e].  —  If  the  tongue 
is  further  lowered  and  drawn  back  in  the  direction 

of  the  line  connecting  the  positions  for  [i]  and 

[a],  so  that  the  position  of  the  highest  part  of 

the  tongue  is  at  the  centre,  or  not  further  back- 
wards than  the  end  of  the  central  third  of  this 

line,  the  sound  produced  will  be  a  mid-front- 

wide  vowel,  or  a  more  or  less  "open  e"  =  [e]. 
An  open  e-sound,  =  [«],  is  used  in  English 

for  e  in  let  (short),  whilst  a  in  care,  or  e  in  ere 

(long),  is  lower  (low-front-narrow). 
Both  [«:]  and  [«]  are  employed  in  German. 

Long  "open  e"  =  [ei],  is  the  sound  given  to:  — 
1.  a;  e.  g.  saen  [zeion],  sow. 
2.  ah;  e.  g.  mahen  [nifiien],  mow. 
3.  ai,   in   words   originally  French;    e.   g. 

Palais  [pa'te:],  castle. 
4.  e,   before  r  [r],   also  in  French  words; 

e.  g.  Dessert  [de's«:r],  dessert. 
In  unaccented  open  syllables,  where  [si]  hardly 

occurs  in  genuine  German  words,  the  sound  is 

reduced  in  quantity,  as  other  long  vowels  are; 

e.  g.  plaidieren  [ple'diiren],  to  plead. 
There  is  a  tendency  to  pronounce  [e:]  for 

[«:],  in  different  parts  of  the  country,  also  in 
Berlin;  but  this  must  still  be  considered  as 
dialectal. 
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%*  Give  all  German  [«:]s,  whether  followed 
by  r  [r]  or  not,  the  vowel -sound  of  e  in  bet 
lengthened. 

Short  open  e  =  [e],  is  used  for:  — 
1.  e;  e.  g.  fest  [fest],  fast,  firm. 
2.  a;  e.  g.  Hande  [hsnde],  hands  (plur.). 

There  is  no  difference  between   "short  e" 
and  "short  a"  in  correct  German  pronunciation, 
although  an  artificial  distinction  is  sometimes 
attempted  by  schoolmasters  and  others  who  are 

misled  by  the  spelling  and  the  analogy  of  "long 
e"  and  "long  a"  In  fact,  the  a  (for  the  short 
vowel)  is  only  a  comparatively  modern  spelling, 
based  on  etymological  grounds,  but  by  no  means 
consistently  carried  out.  In  Middle  High  German. 
hende  was  written  for  Hande,  and  the  old  spelling 

is  retained  in  the  modern  lehende,  "nimble," 
which  is  formed  from  the  same  stem.  —  Geld: 

fallt,  and  the  like,  form  perfect  rhymes  — 
[gelt]  :  felt],  etc. 

V  !•  Pronounce  "short  e"  and  "short  a" 
both  as  "short  e"  in  Northern  English  =;  [«], 
and  do  not  think  a  ought  to  be  made  like  "short 
a"  in  fat,  etc.  -  -  Gdste  [g«st9],  guests,  has  the 
same  vowel  as  English  guests,  etc. 

2.  Do  not  let  [e]  in  any  way  be  influenced 
by  final  r  [r]  following  it.  Herr,  the  German 
for  Mr.,  sir,  may  be  pronounced  [ha;],  as  English 
her,  in  an  English  context,  but  this  is  by  no 
means  the  German  pronunciation  of  Herr;  it  is 
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[her],  with  distinct  short  [e]  and  the  usual  final 

[r].  So  Here,  heart  =  [herts],  Erbe,  heir  = 
[?erb8],  etc.  The  substitution  of  [a:]  as  in  her, 
bird,  etc.,  for  [«r]  and  [ir]  being  one  of  the 
mistakes  to  which  English  speakers  of  German 
are  most  liable  and  to  which  they  adhere  most 

pertinaciously,  particular  care  ought  to  be  taken 
to  avoid  it. 

MID-FRONT- WIDE-ROUND  VOWEL,  [oe].1  This  is 
the  rounded  form  of  [«]. 

In  English  it  does  not  occur,  the  "mixed" 
[91]  used  for  the  vowel  in  her  being  only  similar 

to  it,  and,  indeed,  more  similar  to  this  open  [oe]- 
sound  than  to  the  close  [01] .  See  remarks  on 

[01],  page  16. 

In  German,  [oe]  is  only  used  as  a  short 
vowel,  and  is  always  spelled: 

o;  e.  g.  Gespott  [gajpoet],  mockery. 

As  to  dialectal  South  German  pronunciation 
and  use  in  rhyme,  compare  [01],  page  17. 

%*  1.  Do  not  substitute  [a:]  as  in  her,  etc. 
for  German  [oe],  which  above  all  must  be  pro- 

nounced short. 

2.  If  followed  by  final  r  [r],  [oe]  must  re- 
main the  same  in  quality  and  quantity  as  in 

other  cases. 

Another  phonetic  symbol  is  [a]. 
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BACK  VOWELS. 

Low -BACK -(WIDE)  VOWEL,  [a].  —  A  vowel- 
sound  produced  with  the  tongue  in  a  position 
twice  as  far  from  the  centre  of  the  hard  palate 
as  from  that  of  the  soft,  will  be  the  low-back- 
(wide)  vowel,  [a],  which,  in  acoustic  effect,  is 
equally  remote  from  [i]  and  [u],  or  from  [e]  and 

[o],  etc. 
This  is  the  sound  used  for  the  a  in  father 

by  South  of  England  speakers,  the  Northern 
pronunciation  verging  towards  the  a  in  all. 

French  a  in  rare  is  almost  a  front  vowel; 
a  in  pas  is  practically  the  unrounded  form  of 
English  a  in  all,  though  certainly  not  sufficient 
to  identify  it  with  the  latter  sound,  as  is  done 
by  some  English  speakers  of  French. 

The  a  in  all  used  to  be  be  called  the  "Ger- 

man a"  by  older  English  grammarians,  in  oppo- 
sition to  the  a  in  father,  named  the  "Italian  a." 

In  point  of  fact,  there  is  no  such  sound  as  this 
so-called  German  a  in  received  German  pronun- 

ciation, all  German  a's,  whether  long  or  short, 
being  pronounced  as  Italian  a's,  i.  e.  as  "pure" 
[a:],  when  long,  and  [a],  when  short. 

The  long  sound,  in  German  spelling,  has 

the  following  symbols:  — 
1.  a;  e.  g.  da  [da:],  there. 
2.  aa;  e.  g.  Aal  Pa:l],  eel. 
3.  ah;  e.  g.  nah  [na:],  near. 
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4.  aw;  in  the  originally  English  word  Shawl 
[Jail],  now  spelt  Schal,  shawl. 

5.  iy  as  the  second  element  of  the  originally 
French  diphthong  oi,  in  French  pronounced  [iiaij, 

hut  in  German   [oa:] ;  e.   g.  Boudoir  [budo'air], houdoir. 

In  the  South  of  Germany  generally  the  sound 
is  slightly  lower,  not  quite  so  clear,  but  still 
does  not  approach  the  a  in  all  so  much  as  does 

the  North  English  a  in  father.  Not  a  few  Ger- 
man dialects,  as  those  of  Thuringia,  Saxony, 

Bavaria,  and  Austria,  indeed,  employ  a  broader 

"long  a,"  a  sound  similar  to,  or  identical  with, 
English  a  in  all.  But  any  such  pronunciation, 
except  where  comical  effects  are  intended,  would 
be  quite  inadmissible  on  the  stage.  Hanoverian 
pronunciation  sins  in  the  opposite  direction  by 

giving  the  "long  a"  a  mincing  sound,  like  the 
one  Often  heard  for  a  in  path,  —  Vater,  father, 
almost  being  [fseitar],  etc. 

Long  [a:]  in  unaccented  open  syllables  is 

shortened;  e.  g.  Kanone  [ka'no:n8] ,  canon;  but 
not  when  [a:]  is  final;  e.  g.  Anna  pana:],  Ann, 
with  fully  long  [a:];  nor  is  [a:]  in  secondarily 
accented  parts  of  a  compound  thus  reduced  in 
quantity,  if  the  [a:]  has  the  primary  accent  when 
the  word  is  used  by  itself;  e.  g.  Art  pa:rt],  kind, 
species;  Abort  Pap?airt],  variety. 

%*  1.  Let  [ai]  everywhere  have  the  clear 
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sound  of  a  in  far,  and  avoid  any  approach  either 
to  a  in  all  or  to  a  in  care. 

2.  If  [a:]  is  followed  by  a  vowel,  either  in 

the  same  word  or  in  the  beginning  of  the  follow- 

ing word,  take  care  not  to  insert  an  [r]-sound, 
as  you  may  feel  tempted  to  do  from  your  Eng- 

lish practice  of  saying  e.  g.  [fa:]  for  far,  when 

not  followed  by  a  vowel,  but  [fair],  when  follow- 
ed by  one;  as,  is  it  far?  [iz  it  fa:?],  but:  how 

far  is  it?  [hati  fa:r  iz  it?].     Of  course,  if  [a:] 

in  German  is  followed  by  r,  this  must  be  pro- 
nounced as  [r]. 

3.  Do  not  convert  unaccented  [a:]  into  the 

indistinct  vowel -sound  [9]   used  for  unaccented 
back  vowels  in  English,  as  in  [papa:],  for  papa. 
In   German    the    sound,    although   unaccented, 

retains  its  quality,  e.  g.  Papa  [pa'pa:],  and  when 
final,  also  its  quantity;  Anna  as  stated  above, 

being  pana:],  not  pana],  and  still  less  Pans], 
which   would  be  taken  for  Anne  (a  form  of  the 
name  also  in  use). 

Short  [a],  the  same  sound  as  [a:],  only  short- 
ened, is  spelt:  — 

1.  a;  e.  g.  ab  pap],  off. 
2.  i,  as  the  second  element  of  the  diphthong 

oi  in    some   French   loan-words;   e.   g.    Octroi 

poktro'a],  excise. 
As  to  dialectal  varieties  of  [a],  compare  re- 

marks on  [a:]. 

%*   1.   Do  not  confuse  this  sound  with  the 
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"short  a"  in  at,  man,  which  is  not  a  pure  a- 
sound,  but  intermediate  between  [a]  and  [«]. 
Simply  shorten  the  vowel  in  far,  father. 

2.  Avoid  lengthening  [a]  before  r  [r] ;  hart, 

hard  =  [hart],   with  short  [a]  followed  by  [r], 
not  [ha:9t],  [hart],  like  English  hart,  or  heart. 

3.  Keep  the   [a]   distinct,  also,  when  not 
accented.    German  [a]  is  never  slurred  over  like 
unaccented  a  in  Arab,  metal,  pronounced  psereb], 

[metal],  but  retains  its  distinct  sound;  e.  g.  nie- 
mand  [nimmnt],   nobody,  not  [ni;m9nt];   Islam 
pislam],  Islam,  etc. 

MlD -BACK -WIDE -ROUND  VOWEL,    [o].   —  Raise 

the  back  of  the  tongue  in  the  direction  of  the 
middle  of  the  soft  palate,  so  that  at  least  one 
third  or  even  one  half  of  the  distance  between 

the  tongue  •  height  for  [a]  and  that  for  [u]  is 
reached,  at  the  same  time  rounding  the  lips 
rather  more  than  in  pronouncing  o  in  note.  The 

sound  produced  will  be  the  mid-back-wide-round 
vowel,  or  open  o  =  [o]. 

Many  English  speakers  employ  this  sound 

as  the  first  element  of  the  diphthong  [ou],  pro- 
nounced for  o  in  note,  others  making  the  o- 

element  either  closer  or  more  open.  Provincial 
oo  in  door  may  occasionally  be  the  same  sound 
(long),  but  it  is  closer  in  the  North  of  England, 
and  very  much  opener  in  the  received  Southern 

pronunciation,  as  is  English  "short  o"  in  not. 
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French  "open  o"  in  noce  (short),  nord  (long), 
is  usually  considered  the  same  sound  as  the 

German  [o],  but  seems  rather  lower  —  though 
narrow  --  and  more  "advanced". 

German  [o]  is  only  used  short,  and  always 

spelt:  — 
o;  e.  g.  ob  pop],  if,  whether. 
In  some  German  dialects  it  becomes  almost 

"close  o"  =  [o],  whilst  others  make  it  nearly 
as  open  as  the  English  o  in  not. 

***  1.  Remember  that  English  o  in  not  is 
a  much  opener  sound  than  German  [o],  and  there- 

fore must  not  be  used  instead.  It  reminds  a 

German  ear  of  [a]. 

2.  Let  [or],  wherever  it  occurs,  remain  distinct 
short  [o]  followed  by  [r];  fort,  forth  [fort],  not 
[fo:8t],  [foit],  as  English  fort. 

3.  In  unaccented  syllables  the  sound  does 
not  become  indistinct  [9],  as  o  in  Jacob,  abbot 
in  English,  but  retains  its  quality;  e.  g.  Jacob, 
Jacob,  James  [ja:kop],  not  [jaikap],  etc.    This 
applies  also  to  unaccented   [or],  as  in  Doldor 

[doktor],  doctor. 

MlD-BACK-NAKKOW-ROUND  YOWEL,    [o].  —   If  the 

articulating  b,:ck  of  the  tongue  be  raised  still 
more  towards  the  middle  of  the  soft  palate,  so 
as  to  reach  the  end  of  the  central  third  of  the 

way  from  the  [a]-position  to  the  [u] -position, 
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whilst  the  lips  are  rounded,  we  get  the  mid- 

back-narrow-round  vowel,  "close  o"  =  [oj. 
A  similar  sound  is  sometimes  used  as  the 

first  element  of  the  diphthongal  sound  given  to 
o  in  no  in  English,  but  as  a  rule  the  English 
sound  is  more  open.  The  same  may  be  said  of 
a  provincial  or  antiquated  close  pronunciation 
of  the  oo  in  door.  See  remarks  on  [o]. 

The  French  "close  o"  in  dos  is  the  sound 
meant. 

Also  "close  o"  in  German  is  as  a  rule  more 
distinctly  rounded  than  English  o-sounds.  Ac- 

cented, it  occurs  long  only,  bearing  the  same 
relation  to  short  [o],  as  [01]  does  to  [oe].  The 

following  spellings  are  in  use  for  it:  — 
1.  o;  e.  g.  so  [zo:],  so. 
2.  oo ;  in  very  few  words ;  e.  g.  Soot  [bort],  boat. 
3.  oh;  e.  g.  roh  [roi],  raw,  rude. 
4.  oe,  in  Low  German  names;  e.   g.  Soest 

[zoist];  Iteehoe  pitsaho:].1 
5.  oi,   also   in  Low  German  names;   e.  g. 

Troisdorf  [troisdorf].2 
6.  ow,  in  Low  German  names,  and  in  some 

English  words;    e.  g.  Grabow  [graibo:];  Bowie 
[boite],  claret  cup. 

1  Schiller  makes     it    rhyme    with     Muqjeh,  as  if 
pronounced  pitsdhe:]. 

2  Now  often  pronounced  [troysdorf],  by  railway  offi- 
cials, etc. 
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7.  au,   in   words  originally   French;   e.   g. 
Sauce,  now  also  spelt  Sofse,  [zoisa],  sauce. 

8.  eau,  also  a  French  spelling ;  e.  g.  Plateau 

[pla'to:],  plateau. 
9.  oa,   in   some  English  loan-words;  e.  g. 

Toast  [toist],  toast. 

In  some  parts  of  Germany  the  "long  0"  is 
made  too  open.  There  is  no  long  open  o  in  re- 

ceived pronunciation. 

If  unaccented,  [o:]  is  shortened,  still  re- 
taining its  close  sound.  Final  [o:]  always  re- 

mains long.  E.  g.  Salomo  [zailomoi],  Solomon. 

***  1.  Do  not  make  German  [o:]  a  diphthong, 
as  English  o  in  no,  which  =  [o:u].  So  =  [zoi], 
but  English  so  =  [so:u],  or  [soiii]. 

2.  Do  not  shorten  the  sound  before  voice- 

less consonants,  as  [o:ti]  becomes  [ou]  in  English 
note,  whereas  node  has  full  [o:u].    Compare  Not 
[no:t],  need,  and  English  note  [noiit]. 

3.  Keep  the  sound  close  before  final  r  [r]; 
Ohr,  ear,  being  poir],   and  not  identical  with 
English  or  [0:9],  [o:]. 

HIGH  -  BACK  -  WIDE  -  ROUND  VOWEL,  [u].  —  Let 
the  back  of  the  tongue  be  raised  to  the  middle 
of  the  remaining  distance  between  [o]  and  [u], 

and  it  will  be  in  the  position  for  the  high-back- 

wide-round  vowel,  or  "open  u,"  [u],  in  pro- 
nouncing which  the  lips  must  at  the  same  time  be 

rounded. 
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English  u  in  put  and  oo  in  poor  are  open 
w-sounds. 

The  German  open  [u],  which  is  only  used 
short,  is  perhaps  rather  less  open  than  English 
u  in  put,  and  more  decidedly  rounded.  It  is 
written:  — 

1.  u;  e.  g.  Kunst  [kunst],  art. 
2.  ou,  in  a  few  French  words ;  e.  g.  Eessource 

[re'surse],  resource. 
South  German  "short  u"  is  almost  a  close 

w-sound. 

%*  1.  Let  final  r  —  [r]  following  [u]  have  no 
influence  on  it,  either  in  quality  or  in  quantity. 
Urne  purna] ,  urn ,  must  have  the  same  vowelr 
sound  as  Kunst;  there  is  no  approach  whatever 
to  the  English  pronunciation  of  urn  [9:n]. 

2.  Unaccented  [u]  must  not  be  made  [a], 
the  indistinct  vowel  used  for  u  in  English  focus; 
the  German  FoJcus  being  pronounced  [foikus], 
with  distinct  [u]. 

HIGH-BACK-NARROW-ROUND  VOWEL,  [u].  —  Ap- 
proach the  back  of  the  tongue  as  near  to  the 

middle  of  the  soft  palate  as  is  possible  without 

converting  a  vowel-sound  uttered  under  these 
circumstances  into  a  buzzed  consonant,  at  the 
same  time  round  the  lips,  to  get  the  position 

for  the  high-back-narrow-round  vowel,  or  "close 
«"  =  [u]. 
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English  "long  oo"  in  pool  is  commonly  con- 
sidered as  long  [u]  =  [ui],  but  it  is  rather  diph- 
thongal [u:w],  beginning  with  more  open  [u]  and 

only  finishing  with  [u],  or  even  [w].  just  as  ee 
in  feel  is  rather  [i:I],  [i:j],  than  [ii]. 

In  German,  "long  u"  is  always  [u:],  being 
the  long  correspondent  of  short  [u],  as  [i:]  is  of 

short  [i],  etc.  The  German  spellings  for  [u:]  are :  — 
1.  u;  e.  g.  du  [du:],  thou. 
2.  uh;  e   g.  Kuh  [ku:],  cow. 
3.  ou,  in  some  words  from  the  French;  e. 

g.  Tour  [tu:r],  tour. 
In  unaccented  syllables  [ui]  is  shortened  to 

[u],  but  not  when  it  is  final;  e.  g.  Mulatte 

[mu'lat9],  mulatto,  but  Kakadu  [kakadu:],  cocka- 
too. If  the  principal  accent  is  lost  on  account 

of  composition,  the  length  of  the  [u:]  remains 

unimpaired;  e.  g.  Zug  [tsu:k/x],  pull,  etc.;  Ab- 
sug  paptsu:k/x],  deduction,  etc. 

%*  1.  Try  to  make  [ui]  in  German  strictly 
monophthongal ,  distinguishing,  e.  g.  du  [du:], 
and  English  do  [duiw]. 

2.  Do  not  shorten  this  sound  before  voice- 
less consonants,  as  [u:w]  is  then  reduced  to  [uw] 

in  English;  e.  g.  goose  [guws]. 
3.  Do  not  sink  fui]  to  [u:],  still  less  to  [01] 

or  [o:],  before  final  [r],   as  English  "long  oo"  is 
often  pronounced  when  followed  by  r  [9],  as  in 

poor  [pu:8],  [po:o],  etc.    Compare  with  this,  Ger- 
man Tour  =•  [tu:r]. 
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MIXED  VOWEL. 

MID -MIXED  VOWEL,  [0].  —  By  combining  a 
relaxed  [e]  front,  and  a  still  more  relaxed  [a]  back 
elevation  of  the  tongue,  the  organs  will  be  in 

the  position  for  the  mid-mixed  vowel,  generally 

called  in  German  "unaccented  e,"  [&]. 
English  u  [A]  in  but  is  often  pronounced  in 

a  similar  way,  and  still  more  frequently  ur  [01] 

in  burn;  but  the  "indistinct  vowel"  [0]  in  un- 
accented syllables,  e.  g.  a  in  drama,  er  (mute  r) 

in  letter,  o  in  abbot,  etc.,  comes  perhaps  nearest 

to  the  [9-]  sound  in  acoustic  effect,  although  it 
is  less  distinctly  articulated  than  German  [0], 

and  especially  wants  the  definite  [e] -element. 
French  e  in  de  is  not  identical  with  the 

German  "unaccented  e"  the  French  sound  being 
rounded. 

The  only  spelling  used  for  German  [e]  is :  - 
e;  e.  g.  Gebote  [g0bo:t0],  commandments,— 

except  when  I  is  written  for  el  in  proper  names, 

e.  g.  Vogl,  pronounced  as  Vogel,  bird  [foigei]. 

In  similar  word-endings,  viz.,  —  el,  em,  en,  er, 
it  is  indeed  not  easy  to  distinguish  [01],  [em], 

[0n],  [0r],  from  the  simple  sonsonants,  [1],  [m], 

[n] ,  [r] ,  in  "syllabic"  function ,  which  are  con- 
sidered by  many  as  the  correct  oral  equivalents 

of  the  written  syllables  el,  em,  etc.,  and  which 

are  certainly  very  often  substituted  for  [01], 

[0m] ,  etc.  At  all  events ,  the  [n-]sound  ought 
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to  be  kept  distinct  in  the  termination  en,  and 

such  pronunciations  as  [leibm],  [leibm],  or  [leimi], 
[leim:],  with  long  [m],  for  leben,  live,  [neimi]  for 
nchmen,  take,  [trirjkrj]  for  trinJcen,  drink,  [zii):] 
for  singen,  sing,  as  well  as  [zmi]  for  sinnen, 

reflect,  cannot  pass  for  "correct"  as  long  as 
[leiban]  or  [leibn],  [nerman]  or  [neimn],  [tnrjk9n] 
or  [trirjkn],  [zirj9n]  or  [zirjn],  and  [zraen]  appear 
perfectly  natural  and  convenient  forms  to  a  vast 

number  of  speakers. 1 

"Unaccented  e"  is  not  pronounced  uniformly 
throughout  Germany.  Instead  of  the  [9]  de- 

scribed above ,  [e],  or  almost  [e],  may  be  heard 

in  South  Germany,  and  in  Silesia,  whereas  pro- 
nunciations verging  towards  [a]  or  [o]  are  met 

with  in  the  Northern  half  of  the  country. 

%*  1.  Do  not  use  a  distinct  e-sound  for 
final  [9],  as  also  some  English  speakers  of  Ger- 

man are  inclined  to  do. 

2.   Carefully   avoid   putting  in  an  [r] -sound 

between  final  German  [9]  -  -  or  rather  English 
[9],  which  you  may  have  substituted  for  it  - 
and  a  vowel-sound  beginning  the  following  word, 
as  you  say  [bet9]  for  better,  but  [b«t9r  an  beta] 

1  Assimilations  like  [le:bm],  [lc:bm],  [le:m],  [tarn], 
etc.,  are  by  no  means  so  general  as  is  sometimes  asserted, 
nor  do  they  represent  one  of  the  characteristics  of 
modern  sound  development,  such  forms  as  lebm,  live, 
gebm,  give,  or  puechstam,  letter,  occurring  as  early  as 
1542  and  1477. 
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for  better  and  better,  or  [aldiie]  for  idea,  but 
perhaps  [noiu  aidirar  ov  it]  for  no  idea  of  it,  in 
English.  To  say  [hatar  IQ]  instead  of  [hate  icj 

for  hatte  ich,  or  [za:k/xt8r  eir],1  instead  of  [zaik/xt9 
e:r],  for  sagte  er ,  is  altogether  un-German. 

DIPHTHONGS. 

A  diphthong  is  the  combination  of  a  full 
vowel  with  a  semivowel,  i.  e.  a  vowel  sub- 

ordinated to  the  other  by  diminution  of  force,  and 
often  also  reduction  in  quantity. 

In  German  there  are  three  diphthongs,  all 
of  them  decrescendo  diphthongs,  i.  e.  with  the 
full  vowel  preceding  the  semivowel.  They  are, 

[al],  [au]  and  [oy]  or  [01]. 

The  first  diphthong,  [al],  is  commonly  identi- 
fied with  English  *  in  mine,  which,  however,  as 

a  rule  consists  of  a  "mixed"  vowel,  perhaps  more 
like  u  [A]  in  but  than  like  the  short  of  a  [a:]  in 

father,  followed  by  [i],  or  rather  a  "high-mixed" 
sound,  the  middle  of  the  tongue  being  raised 
instead  of  the  front. 

The   German   [ai],   the   second   element  of 

1  Supposing  the  remaining  sounds  to  be  pronounced 
correctly.  But  I  have  heard  [haetar  19],  [saegtar  o:],  and 
the  like. 
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which  is  often  more  or  less  "lowered,"  is  re- 
presented in  the  received  spelling  in  the  following 

ways:  — 
1.  ei;  e.  g.  Ei  pal],  egg. 
2.  ai,  in  some  German  words,  and  in  foreign 

words;  e.  g.  Mai  [mai],  May;   Detail  [de'tai], detail. 

3.  ey,  in  proper  names;  e.  g.  Meyer  [malar]. 
4.  ay,  likewise  in  proper  names;  e.  g.  Bayern 

[batern],  Bavaria. 

5.  i,  in  a  few  English  loan-words ;  as  Strike, 
now  usually  written  StreiJc  [Jtraik],  strike. 

The  pronunciation  [ei],  [sei],  for  [ai],  heard 
in  parts  of  North  as  well  as  South  Germany, 
is  dialectal. 

***  The  first  element  of  the  English  diph- 
thong [ai]  or  [91]  =  *  in  mine  appears  shorter 

even  than  usual  when  this  diphthong  is  followed 

hy  a  voiceless  consonant,  as  in  ice  =  [ais],  [ais]. 
German  [ai]  must  not  be  allowed  to  be  thus 

affected,  Eis,  ice,  being  pronounced  pals],  with 
the  same  [ai]  as  heard  in  Ei  pal]. 

The  second  diphthong ,  [au] ,  may  without 
any  great  inexactness  be  taken  as  phonetically 
identical  with  English  ou  in  loud,  although  here 

again  the  first  element  in  the  English  diphthong 

seems  usually  to  be  rather  a  "mixed"  vowel- 
sound,  perhaps  somewhat  lower  or  opener  than 

VlfiTOR,  German  Pronunciation,  5*h  ed.  3 
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the  first  element  of  i  [at]  in  mine,1  whilst  in 
the  second  element  the  tongue-back  will  hardly 
reach  the  elevation  required  for  [u]. 

In  German  as  well,  the  second  element  is 

often  "lowered/5  even  by  good  speakers,  but 
[au]  is  to  be  considered  the  "correct"  sound. 

It  is  invariably  spelt:  — 
au;  e.  g.  Au  pati],  mead,  meadow. 
There  is  a  provincial  pronunciation  [ou], 

for  [au],  corresponding  to  the  [el],  [sel]  used 
instead  of  [al]. 

***  1.  Avoid  substituting  either  a  mixed 
vowel  of  the  [a]-type,  as  u  in  but,  or  any  other 
sound,  for  the  first  element  of  [au],  but  use  the 
short  of  [ai],  as  pronounced  in  father. 

2,  Do  not  let  the  [a]  of  [au]  be  shortened 
through  the  influence  of  a  voiceless  consonant 
following  it,  as  may  be  the  case  in  English, 
the  [a]  of  [au]  in  out  [aut]  being  shorter  than 
in  loud  [laud]. 

The  third  diphthong,  [oy],  [ot],  is  similar 
to  English  oi  in  oil,  but  the  o  in  the  latter  is 
a  more  open  vowel ,  and  the  second  element 
is  rather  a  mixed  vowel,  the  same  as  the  second 
element  of  *  in  mine. 

In  German,  instead  of  [oy]  or  [oi],  [00]  or 

1  The  Cockney  pronunciation  approaches  [seu],  with 
[»]  —  a  in  hat. 
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[06]  is  frequently  pronounced;  see  remarks  on 
[at].  There  is  another  pronunciation,  [oey],  [oef], 
heard  in  the  North -East  and  other  parts  of 
Germany,  but  [oy],  [oK]  is  the  more  usual  form. 
Other  varieties  of  this  third  diphthong  occur 

in  provincial  pronunciation;  e.  g.  [ay],  [sey]. 

The  spellings  used  for  this  diphthong  are: 
1.  eu;  e.  g.  Heu  [hoy],  hay. 

2.  au;  e.  g.  glaubig  [gloybi(k)/J,  believing. 
3.  oi,  in  originally  Low  German  words ;  e.g. 

Soi  [boy],  buoy. 

***  Take  care  not  to  make  the  [o]  of  [oy] 
very  open,  nor  to  prolong  it,  as  in  English 
oi  in  oil.  In  the  German  [oy]  the  [o]  should  be 
short  and  only  moderately  open. 

NASAL  VOWELS. 

Any  vowel  may  be  made  nasal,  by  lowering 

the  uvula  during  its  articulation  and  thus  allow- 
ing the  nose  to  serve  as  a  resonance  chamber 

in  addition  to  the  mouth  cavity.  Nasal  vowels 
are  not  used  in  genuine  German  words,  but 
occur  in  words  borrowed  from  the  French  language. 

Although  they  are  very  generally  replaced  by  a 

"pure"  oral  vowel  followed  by  the  nasal  con- 
sonant [rj]  =  ng  in  ring,1  especially  in  the 

North  of  Germany,  careful  speakers  will  retain 

1  The  same  is  commonly  done  in  English. 

3* 
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them.  They  are  however  all  pronounced  long, 
whatever  may  be  their  quantity  in  French. 

The  French  spelling  is  always  preserved; 

e.  g.  Ballon  [ba'lo;],  balloon,  Chance  [Jaisa],  chance, 
Bassin  [ba'si:],  basin,  Vingt-un  [vei'tde:],  rather 
than  [ba'loi)],  [Jansa],  [ba'sfiij],  [v«i)'tcei)]. 

***  English  speakers  of  German  must  be 
careful  to  give  these  nasal  vowels  their  proper 
values,  apart  from  the  nasality,  and  especially 
not  to  confuse  [a:]  and  [5:],  which  are  kept  quite 
as  distinct  in  German  as  they  are  in  French. 

2.    CONSONANTS. 

CONSONANTS  are  speech-sounds  produced  by 
either  squeezing  or  stopping  the  outgoing  breath 
in  some  part  of  the  mouth  or  throat.  Squeezed 

consonants  are  called  "continuants;"  stopped 
consonants,  "stops,"  or  "explodents." 

A  voice-sound  (vocal  murmur)  may  be  com- 
bined with  any  consonant  of  either  class.  Thus 

we  have  to  distinguish  between  voiceless  (or 

"breath")  stops  or  continuants,  and  voiced  (or 
"voice")  stops  or  continuants.  Voiceless  con- 

sonants are,  as  a  rule,  pronounced  more  forcibly 
than  voiced  ones;  so  the  former  are  commonly 

called  "sharp,"  and  the  latter,  "flat," 
Voiced  consonants,  except  liquids  and  nasals, 

do  not  occur  final  in  German  pronunciation. 

If,  whilst  assuming  any  "stop"  articulation, 
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we  allow  the  air  to  pass  out  through  the  nose, 

by  lowering  the  uvula,  we  obtain  the  correspon- 

ding "nasal"  consonant. 
The  following  diagram,  which  should  be 

compared  with  the  one  given  on  page  7,  shows 
the  places  in  which  the  various  stops  and  friction 
channels  are  formed. 

Front  and  Back  Consonants 

gk-n 

(Hard  Pa
la
te
) 
 

(Soft  Palate) 

Point-        dt-nlr          "•-•...  /5$  (Uvula) Consonants    Z8    3J  *£  // 
(Teeth)  °*#  ̂ -....  /*> 

col 

LIP  CONSONANTS. 

LIP  -  STOP  -  BREATH  ,  [p].  —  This  consonant  is 

formed  by  closing  and  reopening1  the  lips. 
It  is  the  sound  of  English  p  in  pea,  lip. 
The  German  [p]  is  the  same,  except  in  the 

combination  [pf],  when  the  [p]-stop  is  usually, 
because  more  conveniently,  effected  by  pressing 

the  lower  lip  against  the  upper  teeth,  the  follow- 

ing continuant  [f]  having  this  lip-teeth  articu- 
lation. Initial  [p]  preceding  an  accented  vowel, 

or  final  [p]  following  one,  is  aspirated,  i.  e.  pro- 
nounced with  a  forcible  emission  of  breath, 

1  Sometimes  closing  or  opening  only,   according  to 
the  position  in  which  the  [p]  occurs. 
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almost  as  [p  H-  h] ;  and  this  is  ofteu  the  ease  in 
English  also. 

German  [p]  is  spelt:  — 
1.  p,  e.  g.  Paar  [pair],  pair. 
2.  pp,  after  short  vowels;  e.  g.  Eappe  [raps], 

black  horse. 

3.  I  final,  i.  e.  followed  by  no  other  letter, 
or  by  consonants  only,  e.  g.  ab  pap],  off. 

In  the  Middle  and  South  of  Germany,  [p] 
is  as  a  rule  used  in  conversation,  etc.,  in  the 
beginning  of  a  certain  number  of  words  only, 
whilst  in  all  other  cases  Middle  and  South  Ger- 

man speakers  substitute  for  [p]  their  flat  but 

voiceless  [b]-sound,  =  [!}],  mentioned  in  the 
following  section;  and  similarly  with  other  stops. 
In  some  parts  of  the  country  (e.  g.,  the  kingdom 
of  Saxony)  the  confusion  is  still  greater. 

The  confusion  in  the  pronunciation  of  con- 
sonants made  by  many  German  speakers  of  Eng- 

lish, and  so  amusingly  illustrated  in  "Punch" 
and  other  comic  papers,  is  explained  partly  by 
these  dialectal  peculiarities,  and  partly  by  the 

well  established  German  sound-law,  by  no  means 
a  dialectal  one,  that  all  final  consonants,  except 
liquids  and  nasals,  are  pronounced  voiceless  and 
sharp  (page  36). 

LIP -STOP -VOICE,  [b],  —  Same  as  preceding 
sound,  only  pronounced  voiced  and  flat. 
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English  b  in  be,  rib. 

German  [b],  which,  like  other  voiced  conso- 
nants, does  not  occur  at  the  end  of  a  word,  has 

only  two  spellings:  — - 
1.  b,  e.  g.  Bahn  [bam],  track,  railway. 

2.  bb}  in  Low  German  and  other  loan-words; 
e.  g.  Eble  p«b8],  ebb. 

The  Middle  and  South  German  b}  =  [b],  is 
voiceless,  and  might  almost  be  described  as  a 
very  weak  [p].  This  sound  is  also  often  used 
instead  of  [p] ,  as  has  been  remarked  in  the 

preceding  section.  For  b  medial,  the  lip-lip 
continuant  alluded  to  on  page  40,  is  generally 
heard  in  Middle  and  South  Germany;  e.  g. 
Liebe  Ii:v9. 

LIP-STOP-VOICE-NASAL,  [m].  —  English  m  in 
me,  am. 

German  [m]  is  identical  with  the  English,1 
only  when  final  after  a  short  vowel ,  it  is  pro- 

nounced shorter  than  English  [m].  This  remark 
applies  to  all  German  and  English  consonants; 

but  only  in  the  "liquid"  sounds  [m],  [n],  [rj], 
[r],  [1]  need  the  difference  be  particularly  in- 

sisted upon. 

German  [m]  is  spelt:  — 
1.  m,  e.  g.  mir  [mi:r],  (to)  me. 

y  as  in  Kampf,  fight,  is  often  [mfj  with  lip- 
teeth  [m]. 
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2.  mm,  after  short  vowels;  e.  g.  Lamm 
[lam],  lamb. 

*#*  Pronounce  [m]  final  abruptly  after  a  short 
vowel,  as  in  Lamm. 

LlP -TEETH -CONTINUANT -BREATH,  [f],  —  In  Ut- 

tering this  "labio-dental"  sound  the  lower  lip  is 
pressed  against  the  upper  teeth.  English  f  in  fee,  if. 

The  following  spellings  occur  for  [f]:  — 
1.  f,  e.  g.  Fall  [fal],  fall. 
2.  ff,  after  short  vowels;  e.  g.  Schifftftf],  ship. 
3.  v,  e.  g.  viel  [fill],  much. 
4.  ph,    mostly   in   words  originally  Greek; 

e.  g.  Philosoph  [filo'zoif),  philosopher. 
5.  pph,  in  the  Greek  name  Sappho  [zafo:]. 

LlP -TEETH -CONTINUANT -VOICE,     [v].     —    Same 
sound,  flat  and  voiced. 

German  [v]  is  like  English  v  in  very,  but 

less  distinctly  buzzed.  It  is  spelt:  — 
1.  w,  e.  g.  wohl  [voil],  well. 
2.  v,    only  in   foreign   words;    e.   g.    Vase 

[va:z9],  vase. 
3.  M,   in   the   combination   qu;  e.   g.   Qual 

[kvail],  torture. 
4.  wh,  in  the  English  word  Whist  [vist],  whist. 
In  Middle  and  part  of  South  Germany  the 

lip-teeth  continuant  [v]  is  replaced  by  a  lip-lip  con- 
tinuant [v],  which  indeed  hardly  deserves  the  name 

of  continuant,  as  it  is  pronounced  very  rapidly, 
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so  that,  as  a  rule,  also  its  vocal  quality  is  lost, 

or  becomes  indistinct  (==  v). 
In  the  combinations  qu  and  schw,  that  is  to 

say  after  the  sounds  [k]  and  [/],  the  lip-lip  [v] 
is  generally  resorted  to  also  by  North  German 
speakers,  the  sound,  as  a  rule,  becoming  at  the 

same  time  voiceless,  on  account  of  its  close  con- 
nection with  the  voiceless  [k]  or  [/]  preceding  it. 

Also  when  voiced,  both  the  North  and  the 

South  German  lip-lip  continuant  are  quite  distinct 
from  the  sound  of  English  w  in  we,  or  u  in 
queen,  as  neither  are  the  lips  rounded  nor  is  the 
back  of  the  tongue  raised  in  their  pronunciation. 

*#*  1.  Buzz  German  [v]  less  strongly  than 
English  [v]. 

2.  Do  not  confuse  German  qu  in  pronun- 
ciation with  English  qu,  nor  pronounce  German 

schw  as  you  would  pronounce  shw  in  English. 
Compare  Quell  [kuel],  well,  with  English  quell 
[kwfil]. 

POINT  AND  TEETH  CONSONANTS. 

POINT-STOP-BREATH,  [t].  —  German  [t]  is  pro- 
nounced by  pressing  for  a  moment  either  the 

tongue-point  or  else  part  of  the  tongue-blade  (the 
upper  surface  of  the  tongue-front  immediately 
behind  the  point)  against  the  roots  of  the  upper 
teeth.  The  former  mode  is  used  in  the  North, 
the  latter  in  the  South  of  the  country. 

In  pronouncing  English  [t],  the  tongue  point 
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is  in  a  similar  position  to  that  of  North  German 
[t],  but  at  the  same  time  a  portion  of  the  hard 
palate  appears  to  be  covered  by  the  tongue-blade. 
Thus  English  [t]  approaches  a  front-stop  con- 

sonant, or  forward  [k],1  and  has  a  decidedly 
"thicker"  effect  than  German  [t]. 

As  to  "aspirated"  [t],  see  page  37,  on  [p]. 
For  [t]  we  have  the  following  spellings :  — 
1.  t,  e.  g.  Tau  [tau],  rope. 
2.  ft,  after  short  vowels ;  e.  g.  /eft  [fet],  fat. 
3.  th,  e.  g.  Thron  [trom],  throne. 
4.  d  final,  e.  g.  Hand  [hant],  hand. 
5.  dt,  only  rarely;  e.  g.  Stadt  [/tat],  town. 
South  and  Middle  German  practice  generally 

replaces  [t]  by  "voiceless  [d]"  ==  [<j].  See  follow- 
ing section  and  remarks  on  [p],  page  37. 

*#*  In  pronouncing  German  [t],  try  to  form 
the  stoppage  between  the  tongue-point  and  the 
teeth-roots  only.  It  is  almost  a  stopped  [6]  = 
th  in  thin. 

POINT- STOP -VOICE,  [d].  —  Same  sound,  flat 
and  voiced. 

German  [d]  is  represented  by:  — 
1.  d,  e.  g.  du  [dui],  thou. 
2.  dd,  after  short  vowels,  in  Low  German 

or  foreign  words ;  e.  g.  Kladde  [klada],  waste-book. 

1  It  is  not  always  easy  to  keep  English  [t]  and  [k] 
distinct;  at  least  will  sound  like  ac  least,  clay  like  flay, 
etc.  No  such  difficulty  is  experienced  in  German. 
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As  to  South  and  Middle  German  "voiceless 

[d]"  =  [d],  compare  remark  on  [b],  page  39. 

POINT -STOP -VOICE -NASAL,  [n].  —  The  mouth- 
closure  is  the  same  as  in  German  [t]  or  [d]. 

See  also  remarks  on  [m],  page  39. 

German  [n]  appears  in  spelling  as:  — 
1.  n,  e.  g.  nie  [nil],  never. 
2.  nn,    after    short    vowels;    e.    g.    Mann 

[man],  man. 

***  Pronounce  [n]  final  short  after  a  short 
vowel  as  well  as  in  other  positions. 

TEETH -CONTINUANT -BREATH  (THIN),  [s],  —  In 
producing  this  sound,  the  breath  is  directed  on 
to  the  teeth,  by  means  of  a  narrow  channel 
running  in  the  longitudinal  central  line  of  the 

tongue  -  blade.  The  latter  (in  North  German 
pronunciation  a  more  forward  part  than  in  South 
German  pronunciation)  approaches  the  gums  just 
behind  the  upper  teeth,  but  the  sound  owes  its 
sibilauce  to  the  friction  which  the  breath  under- 

goes in  passing  out  between  the  upper  and  lower 
front  teeth. 

English  [s]  is  very  similar  to  North  German 

[s],  but  probably  rather  "wider"  in  its  tongue articulation. 

German  [s]  is  written:  — 
1.  s  (in  Gothic  —  or  "German"  —  characters 

8 ;  and  f  before  consonants,  except  initial  sp  and 
st,  where  s  =  [/]),  e.  g.  List  [list],  stratagem. 
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2.  ss  (represented  by  ff  in  Gothic  caracters), 
after  short  vowels;  e.  g.  Kasse  [kaso],  cash. 

3.  fs   (still   frequently   printed   ss;    Gothic 
equivalent,  fc,  not  ff),  e.  g.  Fufs  [fins],  foot. 

4.  c  and  g,  in  words  from  the  French ;  e.  g. 
Annonce  [Vnoisa],    advertisement,  Fagon,  now 

Fasson,  [fa'soi],  shape. 
Besides  ts,  Us,  etc.,  the  combination  [ts]  is 

also  spelt  in  the  following  ways:  — 
1.  e,  e.  g.  zu  [tsu:],  to,  too. 
2.  tz,  after  short  vowels;  e.  g.  Satz  [zats], 

sentence. 

3.  c,  before  front  vowels,  in  foreign  words? 
e.  g.  Cis  [tsis],  C  sharp. 

4.  t,  before  unaccented  i,  in  foreign  words; 
e.  g.  Nation  [natsfoin],  nation. 

5.  00,  in  some  Italian  words;  e.  g.  Skizze, 
[skitsa],  sketch. 

For  [ks],  besides  ks,  chs,  etc.,  we  also  have 

the  spelling:  — 
x,  e.  g.  Axt  pakst],  axe. 

In  Middle  and  South  Germany ,  [s]  is  pro- 
nounced less  strongly  than  in  the  North,  and  in 

no  way  differs  from  the  sound  used  for  North 
German  [z].  See  the  following  section. 

%*  Bear  in  mind  that,  although  the  same 
letter  as  English  8,  German  0,  apart  from  a  few 
loan-words,  has  quite  another  phonetic  value, 
i.  e.  [ts],  the  [t]  and  the  [s]  closely  connected, 
but  both  pronounced  strongly  and  distinctly  == 
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[t]  and  [s].  To  pronounce  German  z  =  [zj, 
like  English  0,  is  utterly  wrong;  and  the  com- 

promise tried  by  many  English  speakers  of  Ger- 
man, to  make  it  =  [dz],  is  not  much  better. 

Compare:  —  English  zeal  [zujl],  German  Ziel 
[tsiil],  aim. 

TEETH- CONTINUANT-VOICE  (THIN),  [z].  —  Same 
sound,  flat  and  voiced. 

English  0  in  zeal,  or  s  in  lose. 

In  German  it  is  spelt:  — 
1.  s  (always  j  when  Gothic  characters  are 

used),  only  before  vowels  or  liquids;  e.  g.  so 

[zo:],  so. 
2.  0,  only  in  some  foreign  words :  e.  g.  Gaze 

[gaizo],  gauze. 
This  voiced  sound  is  generally  recognized 

only  in  the  North  of  Germany,  and  in  a  large 
part  of  it  [sz]  is  heard  for  initial  [z]. 

In  the  Middle  and  South  both  for  this  and 

the  preceding  sound,  a  rather  flat  [s]-sound  is 
used  indiscriminately,  which  might  be  defined 

as  "voiceless  [z]."  Middle  and  South  German 
poets,  Goethe  and  Schiller  not  excepted,  therefore 
de  not  object  to  rhymes  such  as  Grofse :  Getose. 

Between  vowels,  however,  this  [z]  frequently  be- 
comes voiced,  no  matter  whether  it  stands  for 

the  North  German  [z],  or  [s]. 

On  the  stage  [s]  and  [z]  are  kept  distinct. 
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TEETH -CONTINUANT -BREATH  (BROAD),  [/].  — 
The  "broad"  sibilant  in  German  is  formed  by  the 
breath  escaping  in  a  broad  current  between  the 

upper  and  lower  teeth-rows,  whilst  the  lips  are 
protruded,  in  order  to  increase  the  resonance  of 
the  hissing  sound  produced  by  the  friction  of 
the  breath  passing  over  the  edges  of  the  teeth. 

English  [/],  the  sound  of  sh  in  shy,  has  a 
different  articulation,  the  blade  of  the  tongue 
being  retracted  and  approached  to  the  hard 
palate,  thus  forming  a  second  friction  channel 
in  addition  to  the  one  supplied  by  the  teeth; 
protrusion  of  the  lips,  on  the  other  hand,  is 
dispensed  with. 

For  German  [/]  the  following  spellings  are 

used:  — 
1.  sch  (fd)  in  Gothic  characters),  e.  g.  scharf 

[Jarf],  sharp. 
2.  9  initial  before  p  or  t  (ft,  ft  in  Gothic 

characters),  e.  g.  sprechen  [Jpregen],  speak,  stehen 
[/teien],  stand. 

3.  ch,   only   in  French  words;   e.  g.   Chef 
[Jcf],  head,  principal. 

4.  c,  in  Italian  words,  e.  g.   Cello  [J«lo:], 
violoncello. 

5.  sh,  in  English  words;  e.  g.  Shawl  [Jail], 
shawl. 

6.  a?,  in  Don  Quixote,   which  is  generally 

pronounced  after  the  French  fashion  —  [dSiki/ot]. 
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Besides  tsch,  [tf]  is  also  spelt:  — 
ch,  in  foreign  words;  e.  g.  Guttapercha 

[guta'pfirtfa:],  gutta  percha. 
In  large  districts  of  the  originally  Low  Ger- 
man part  of  the  country,  and  also  in  Hanover, 

initial  5  preceding  p  or  t,  as  in  sprechen,  stehen, 
is  pronounced  [s],  in  accordance  with  the  spelling. 

This  provincialism  is  to  be  explained  in  the 
following  way. 

In  Middle  High  German,  not  only  the  present 
initial  sp  and  st  (corresponding  to  sp  and  st  in 

the  cognate  English  words,  e.  g.  sprechen  — 
speak,  stehen  =  stand)  but  also  the  modern 
initial  sM,  schm,  schn,  and  schw  (corresponding 

to  English  si,  sm,  sn,  and  sw,  e.  g.  sMagen  = 

slay,  Schmerz  =  smart,  Schnee  =  snow,  schwim- 
men  =  swim)  were  spelled  with  s,  the  pronun- 

ciation everywhere  being  [s]. 
From  explicit  statements  of  grammarians 

writing  in  the  first  half  of  the  sixteenth  century, 
we  know,  however,  that  in  all  these  cases,  sp 
and  st  included,  the  s  had  in  their  time  come 
to  be  pronounced  the  same  as  sch,  and  that  sch 

instead  of  s  was  often,  as  now  regularly,  written 
before  I,  m,  n,  and  w,  but  rarely  before  p  and 
t,  where  the  old  habit  of  writing  5  prevailed  in 

the  end.1 

1  Probably  on  account  of  the  frequent  occurrence 
of  medial  and  final  sp  and  st  in  German,  as  well  ae  of 
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When  the  Low  Germans,  in  learning  the 

literary  High  German,  came  across  such  spellings 
as  sprechen  and  stehen,  they  pronounced  the  sp 
and  st  all  the  more  readily  [sp]  and  [st],  as 
initial  sp  or  st  never  had  —  and,  in  fact,  never 

has,  up  to  the  present  day  —  been  pronounced 
otherwise  in  the  corresponding  Low  German 
words,  with  which  they  had  hitherto  been,  and 
continued  to  be,  familiar. 

Thus  [spregen]  and  [ste:0n]  etc.,  for  [Jpregan] 
and  [Jteion]  clearly  are  hybridisms,  which  cannot 
be  admitted  in  good  pronunciation,  and  have 
deservedly  been  banished  from  the  stage,  even 
in  the  toivn  of  Hanover  itself. 

%*  1.  Try  to  pronounce  German  [J]  without 
pointing  the  tip  of  the  tongue  towards  the  gums 
or  the  hard  palate. 

2.  Remember  that  initial  sp  and  st  stand 

for  schp  and  scht,  and  that  to  pronounce  [s],  in- 
stead of  [J],  in  these  combinations,  would  be 

substituting  a  Low  German  and  English  for  the 

correct  High  German  sound. 

TEETH-CONTINUANT-VOICE  (BROAD),  [5].  —  Same 
sound,  flat  and  voiced. 

English  [5]  =  s  in  pleasure  differs  from 
German  [5],  as  English  [J]  does  from  German  [J]. 

initial  sp  and  st  in  Latin.  Moreover,  schpr,  schtr  (the 
other  combinations,  sZ,  sm,  etc.,  do  not  occur  before  r, 
or  any  other  consonant)  would  have  looked  very  ungainly. 
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This  sound  is  not  a  genuine  German  sound, 
but  has  been  borrowed  from  abroad,  together 

with  its  spellings:  — 
1.  j,  mostly  in  French  words;  e.  g.  Journal 

fcur'nail],  journal. 
2.  g,   and  ge,  in  words  originally  French, 

Italian,  etc. ;  e.  g.  Logis  [lo'gii],  lodging,  Sergeant 
[zer'gant],  sergeant. 

The  combination  [d$],  which  also  does  not 
occur  in  originally  German  words,  is  spelt  in 

the  same  ways:  — 
1.  j,  in  a  few  English  words;  e.  g.  Jockey 

[dsokai],  jockey. 

2.  g,    also    in   English   loan-words;    e.    g. 
Gentleman  [dgentalmen],  gentleman. 

The  [d]  is,  however,  often  omitted,  [d^okal], 

[d3«it01m9n]  thus  becoming  feokal],  [gfintal- 
man],  etc. 

In  the  Middle  and  South  of  Germany,  the 

[3]-sound  is  not  recognised,  and  [3],  [d$]  are 
pronounced  as  if  spelled  sch,  tsch,  only  not  so 

strongly  as  North  German  [J],  [tf],  -  -  voiceless, 
but  flat.  See  remarks  on  [z],  page  45. 

POINT-CONTINUANT-VOICE  (TRILLED),  [r].  —  Ger- 

man lingual  [r]  is  formed  by  bringing  the  tongue- 
point  loosely  against  the  gums  and  causing  it  to 
vibrate  by  means  of  the  outgoing  breath.  It  is, 
as  a  rule,  voiced,  but  occasionally  it  becomes 

VlfiTOR,  German  Pronunciation,  5 it  cd.  4 
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partly  voiceless  when  closely  connected  with 
breath-consonants. 

English  [r]  (initial  or  medial)  has  a  similar 

tongue-position,  but  is  not  trilled,  or  trilled  very 
slightly,  except  in  provincial  (Scotch,  Irish,  etc.) 
pronunciation. 

German  [r]  is  represented  by:  — 
1.  r,  e.  g.  rauk  [rau],  rough. 
2.  rr,  after  short  vowels;  e.  g.  Narr  [nar], fool. 
3.  rh,  and  rrh,   in  words  originally  Greek; 

e.  g.  Ehabarber   [ra'barbar],  rhubarb;  Katarrh 
[ka'tar],  catarrh,  cold. 

Tongue-point  [r]  is  still  the  only  one  ad- 
mitted in  artistic  singing,  and  in  the  stage- 

language,  apart  from  farcical  comedies  and  the 
like.  In  general  use  it  is,  however,  rapidly 

losing  ground  before  the  "uvular"  or  "guttural" 
[R]  (uvular  trill),  in  England  known  as  the 

"Northumbrian  burr,"  which  already  prevails  in 
large  districts,  both  in  North  and  South  Ger- 

many, especially  the  larger  towns. 
This  is  to  be  regretted,  as  the  guttural  [R] 

is  certainly  a  less  pleasing  sound  than  the  lingual 
[r],  and  if  not  distinctly  trilled,  is  very  apt  to 
clash  with  the  back-continuants  [g]  and  [x],  thus 
Waren,  goods,  sounding  like  Wagen,  carriage, 
wart,  (you)  were,  like  wagt,  ventures,  etc. 

Final  r  —  [r],  and  er  =  [0r],  are  mostly 
weaker.  They  have,  with  a  vast  number  of  speakers, 
entirely  lost  their  [r]-sound,  and  have  become 
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an  open  vowel,  mostly  some  kind  of  [a].  Thus  a 

native  of  Berlin  will  call  himself,  not  a  [ber'li:n9r], 
but  a  [bea'lima] ;  hier,  here,  is  pronounced  [hiia], 
sehr,  very,  [ze:a];  vor,  before,  [foia],  mr,  only, 
[nu:a];  war,  was,  [vai]  or  [va:9];  Kinder,  children, 
[kmda],  etc.;  just  as  English  here  has  become, 
at  least  in  the  South,  [hiia],  there,  [9e:9],  poor, 

[puie],  far,  [faia]  or  [fa:],  better,  [bcto],  except  when 
immediately  followed  by  another  word  beginning 
with  a  vowel,  when  final  r  in  English  (not  in 

German)  recovers  its  [r]-sound. 

But  the  final  "vocal"  r  =  [a],  etc.,  is  not 
yet  considered  as  belonging  to  "correct"  German 
pronunciation,  and  can,  therefore,  just  as  little 
be  recommended  to  English  speakers  of  German, 

as  can  the  "guttural"  r  =  [R]. 

***  Pronounce  r  (rr,  rh,  rrh)  wherever  it 
occurs  in  German  spelling,  also  when  final,  as 

tongue-point  [r];  also  avoid  lengthening  an  ac- 
cented short  vowel  preceding  final  r  as  in  hart, 

hard,  which  is  pronounced  [hart],  and  not  with 

long  a,  as  e.  g.  in  t&art,  tender,  =  [tsairt]. 

POINT-TEETH-CONTINUANT-VOICE  (DIVIDED),  [1].  — 
Whilst  the  tip  of  the  tongue  forms  a  centre 
stop  against  the  gums,  the  breath  is  allowed 
to  escape  between  the  sides  of  the  tongue  and 
the  teeth.  The  back  of  the  tongue  is  not  raised, 
as  it  is  in  pronouncing  English  [1],  which  by 
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this  receives  a  guttural  character.    Like  [r],  [1] 
is  regularly  voiced. 

There  are  only  two  spellings  for  German  [1] : 
1.  I,  e.  g.  lahm  [laim],  lame. 
2.  II,  after  short  vowels;  e.  g.  voll  [fol],  full. 

%*  The  back  of  the  tongue  must  be  kept 
down  in  pronouncing  German  [1],  especially  when 
final,  to  avoid  gutturality. 

FRONT  AND  BACK  CONSONANTS. 

BACK- STOP-BREATH,  [k].  —  This  stop  is  formed, 
as  in  English,  between  the  back  of  the  tongue 
and  a  more  or  less  forward  part  of  the  palate, 
according  to  the  sound  following  or  preceding 

the  [k]-sound.  In  articulating  German  [k], 
however,  a  smaller  portion  of  the  palate  is 

covered,  and  it  is  therefore  less  "thick"  in  its 
acoustic  effect  than  the  English  sound.  The 

spelling  varies  greatly:  — 
1.  &,  e.  g.  kahl,  [ka:l],  bald. 
2.  ck,  after  short  vowels ;  e.  g.  dick  [dik],  thick. 
3.  ch,  in  a  number  of  German  words,  when 

followed  by  s  =  [s];  e.  g.  Achse  paksa],  axle; 
also  in  many  foreign  words,  names,  etc.,  e.  g. 
Chor  [ko:r],  choir. 

4.  q,   always  followed  by  u  =  [v]  (or  [v], 
page  41);  e.  g.  Quelle  [kvda],  well,  spring;  in 
foreign  words  sometimes  preceded  by  c,  which 
is  not  pronounced  separately;  e.  g.  Acquisition 

pakvizitsl'om],  acquisition. 
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5.  c,  in  foreign  words;   e.  g.  Cognac,  now 

spelt  Rognak,  [konjak],  cognac. 
6.  cc,  also  in  foreign  words;  e.  g.  Accord, 

now  Akkord,  [9a'kort],  accord. 
7.  g  final;  (a)  used  alternatively  with  [cj, 

after  front  vowels,  and  after  consonants;  e.  g. 

Sieg  [ziik]  or  [ziicj,  victory,  Berg  [berk]  or  [berg], 
mountain ,  and  with  [x] ,  after  back  consonants, 

e.  g.  Tag  [taik]   or  [taix] ,   day ,  zog   [tsoik]  or 
[tsoix],  drew  (sing.);   (b)  regularly,  followed  by 

s,  in   flugs  [fluks],1  quickly,  as  also  in  a  few 
foreign  words,  e.  g.  Log  [lok],  log. 

8.  gg  final,  in   a   few  foreign  words;  e.  g. 

Srigg  [bnk],  brig. 

BACK -STOP -VOICE,  [g].  —  Same  sound,  flat 
and  voiced. 

English  [g],  as  pronounced  in  go,  beg,  differs 
from  German  [g],  as  English  [k]  does  from 
German  [k]. 

The  German  spellings  are:  — 

1.  g;  (a)  medial,2  used  alternatively  with 
[j],  after  front  vowels,  and  after  consonants, 
e.  g.  Siege  [ziige]  or  [ziija] ,  victories ,  Serge 
[berge]  or  [bcrje],  mountains,  and  with  [g],  after 

1  Originally  genitive  case  of  Plug,  flight,   which 
was   vluc  —   [fluk]   in    Middle    High    German,    but    is 
now  [flu:fc/x]. 

2  i.  e.,    in  the  interior  of  the  word,  including  in- 
flections, but  not  suffixes,  such  as  -nis,  -lich,  etc. 
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back  vowels,  e.  g.  Tage  [taiga]  or  [taiga],  days, 
zogen  [tsoigan]  or  [tsoigan],  drew(plur.);  (b)  initial, 

regularly;  e.  g.  gut  [guit],  good,  also  after  pre- 
fixes, like  be-,  ge-,  ver-t  ger-  etc.,  and  in  com- 

position; e.  g.  vergehen,  pass  away,  [fer'geien], 
abgehen,  go  away,  Rapge:an],  SiSgehen,  go,  [ge;0n]; 
or,  in  foreign  words,  in  the  beginning  of  the 

accented  syllable,  e.  g.  regieren  [re'giiran],  reign, 
Kongrcss  [kon'gres],  congress. 

2.  gg,  after  short  vowels,  in  Low  German 

loan-words,  etc.;  e.  g.  Flagge  [flaga],  flag. 
3.  gu,    in    foreign    words,    e.    g.     Guinee 

[gi'nei],  guinea. 
In  North  German  provincial  pronunciations, 

the  corresponding  continuants,  [j],  [g],  [cj,  or 
[x]  are  used  instead  of  initial  [g] ;  e.  g.  [j]  in 

Berlin  gut  [juit],  [x]  in  Westphalian  gut  [xuit]. 

BACK-STOP-VOICE-NASAL,  [ij].  —  The  mouth- 
closure  is  the  same  as  for  [k]  or  [g].  English 

ng  in  singer. 
See  remarks  on  [m],  page  39. 
This  sound,  which,  as  in  English,  does  not 

occur  at  the  beginning  of  a  word,  is  represented  by : 

1.  ng,  e.  g.  singen  [zirjen],  sing,  lang  [larj],  long. 
2.  n,  before  [k]  or,  in  foreign  words,  [g]; 

e.  g.  Dank  [darjk],   thanks,  Albalonga  [?alba> 

'lorjgai]  (name). 
Final  ng,  as  in  lang,  is  pronounced  [ijk],  in- 

stead of  [i)]  simply,  in  a  great  part  of  North 
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Germany;  [rjg]  instead  of  [rj]  =  medial  ng,  as 
in  singen,  is  heard  in  Westphalia  only.  These 
provincialisms  are  gradually  retreating  before 

the  simple  [rj].  On  the  other  hand,  [rjn]  instead 
of  [gn]  in  foreign  words,  such  as  Agnes  pagnes], 
paijnes]  (name),  is  still  very  frequent. 

***  D9]»  which  is  only  found  after  short 
vowels,  must  be  pronounced  abruptly. 

FRONT -CONTINUANT -BREATH,  [cj.  —  This  con- 

sonant,  the  so-called  'VcA-Laut,"  is  formed  be- 
tween the  front  of  the  tongue  and  the  middle 

of  the  hard  palate,  in  the  same  place  where  the 

vowel  [i]  is  articulated. 

It  is  not  a  regular  English  consonant,  but 
sometimes  occurs  as  the  initial  sound  of  hue, 

hew,  etc. 

In  German,  we  have  the  two  spellings:  — 
1.  ch,   after  front  vowels,   and  after  con- 

sonants; e.   g.  ich  picj,  I,  soldi  [zoic,],  such; 
also   initial   ch   in   many  foreign   words;    e.  g. 

Charon  [c,a;ron]  (proper  name). 

2.  g  final,  after  front  vowels,  and  after  con- 
sonants (used  alternatively  with  [k],  see  page  53); 

e.  g.  Sieg  [ziicj,  victory,  Berg  [bercj,  mountain. 

The  suffix  -ig,  as  in  Konig,  king,  is  pronounced 
[ic.]  by  many  speakers  who  generally  use  [k]  for  -g. 

In  certain  districts,  this  sound  approaches 

[/],  especially  English  [J],  for  which  see  page  46. 
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In  good  pronunciation,  the  two  sounds  are  kept 
distinct.  Instead  of  [cj,  in  the  North-East  the 
back  continuant  [x]  is  used  before  back  vowels, 
as  in  Charon. 

%*  1.  Take  care  to  keep  [cj  distinct  as 
well  from  [/]  as  from  the  back-continuant  or 

"acft-Laut,"  [x],  which  is  quite  a  different  sound. 
Compare  the  diagram  on  page  37 ,  and  the  re- 

marks on  [x],  page  58. 

2.  Pronounce  final  g  after  front  vowels,  etc., 
either  exactly  the  same  as  &,  or  exactly  the 
same  as  ch  in  ich,  i.  e.  as  a  sharp  voiceless 
consonant,  and  not  as  a  voiced,  or  half-voiced 
one,  as  Englishmen  are  inclined  to  do.  Final 

[gL  or  [JL  or  feL  although  not  unfrequently  in- 
sisted upon  by  professors  of  singing  and  elo- 

cution, and  prescribed  in  their  text -books, 
are  undoubtedly  wrong,  being  in  direct  con- 

tradiction to  the  general  sound-law  that  voiced 
consonants  (except  liquids  and  nasals),  when 
terminating  a  word,  become  voiceless. 

FRONT-CONTINUANT-VOICE,  [j].  —  Same  sound, 
flat  and  voiced. 

English  y  in  yes,  you,  if  distinctly  buzzed, 
may  be  identified  with  German  [j]. 

German  [j]  is  spelt:  — 
1.  j,  only  initial  in  genuine  German  words ; 

e.  g.  ja  [ja:],  yes,  Major  [ma'joir],  major. 
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2.  y,  in  foreign  words;  e.  g.  Yulcatan  [ju:- 

katan]  (name),  loyal  [lo'jail],  loyal. 
3.  not  represented  in  words  originally  French 

such  as  Bouteille  [bu'telja],  bottle,  Mignon  [mm'jo:] 
(name),1  etc. 

4.  g  medial,  after  front  vowels,  and  after 
consonants    (used    alternatively    with    [g],    see 

page  53);   e.  g.    Siege  [zirja],   victories,   Serge 

[berje),  mountains,  regnen  (stem,  regn-)  [reijnon], 
rain.    In  the  suffix  ig ,   followed  by  some  in- 

flectional termination,   as  e.   g.  in  heiliger,  or, 

with  i  omitted,  heil'ger,  g  is  pronounced  [j]  even 
in   some   districts   where  medial   [g]    generally 

prevails. 

In  Middle  and  South  Germany ,  [j] ,  except 
when  represented  in  spelling  by  g,  is  replaced 

by  M. 
When  =  g  in  spelling,  it  is  in  Middle  Ger- 

many not  distinguished  from  ch  =  "t'e^-Laut." This  must  not  be  imitated. 

BACK-CONTINUANT-BREATH,  (x).  —  This  sound, 

the  "acMjaut,"  is  articulated  between  the  back 
of  the  tongue  and  the  middle  of  the  soft  palate, 
where  also  the  vowel  [u]  is  formed. 

1  Unaccented  »,  otherwise  pronounced  {TJ,  often 
becomes  [j]  in  such  words  as  Familie  [fa'midjo],  family, 
Spanien  [Jfparnjan],  Spain,  etc. 
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It  may  be  heard  in  Scotland,  for  ch  in 
loch,  or  for  the  initial  sound  of  wh  in  what, 

where  however  it  is  "labialized,"  the  lips  being- 
rounded  as  in  pronouncing  [u]. 

The  German  [x]  has  the  following  spellings 

(compare  "M-Laut,"  page  55):  — 
1.  ch,  after  back  vowels;  e.  g.  ach  pax], 

ah,  Such,  [buix],  book. 
2.  cch,  in  some  Greek  or  Latin  names;  e. 

g.  Bacchus  [baxus]. 

3.  g  final,  after  back  vowels  (used  alterna- 
tively with  [k],  see  page  55);  e.  g.   Tag  [ta:x], 

day,  nog,  [tsoix],  drew  (sing.). 

BACK-CONTINUANT-VOICE  ,  [g].  —  Same  sound, 
flat  and  voiced. 

[g]  has  the  same  relationship  to  [g]  as  [x] 
has  to  [k]. 

In  German  it  is  represented  only  by:  — 
g  medial,  after  back  vowels  (used  alternati- 
vely with  [g],  see  page  57);  e.  g.  Tage  [taige], 

days,  zogen  [tso:g8n]  drew  (plur.). 

In  Middle  Germany,  the  "oefc-Laut"  is 
wrongly  used  instead  of  [g]. 

As  to  the  alternative  pronunciations  of 
medial  g  as  either  [g]  or  [j]  and  [g],  and  of 
final  g  as  either  [k]  or  [cj  and  [x],  the  former 
is  used  in  the  South  of  Germany  and  in  Silesia, 
as  also  on  the  stage  and  in  the  concert  room  all 
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over    the    country;   the    latter    in    the   Midland 

and  in  the  North.1 
The  second  mode  is  still  the  one  followed 

by  the  majority  of  speakers,  but  has  been  losing 
ground  for  the  last  ten  or  fifteen  years,  the 

simpler  and  more  consistent  "stop"  pronunciation 
of  g,  especially  medial  [g],  being  gradually 
adopted  in  schools.  Moreover  medial  [g]  by  the 

side  of  final  [cj  and  [x],  e.  g.  in  Siege  [ziiga], 

Sieg  [ziig],  has  long  been  employed  in  Hanove- 
rian pronunciation. 

THROAT  CONSONANTS 

THROAT-STOP-BREATH  ,  p].  -  -  This  sound,  the 

"glottal  stop/'  is  produced  by  closing  and 
reopening  the  glottis  with  an  explosion  of  breath, 
in  the  same  manner  as  in  coughing,  only  less 
forcibly. 

The  glottal  stop,  which  is  not  used  in  Eng- 
lish, in  German  regularly  precedes  every  initial 

vowel,  in  compounds  as  well  as  in  simple  words. 
In  the  usual  spelling  it  is  not  represented. 

E.  g.  all  pal],  all,  uberall  Py:b8r'?al],  every- 
where, irren,  [?iran],  err,  dbirren,  pap^iron], 

swerve. 

Only  where  a  compound  is  no  longer  felt  as 

1  In  the  language  of  the  stage ,  -ig  is  pronounced 
[ic.],  except  when  followed  by  -lich;  -ige  etc.  being 

[199]  etc.,  'ge  etc.  (e.  g.  in  heil'ge)j  [ja]  ete. 
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such,  the  glottal  stop  is  omitted,  e.  g.  allein 

pa'laln],  alone,  from  all  pal],  all,  and  em  Pain], 
one.  So  also  Olacht  poibaxt],  heed,  Einode 

pam0:da],  desert,  daraus  [dai'raus],  heraus  [he'raus], 
hinaus  [hi'naus],  out  of  it,  and  similar  adverbs 
compounded  with  dar,  her,  hin,  etc. 

When  a  word,  in  speaking  rapidly,  is  closely 
connected  with  the  preceding  one,  it  frequently 
loses  its  initial  [?];  especially  unaccented  little 
words  such  as  ich,  er.es,  etc.,  e.  g.  will  ich 
[vil  icj,  hat  er  [hat  9r],  mufs  es  [mus  as],  instead 

of  [vil  ?icj,  [hat  ?e:r],  [mus  ̂ s].1 
In  various,  especially  South  German,  pro- 

vincial pronunciations,  the  glottal  stop  is  not  used. 

***  Be  careful  to  employ  the  [?]  before 
every  initial  not  altogether  unaccented  vowel  in 
German.  Say  papTrren],  not  papiren],  still  less 

etc. 

THROAT-  CONTINUANT-  BREATH,  [h].  —  This  sound, 

the  so-called  "aspirate,"  is  formed  in  emitting 
breath  through  the  glottis,  whilst  the  vocal 
chords  are  sufficiently  approached  to  each  other 
to  cause  friction. 

In  English,  the  emission  of  breath  forming 
the  [h]  is  not  very  strong,  and  sensibly  diminishes 
before  the  following  vowel  commences;  whilst 

1  So  often  's  ist  [zist],  it  is,  'tis,  instead  of  es  ist 
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German  [h]  is  pronounced  forcibly  and  is  imme- 
diately connected  with  the  following  vowel,  which, 

as  may  be  inferred,  must  have  some  (not  ne- 
cessarily primary)  accent. 

Between  vowels,  in  German  as  well  in  Eng- 
lish, [h]  becomes  voiced,  the  breath  passing  only 

through  the  cartilage  glottis,  whilst  the  chord 
glottis  is  closed  for  producing  voice. 

The  German  [h] -sound  is  never  "dropped," 
even  by  the  most  vulgar  speakers.1 

It  is  always  represented  by:  — 
h,  e.  g.  Hand  [hant],  hand,  AJiorn  paihorn], 

maple-tree. 

***  Pronounce  German  [h]  strongly  and 
shortly,  avoiding  the  decrescendo  effect  of  Eng- 

lish [h].  Compare  English  hand  [h>senid]  with 
German  Hand  [hant]. 

1  The  written  letter  h,  however,  is  very  often 

"mute,"  or  only  serves  to  indicate  that  the  following  or 
preceding  vowel  is  long.  See  the  following  chapter, 
and  also  the  examples  given  on  pages  8,  11,  14,  17,  18, 
21,  26,  29. 



THE  LETTERS  OF  THE  ALPHABET 
AND  THEIR  PHONETIC  VALUES  IN  GERMAN. 

Having  in  the  preceding  chapter  considered 

the  German  speech-sounds  and  their  spellings, 
we  may  now  try  to  determine  in  detail  when  a 
certain  letter  or  letter-combination  is  to  have 
one  or  another  of  the  various  pronunciations 
for  which  it  may  stand. 

It  will  be  useful  to  premise  the  following 
remarks  with  reference  to  German  spelling  and 

syllabication. 

A  syllable  is  "open,"  when  it  terminates  in 
a  vowel;  it  is  "closed,"  when  the  last  sound  (or 
letter)  is  a  consonant.  In  German  syllabication, 

simple  consonants  between  vowels  are  allotted  to 

the  second  syllable,  the  former  syllable  thus  re- 

maining "open."  fs,  ch,  and  sch,  ph,  th,  dt,  ng, 
where  they  represent  one  sound  only,  are  treated 
as  simple  consonants. 

Double  consonants,  and  two  different  con- 
sonants, are  divided  between  the  two  syllables, 

and  thus  the  former  syllable  becomes  "closed." 
For  kk,  ck  is  written  (divided  k-k). 
Digraphs  and  trigraphs  are  never  doubled, 

ch,  sch,  etc.,  being  sometimes  equivalent  to 
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schsch\  ng ,  when  not  —  n-g ,  always  stands,  so 
to  say,  for  ngng. 

In  an  open  syllable,  if  not  unaccented,  the 
vowel  is  pronounced  long;  in  a  closed  syllable, 
not  being  the  last,  it  is  pronounced  short. 

When  a  closed  syllable  is  the  last,  its  vowel 
is  short  if  followed  by  more  than  one  consonant 

sign,  but  long  if  followed  by  one  only,  because  it 

becomes  open  as  soon  as  an  inflectional  ter- 
mination beginning  with  a  vowel  is  added ;  e.  g. 

gut,  good,  gu-te. 
Final  fs  =  fc  is  in  many  words  to  be  read 

as  ss  =  ff,  which  is  not  used  at  the  end  of  a 

word ;  e.  g.  Rofs,  horse,  dative  case,  Ros-se ;  but 
Flo/s,  raft,  dative  case,  Flo-fse. 

In  word-forms  that  can  take  no  inflection, 
and  in  some  few  that  can  be  inflected,  simple 
final  consonants  are  written  also  after  short 

vowels;  e.  g.  mit,  with. 
Older  loan-words  from  Greek  and  Latin  on 

the  whole  comply  with  these  rules.  Stop  4-  I  or 
r,  as  well  as  f  4-  r,  generally  both  belong  to  the 
following  syllable,  e.  g.  Atreus  =  A-treus. 

Many  younger  loan-words,  however,  especially 
those  retaining  their  original  spelling,  form  ex- 
ceptions. 

a. 
1.  =  [a:]  in  open  syllables,  e.  g.  da,  there, 

laden,  load;  and  before  simple  final  consonants; 
e.  g.  war,  was. 
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Before  fs  (when  it  does  not  stand  for  ss, 
but  remains  fs  before  terminations  beginning 
with  a  vowel)  =  [s]  in;  — 

afs, J  ate,  frafs,  ate,  Frafs,  food,  mafs,  mea- 
sured, Mafs,  measure,  safs,  sat,  Spafs,  fun, 

vergafs,  forgot. 

Before  ch  (which  consequently  does  not  stand 

for  ckck)  —  [x]  in:  — 
brack,  fallow,  brack,  broke,  nock,  after, 

Sckmack,  disgrace,  sprack,  spoke,  Sprache, 
language,  stack,  stung. 

Often  before  sck  =  [J]  in  drasck,  thrashed. 

EXCEPTIONS.  -  Short  [a]  in  open  syllable, 
in  interjections:  da,  there!  ja,  why!  indeed!,  na, 
well!  and  in  loan-words  such  as:  — 

Araber , 2  Arab ,  AttAque ,  attack ,  Claque, 
claque,  FiaJcer,8  cab,  GtJa,  gala,  Grammttik, 
grammar,  grammAtisck,  grammatical,  KAkadu, 
cockatoo,  KAnapee,  sofa,  KAnevas,  canvas, 
Metapker,  metaphor,  Paletot,  paletot,  Saphir, 
sapphire,  TsckaJco,  shako. 

Also  short  vowel  in  AMas,  SAfran. 

Short  [a]  before  simple  final  consonant, 
mostly  in  words  that  cannot  be  inflected,  and 
loan-words:  — 

1  Compounds,  derivatives,  etc.,  always  included. 
*  parabar].    But,  ardbisch  pa'ra:bifl. 
8  [fi'akor].    Also  pronounced  [firakar]. 
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db,  of,  am  =  an  dem,  at  the,  an,  at,  on, 
As,  ace,  A  flat,  Bamberg  (name),  Dam-,  in  Dam- 
Mrsch,  fallow  deer,  das,  that,  the,  Ham,  Ham 
(name),  Hamburg  (name),  hat,  has,  waw,  one, 

Mar-,  in  Marstall,  (royal)  mews,  Marbach,  Mar- 
burg (names),  Wai-,  in  Walnu/s,  walnut,  Wal- 

fisch,  whale,  was,  what. 

In  unaccented  syllables,  in  Nektar,  nectar, 
Seraph,  seraph,  Tombak,  pinchbeck,  Vivat,  cheer, 

and  generally  in  Bisam,  musk,  Brautigam,  bride- 
groom, Eidam,  son-in-law,  Islam,  Islam. 

2.  =  [a]  in  closed  syllables  (page  62);  e.  g. 
warten,  wait,  all,  all. 

EXCEPTIONS.  —  Long  [a:]  in  closed  syllable1  in: 
Arlberg2  (name),  Arnsberg*  (name),  Art,  manner, 

Arzt,  physician,  Bart,  beard,  Bratsche,  viol,  Grlatz 
(name),  Grate  (name),  Hardt  (name),  Harz,  resin 

(also  name),  Jagd,  hunting,  Kap,  cape,  Kladdera- 
dAisch  (name  of  comic  paper),  Karbktsche,  lash, 
Magd,  maid,  Papst,  pope,  Quarz,  quartz, 

Scliwarte,  skin  of  bacon,  Starnberg2  (name), 
Start,  start,  zart,  tender. 

Unaccented  in  Hoffart,  haughtiness. 

1  Also  in  Adler,   because  rather   =   A-dkr,   than 
Ad-ler. 

2  Short  [a],  where  the  correct  local  pronunciation 
is  not  known.  Also  in  most  of  the  other  words  short  [a] 
frequently  heard.  Always  [a:]  in  Papst. 

VlfiTOR,  German  Pronunciation,  5th  ed.  5 
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aa.1 
1.  Regularly  =  [a:] :  — 
y  eel,  Aar,  eagle  (and  name),  Aas,  carrion, 

Haar,  hair,  Paar,  pair,  (ein)  $aar,  some,  Saal, 
hall,  Saat,  seed,  Staat,  state. 

2.  =  [a],  sometimes  in  Isaak  [9i:zak],  Isaac. 
ah. 

Always  =  [a:];  e.  g.  nah,  near,  fahnden, 
search. 

ai. 

1.  =  [ai]  in  German  words  and  naturalized 
loan-words: 

Bai,  bay,  frith,  Hai,  shark,  Hain,  grove, 
Kaiser,  emperor,  Laib,  loaf,  Laich,  spawn,  Laie, 
layman,  Ldkai,  lackey,  Mai,  May,  Maid,  maiden, 
Mais,  maize,  Maisch,  mash,  Rain,  ridge  of  land, 
Saite,  string,  Waid,  woad,  Waise,  orphan; 

also  in  German  or  Germanized  names,  as 
Mailand,  Milan,  Main,  Maier,  etc.,  and  followed 

by  mute  Z,  in  French  words  in  -ail,  where  [ai] 
is  very  nearly  the  original  pronunciation;  e.  g. 

Detail,  detail;  similarly  -ailles  in  Versailles 

(name).2 

1  i.  e.  aa    as    a   digraph.    No  notice  is  taken  of 
words   like  Baal  (name),  Barlaam  (name),   where  either 
a   has   its   separate   value.     Similarly  in  the  following 
sections. 

2  Yet,  as  French  "Z  mouille"  is  generally  taken  for 
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2.  =  [e:],  in  French  words,  where  ai  is  thus 
pronounced  in  French;  e.  g.  Palais,  palace. 

ain. 

Pronounced  [ei]  in  French  loan-words  such  as 
Train,  baggage  (of  an  army).  North  German 

—  not,  however,  stage  —  pronunciation,  [cij]. 

Pronounced  [ai]  in  French  loan-words  such 
as  Chance,  chance.  North  German  pronun- 

ciation, [ai)]. 

Not  when  am  is  followed  by  a  lip-stop,  or 

an  by  a  point-stop: —  Champagner  [Jam'panjer], 

champagne ;  Gouvernante  [guver'nanta] ,  gover- 
ness; Crirlande  [gir'lande],  garland.  —  Barikier 

[baijk'jei],  banker. 
an. 

1.  =  [au]  in  all  really  German  words;   e. 
g.  Au,  lea. 

2.  =  [01]  in  French  loan-words ;  e.  g.  Sauce, 
now  also  Sofse,  sauce. 

aw. 

Pronounced  [ai]  in  the  English  loan-word 
Shawl,  now  Schal,  shawl. 

[Ij],  and  final  voiced  [j]  becomes  voiceless  [g]  according 

to  a  German  sound-law  mentioned  before,  [de'talc.],  [v«r- 
'zalc.],  instead  of  [de'tai],  [vfr'saf],  etc.,  are  frequently 
heard,  especially  in  the  North.  This  must  not  be  imitated. 

5* 
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ay. 

1.  =  [aX],  only  used  in  names;  e.  g.  Bayern, 
Bavaria,  Mayer  (name). 

2.  =  [e:]  in  loan-words  such  as  Essay, l  essay. 
a. 

1.  =  [e;]  in  open  syllables ;  e.  g.  saen,  sow ; 
and  before  simple  final  consonants;  e.  g.  Bar, 
bear. 

Before  fs  final  (not  standing  for  ss)  =  [s]  in : 
Gef&fs,  vessel,  Gefrafs,  food  for  beasts,  gemafs, 

according  to,  Gesafs,  seat,  bottom. 

Before  ch  (not  standing  for  chch)  =  [x]  in 
Gesprdch,  conversation;  also  in  nachst  (stem, 

nach),  next. 

Before  dt  =  [t]  in  Stadte,  towns.  As  the 
singular  Stadt  is  invariably  pronounced  with  short 

[a],  the  Middle  and  South  German  short  [e]  in 
Stadte  seems  more  correct  than  the  North  Ger- 

man [«:],  which,  however,  prevails  on  the  stage. 

2.  =  [e]  in  closed  syllables;  e.  g.  Hands, 
hands. 

EXCEPTIONS.  —  Long  [e:]  in  closed  syllable  in: 
gratschen,   straddle,   hatscheln,   caress,    Kar- 

ddtsche,    card    (comb),    Kartatsche,    cartridge, 
tratschen,  prate. 

1  Pronounced    p«se:]$    by    many   speakers,   [Vs«:'J, 
[Vse:]. 
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ah. 

Invariably  =  [e:] ;  e.  g.  mahen,  mow ;  Ahre, 
ear  (of  corn). 

an. 

Always  =  [oy];  e.  g.  glaubig,  believing, 
Bdume,  trees. 

b. 

1.  =  [b],  initial  or  medial,  i.  e.  followed  by 
a  vowel,  or  by  a  liquid  consonant  (I,  m,  n,  r) 

forming  part  of  the  stem  of  the  word,  an  un- 

accented e  —  [Q]  generally  being  omitted  before 
the  liquid ;  e.  g.  Bahn,  track,  Liebe,  love,  ubler 
(stem,  ubl,  ubel),  worse. 

2.  =  [p],  final,  also  when  followed  by  a  li- 
quid not  belonging  to  the  stem,  or  by  any  other 

consonant ;  e.  g.  ab,  off,  liebt,  loves,  ublicti  (stem, 
ub)  customary.    There  is  another  word   ublich, 

sickly,   standing  for  tibelUch,   where   b   is  pro- 
nounced [b],  (see  under  1). 

bb. 
Pronounced  [b],  preceding  vowel  short ;  e.  g. 

Ebbe,  ebb. 
c. 

1.  Regularly  =•  [ts]  before  front  vowels; 

e.  g.  Cis,  C  sharp.1  So  also  before  Jc  in  Polish 
names,  as  Potocki. 

1  So  also  in  Officier  (==  Offizier),  officer.  There  is 
an  affected  pronunciation,  =  pofi'si:r],  which  must  be 
avoided. 
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2.  Regularly  =  [k]  in  other  cases,  i.  e.  be- 
fore back  vowels,  before  consonants,  and  final; 

e.  g.  Cognac,  or  Kognak,  cognac. 

3.  =  [s]    before   front   vowels,    in   French 
words  ;  e.  g.  Annonce   [Vn5:s8]  ,   advertisement. 

4.  =  [tj]  before  front  vowels,  in  Italian  words; 

e.  g.  Cicerone,  l   cicerone.    In    Cello  ,    Violoncell, 
violoncello,    Cellist,  violoncellist,  c  is  commonly 

pronounced  [/]:  [Jelo:],  [violSi'Jd],  [JVlist]. 
cc. 

1.  =  [kts]  before  front  vowels;  e.  g.  Accent, 

or  Absent,  [?ak'tsent],  accent.    New  spelling,  fa. 
2.  =  [k]  before  back  vowels;  e.  g.  Accord, 

or  Akkord,  [9a'kort],  accord.   New  spelling,  JcJc. 
cck. 

Pronounced  [x]  in  some  Greek  and  Latin 
words;  e.  g.  Bacchus,  Gracchus. 

cei. 

Pronounced  [tf]  in  a  few  Italian  loan-words  ; 
e.  g.  Kapriccio,  capriceio;  often,  however,  the 

i  is  pronounced  separately,  =  [I],  [j]. 

eh. 

1.  =  [$]  after  front  vowels,  and  after  con- 
sonants ;  e.  g.  ich,  I,  solch,  such,  manch,  many  a, 

Pferch,  fold,  pen;  and  always  in  the  derivative 

syllable  chen;  e.  g.  Papachen,  dear  papa,  Frau- 
chen,  little  woman. 

[tfitje'rome] ;  but  [tsitse'rome]  is  frequent. 
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Also  initial,  in  the  following  and  similar 

foreign  words:  — 
Chalcis,  Chalcis,  Chares  (name),  Charts  (name), 

Charon  (name),  Charonea,  Chseronea,  Charybdis, 
(name),  Chauher,  Chauci,  Chemie,  chemistry, 
Cheops  (name),  Cherson  (name),  Chersonnes, 
Chersonesus,  Cherub,  cherub,  CherusJcer,  Cherusci, 
Chiasma,  chiasma,  Chimare,  chimera,  China, 
China,  Chios  (name),  Chiron  (name),  Chirurg, 

surgeon,  Chlamys,  chlamys,  Chrie,  chria,  Chry- 
sostomus,  Chrysostorn,  chthonisch,  chthonian. 

In  the  Old  German  names  Childerich,  Chil- 
perich,  ch  is  also  pronounced  [g]. 

2.  =  [x]  after  back  vowels,  e.  g.  ach,  ah, 
rauchen,  smoke. 

3.  =  [k],  when  followed  by  radical  s  =  [s], 
in  the  following  German  words:  - 

Achse,  axle,  Achsel,  shoulder,  Buchs,  in  Buchs- 
baum,  boxwood,  Buchse,  box,  rifle,  Dachs,  badger, 

Deichsel,  pole,  drechseln,  turn  (on  a  lathe),  Ei- 
dechse,  lizard,  Fechser,  layer,  bud,  Flachs,  flax, 
Flechse,  sinew,  Fuchs,  fox,  Lachs,  salmon,  Luchs, 

lynx,  Ochse,  ox,  Sachse,  Saxon,  seeks,  six  (not  in 
sechzehn,  sechzig\  wachsen,  grow,  wechseln,  change, 
Weichsel,  Vistula.  Wichse,  blacking. 

Also  in  Chatten,  Chatti,  Chemnitz,  Chlodwig, 
Chur  (names),  and  the  following  and  some  other 
words,  not  originally  German: 
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Chalcedon,1  chalcedony,  Chaldaa,  Chaldaea, 
Chamaleon,  chameleon,  Chan  (also  Khan),  khan, 

Chaos,  chaos  (or  [c,a:os]),  Character,  character, 

Chloe  (name),  Chlor,  chlorine,  Chlorus  (name), 
Cholera,  cholera,  Chor,  choir,  Chrestomathie, 

anthology,  Chrysam,  chrism,  Christ(us),  Christian, 
Christ,  Chrom,  chromium,  Chromk,  chronicle. 

So  also  in  Italian  loan-words;  e.  g.  Scherzo, 
scherzo. 

4.  =  [/]  in  French  loan-words,  of  which  the 
following  are  among  the  most  common,  with  ch 

initial:  — 

Chaine,  chain,  Chaise,  carriage,  chamois,  cha- 

mois, Champagner  [Jam'panj9r] ,  champagne, 
Champignon,  champignon,  Chance,  chance,  chan- 
gieren,  change,  Charge,  commission,  Charlatan, 
charlatan,  Charlotte  (name),  charmant,  charming, 

Charpie,  lint,  Chaussee,  high  road,  Chef,  prin- 
cipal, Chemisett,  shirt-front,  chevaleresJc,  chival- 
rous, Chicane  (=  Schikane),  chicane,  Chiffre, 

cipher,  Chignon,  chignon,  Chimare  (=  Schimare), 
chimera,  Chock,  shock. 

5.  =  [tf],  in  a  few  foreign  words;  e.  g. 

Guttapercha,    guttapercha    [guta'pertfa:] ,    often 
however  [guta'penja:]. 

ck. 

Pronounced   [k],   after  short   vowel;   e.  g. 
dick,  thick. 

1  -=  [kal'tsetdon].  When  name  of  town,  =  [^al'tserdon]. 
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cqu. 
Pronounced  [kv];  e.  g.  Acquisition,  acqui- 

sition. New  spelling,  Jcgu. 

<*• Always  —  [s]  in  French  loan-words;  e.  g. 
Fagon,  shape. 

(1. 

1.  =  [$],  initial  and  medial;  e.  g.  du,  thou, 
drei,  three,  Hande,  hands. 

2.  =  [t],  final;  e,  g.  Hand,  hand,  handlich, 
handy. 

3.  Mute  in  French  words  such  as  Fmds, 
fund. 

dd. 

Pronounced  [d],  after  short  vowel,  e.  g. 

Kladde,  rough  note-book. 

dt. 

Pronounced  [t];  e.  g.  Stadt,  town,  wandte, 
turned. 

e. 

1.  =  [e:]  in  open  syllables  (apart  from  cases 

mentioned  under  4);  e.  g.  ade  pa'de;],  farewell, 
Bzde,  speech ;  and  before  simple  final  consonants ; 
e.  g.  schwer,  heavy. 

EXCEPTIONS.  —  Short  [s]  before  ph  =  [f]  in 
Stephan,  Stephen,  and  before  simple  final  con- 

sonant in:  — 
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Billet,1  note,  Bouquet,1  bouquet,  Chef,  head, 
principal,  Des,  D  flat,  des,  of  the,  etc.,  es,  it, 
Gebhard  (name),  gen,  towards,  Hotel,  hotel,  L&m- 

berg  (name),  Reb-,  in  Rebhuhn,  partridge,  Relief, 
relief,  $em,  Shem,  weg,  away,  wes,  of  what,  etc., 
and  other  foreign  words,  similar  to  those  quoted. 

In  unaccented  final  syllables,  in:  — 
Achilles  (name),  etc.,  amen,  amen,  Debet,  debet, 

Elen,  elk,  Joseph  (name),  Requiem,  Requiem, 
Tibet,  Thibet. 

2.  =  [«:]  in  French  words  where  this  is  the 
French  sound;  e.  g.  Dessert,  dessert,  Karriere, 
career. 

3.  =  [«]  in  closed  syllables  (apart  from  cases 
under  4);  e.  g.  fest,  fast. 

EXCEPTIONS.  —  Long  [e:]  in  closed  syllable  in : 
Beschwerde,  trouble,  Dresden  (name),  Ems 

(name  of  town),2  Erde,  earth,  erst,  first,  Ens, 
ore,  Esthen,  Esths,  Estland,  Esthonia,  Ge- 
berdet  gesture,  Hedwig  (name),  Herd,  hearth, 

Herde,  flock,  Kebs~,  in  Kebsweib,  concubine, 
Krebs,  crayfish,  Mecklenburg  (name),  nebst, 

1  =  [bri'jet],  [bu'k«t],  now  spelt  Billett,  SuJeett.    In 
most  words  in  et  the  et  is  pronounced  [eit];   e.  g.  Paket 

[pa'keit],  packet,  etc.   For  Budget,  budget,  see  page  14. 
2  By  North  Germans   wrongly  pronounced  ['ems], 

like  the  name  of  the  river  Ems  in  Hanover.    This  has 

been  of  late  foolishly  imitated  by  the  inhabitants  them- 
selves. 
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together  with,  Pegnitz  (name),  Pferd,  horse, 
Quedlinburg  (name),  Schwedt  (name),  Schwert, 
sword,  Schwetz  (name),  stets,  always,  Teplits 

(name),  Verden  (name),  Werden  (name),  werden, 

become,  wert,  worth,  dear,  -werth,  in  Kaiserswerth 

(name),  etc.1 
4.  =  [a]  in  the  unaccented  prefixes  be-  and 

ge,  and  in  the  unaccented  derivative  or  inflectional 

suffixes  e,*,  el,  em,  en,  end,3  er,  ern,  es,  est,  et, 
also  combined,  ele,  etc.;  e.  g.  habe,  have,  Vogel, 
bird,  Atem,  breath,  lieben,  love,  rasend,  furious, 

Vater,  father,  eisern,  iron,  alles,  all,  leidet,  suffers, 
ich  handele,  I  act,  etc. 

Similarly,  unaccented  e  in  cases  like  Kar- 
neval,  carnival,  etc.  becomes  [9]. 

The  e  in  der,  the,  dem,  (to)  the,  den,  the, 

des,  of  the,  es,  it,  when  unaccented,  is  also  pro- 
nounced [9], 

eau. 

Pronounced  [or]  in  French  loan-words;  e.  g. 
Plateau,  plateau. 

1  In  many  of  these  words  also  [e]  is  in  use. 

2  Also  "mute"  final  e  French  loan-words  which  in 
German  are  of  the  masculine  or  of  feminine  gender  (except 
after  vowels);  e.  g.  Chance,  chance. 

3  Not  in  Elend,  misery,  elend,  miserable,  which  both 
=»=  [?e:Unt].    As  to  el,  em,  en,  es,  see  exceptions  under 
e  1,  page  74  f. 
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ee. 

1.  =  [e:];  e.  g.  Beet,  flower-bed.1 
2.  ==  [i:]  in  English  loan-words;  e.  g.  Beef- 

steak,* beef-steak. 
eh. 

Apart  from  provincial  pronunciations  inva- 
riably =  [e:];  e.  g.  Reh,  roe,  stehlen,  steal. 

ei. 

1.  =  [a*];  e.  g.  Ei,  egg,  Seil,  rope. 
2.  =  [el],  with  mute  I,  in  French  words  in 

eil,  such  as  Gonseil,  council.8 

ein. 

Pronounced  [e:]  in  French  loan-words  such 
as  Pleinpouvoir,  liberty  of  action.4 

em,  en. 

Pronounced  [a:]  in  French  loan-words  such 
as  Trente-et-un,  trente-et-un. 5 

1  Unaccented  in  the  naturalized  loan-word  Kaffee 
[kafe:],  coffee.    But  Caft  [ka'fe:],  coffee-house. 

2  Perhaps  most  commonly  pronounced  [bi:fst«k];  but 
there  are  many  variations. 

3  North  German  pronunciation,  [«lcj. 
4  North  German  pronunciation,  [qj], 
5  Also  in  Pension  [pa:s;io:n]f  pension,  boarding-house. 

But   ennuyiren  pany'jitran] ,  tire.    North   German   pro- 
nunciation [an]. 
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77 

!•  =  [°y];  e.  g.  Heu,  hay,  icw#e,  people. 
2.  =  [01]  in  French  loan-words  :  e.  g.  adieu, 

good  bye,  Redakteur,  editor. 

Pronounced  [a!]  in  names;  e.  g.  Meyer. 

6. 

Always  =  [e:]  ;  only  used  in  foreign  words, 
for  the  modern  ee,  and  in  secondarily  accented 
syllables  of  names  where  simple  e  would  be  read 

as  [9];  e.  g.  Junge*. f. 

Invariably  =  [f]  ;  e.  g.  Fall,  fall,  Lauf,  run. 

ff. 

Always  =  [f]  ,  after  short  vowels;  e.  g. 
Schiff,  ship,  hoffen,  hope. 

g- 

1.  =  [g],  initial,  and  in  foreign  words  when 
beginning  the  primarily  accented  syllable;  e.  g. 

gut,  good,  regieren,  reign,  Regress,  regress. 

2.  ==  [g]  or  [j],  medial,  after  front  vowels, 
and    after    consonants;    e.   g.   Siege,    victories, 
Serge,  mountains,  regnen,  rain. 

3.  =  [g]  or  [g],  medial,  after  back  vowels; 
e.  g.  Tage,  days,  zogen,  drew. 
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4.  =  [5],  initial  and  medial,  in  the  follow- 
ing and  some  other  loan-words:  — 

Adagio,1  adagio,  Agio,1  agio,  arrangieren, 
arrange,  Baggage,  luggage,  Bandage,  bandage, 
changieren,  change,  Charge,  commission,  rank, 
Doge,  doge,  Eloge,  praise,  eulogy,  Gage,  salary, 

Gelee,  jelly,  Gendarm,2  constable,  generos,  gene- 
rous, Genie,  genius, ingenuity8,  genieren,  constrain, 

Genre,*  kind,  Ingenieur,5  engineer,  Neglige,  ne- 
gligee, Orange,  orange,  Page,  page  (boy),  Regie, 6 

administration,  voltigieren,  vault. 

5.  =  [dj],  often  simply  [3],  initial,  in  Eng- 
lish and  Italian  words;  e.  g.  Gentleman,  Giro,  giro. 

6.  =  [k],  final  in  flugs,  quickly,   and  in 
foreign  words  such  as  Log,  log. 

7.  =  [k]or  [cj,  final,  after  front  vowels,  and 
after  consonants ;  e.  g.  Sieg,  victory,  Berg,  moun- 

tain, regsam,  active. 

8.  —  [k]or  [x],  final,  after  back  vowels;  e.  g. 
Tag,  day,  zog,  drew,  Wagnis,  perilous  enterprise. 

gg- 
1.  =  [g],  medial;  e.  g.  Flagge,  flag. 
2.  =  [k],  final;  e.  g.  Brigg,  brig. 

1  Mostly  [Vdai3foi],|?ai3toi].  The  OQ  is  better  omitted. 
2  [san'darm]. 
8  Not  in  genial,  full  of  genius,  Genius,  genius,  spirit^ 

where  g  =  [g]. 
*  feSirJ. 

5  [9m3em'0ir]. 
8  Not  in  regieren,  reign  (see  page  77). 
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Pronounced  [dg]  in  Italian  words  such  as 

Arpeggio,  arpeggio.    Often  =  [dgl]. 

Pronounced   [5]   in  French  loan-words  such 
as  Flageolett,  flageolet,  Sergeant,  sergeant. 

Besides  [gn],   [jn],   [gn],  and  [c,n],  [xn]  (for 

which  see  pronunciation  of  g):  — 
1.  Often  =  [i)n],  in  words  originally  Latin, 

or  treated  as  such  ;  e.  g.  Magnat,  magnate,  Agnes 

(name),  Otherwise  [gn]. 

2.  =  [nj],  in  words  originally  French;  e.  g. 

Mignon  (name).1 

Pronounced   [g]   in  the  following  and  some 
other  foreign  words: 

Guerilla,2  guerilla,  Guido,  Guy,  Guillotine, 
guillotine ,  Guinea 2  (name) ,  Guinee , 2  guinea, 
Guipure,  guipure,  Guirlande, 2  garland,  Guitarre, 
guitar  (the  last  three  now  spelt  with  g); 

and  in  French  loan-words  in  gue\  e.  g.  Drogue, 

drug,  Intrigue,  intrigue  8  (both  now  spelt  with  g). 

1  Also  in  Compagnon  [kompan'jSi],  partner,  but  not 
in  Compagnie  (=  Kompanie)  [kompa'nii],  company. 

2  fge'riljaij,  [giljo'time],  [gi'neiax],  [gi'nei],  [gir'lande]. 
8  [droige],  Pin'triiga]. 
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h. 

Pronounced  [h]  when  followed  by  a  vowel 
that  does  not  commence  a  suffix,  and  when  not 
forming  part  of  a  digraph  such  as  ch,  th,  etc. 
E.  g.  Hand,  hand,  Ahorn,  maple-tree.  Compare 
also  ha,  etc. 

ha  (h-a)  etc.;  new  spelling,  a. 

After  t,  instead  of  ah,  etc.,  ha  (h-a),  etc. 
are  written;  e.  g.  Thai,  valley,  Thran,  train-oil, 
Thor,  fool,  gate,  etc.    The  pronunciation  is  the 
same  as  that  of  ah,  etc.     See  also  th. 

1.  =  [i:]  in  open  syllables ;  e.  g.  Igel,  hedge- 
hog; and  before  simple  final  consonants;  e.  g. 

mir,  me. 
Before  sch  (which  consequently  is  not  meant 

for  schsch)  =  [/],  in  Nische,  niche. 
EXCEPTIONS.  —  Short  [i]  mostly  pronounced 

in  open  syllable  in  Clique,  clique,  and  always  in 
Kapilel,  chapter,  Zither,  (musical  instrument). 

Short  [i]  before  simple  final  consonant  in: 
April,  April,  bin,  am,  bis,  till,  as  far  as,  Cis, 

C  sharp1,  Him-,  in  Himbeere,  raspberry,  hin, 
thither,  mit  with,  im  =  in  dem,  in  the;  in,  in, 
Ir-,  in  Irland,  Ireland,  Krim,  Crimea,  Limburg 
(name),  Schtvib-,  in  Schwibbogen,  vaulted  arch, 
Sin-,  in  Singrun,  periwinkle,  Winfried  (name); 

1  And  similar  musical  terms:  Dw,  D  sharp,  etc. 
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also  in  the  unaccented  suffixes  ib  (Wittib  = 
Witwe,  widow),  ich  (lick,  rich),  ig,  in,  is,  isch, 

and  nis;1  e.  g.  Bottich,  vat,  Kafig,  cage,  Koni- 
gin,  queen,  Firnis,  varnish,  Harnisch,  armour, 
Ereignis,  event;  and  in  unaccented  ik,  ir,  it; 

e.  g.  Poetik,2  art  of  poetry,  Deficit,  deficiency, 
Saphir,  sapphire. 

Mostly  also  im  in  Pilgrim,  pilgrim,  and  al- 
ways in  names  such  as  Joachim,  Arnim. 

2.  =  [i],  in  closed  syllables;  Kiste,  chest. 
3-  =  Mi  t)L  before  [9] ;  e.  g.  Familie,  family, 

Spanien,  Spain. 
Compare  ai,  ei,  oi,  ui,  etc. 

ie. 

1.  =  [i:];  e.  g.  sie,  she,  Liebe,  love.  So 
also  in  many  words  of  foreign  origin  in  ie,  mostly 
abstract  nouns,  names  of  sciences,  etc.  from 

French;  e.  g.:  — 
Akademie,  academy,  Anarchic,  anarchy,  Ana- 

tomic, anatomy,  Aristocratic,  aristocracy,  Artillcric, 
artillery,  Astronomic,  astronomy,  Democratic, 
democracy,  Energic,  energy,  Epidemic,  epidemic, 
Gallerie,  gallery,  Garantie,  warranty,  Genie, 

1  In  the  plural  the  n  or  8  is  doubled,  according  to 
the  general  rule;  e.  g.  Koniginnen,  Ereignisse. 

2  Provincially  (in  the  Middle  and  South  of  Germany) 
also  accented  ik,  ip,  it,  iz,  as  in  Musik,  music,  Prinzip, 

principle,  Granit,  granite,  Rospie,  hospice,  etc.,  are  pro- 
nounced with  short  [i]  instead  of  [i:]. 

YlfiTOH,  German  Pronunciation,  5th  ed.  6 
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genius,  Geographic,  geography,  G-eometrie,  geo- 
metry, Harmonic,  harmony,  Industrie,  industry, 

Infanterie,  infantry,  Kolonie,  colony,  Kompanie, 

company,  Kopie,  copy,  Lotterie,  lottery,  Melodie, 

melody,  Orthographic,  orthography,  Partie,  party, 
part,  Phantasie,  phantasy,  Philologie,  philology, 

Philosophic,  philosophy,  Poesie,  poetry,  Symmetric, 
symmetry ,  Sympathie ,  sympathy ,  Telegraphic, 
telegraphy,  Theologie,  theology,  divinity,  Theorie, 
theory ; 

in  all  verbs  ending  in  icrcn,  e.  g.:  — 
regieren,  reign,  spaaieren,  go  for  a  walk: 

and  in  most  nouns  in  icr,  e.  g.:  — 
Earlier,  barber,  Kanonier,  gunner,  Klavicr, 

piano,  Manier,  manner,  Quartier,  quarter. 

2.  =  [i:a],  but  often  only  [ii],  in:  — 
Marie,  Mary,  Sophie,  Sophia. 

3.  =  pa],  [ja];  in  many  nouns  in  ie,  mostly 
taken  from  Latin;  e.  g. :  — 

Aktie,  share,  Familie,  family,  Furie,  fury, 

Glorie,  glory,  Grazie,  grace,  Historic,  history, 
Injurie,  insult,  Kurie,  curie,  Linie,  line,  Materie, 
matter,  Mumie,  mummy,  Pramie,  premium, 
Beliquie,  relic; 

in  names  of  plants  such  as 
Cichorie,  chicory,  Fuchsie,  fuchsia; 

in  Christian  names  such  as 

Amalie,  Amelia,  Emilie,  Emily,  Lucie,  Lucy; 
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in  names  of  countries  in  ten,  e.  g. :  — 
Belgien,    Belgium,    Indien,    India,    Spanien, 

Spain,  etc., 

(so  also:  — 
Belgier,  Belgian,  Spanier,  Spaniard,  etc.), 

and  in  nouns  in  ien  only  used  in  the  plural,  e.  g. :  — 
Ferien,  holidays,  Mobilien,  furniture,  etc. 

4.  =  pe:],  [jei],  in  foreign  words  such  as 
Diego  (name) ,    Grdbriele ,   Gabriella ,  Hygiene, 

hygiene ; 
also  in  French  words  in   ier  where  ier  retains 

its  French  pronunciation  (r  silent),  e.  g. :  - 
Atelier,  studio,  Bankier,  banker,  Metier,  trade, 

Portier,  porter. 

5.  =  pci],  [je:],  in  French  words  where  ie  is 
the  French  spelling;  e.  g. :  — 

Barriere,  barrier,  Karriere,  career,    Tantieme, 
royalty,  share. 

6.  =  pe],  [je],  in  foreign  words  such  as 
Patient,  patient,  Audiens,  audience,  speziell, 

special,   Serviette,  napkin,    Triennium,  space  of 
three  years. 

7.=  [i],  in:  - 
Viertel,  quarter,  fourth,  vierzehn,  fourteen,  vierzig, 

forty; 

also  sometimes  unaccented  in  vielleicht,  perhaps. 

ieh. 

Always  =  [i:];  e.  g.  Vieh,  cattle,  stiehlt,  steals. 

6* 
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ieu. 

Pronounced  [oy]  in  Lieutenant  (new  spelling, 
Leutnant),  lieutenant. 

ih. 

Pronounced  [i:]  in:  — 
ihm,  ihn,  him,  ihnen,  them,  ihr,  her,  their ;  you, 

ihrer,  of  her,  of  them,  ihrig,  hers,  theirs. 

11. 

Pronounced  [X]  in  French  words  such  as 

Detail,  detail,  Fauteuil,  easy-chair.1 

ill  (11). 

Pronounced  [Ij]  in  French  words  such  as 
Bouteille,  bottle,  Medaillon,  medallion,  Postttl(i)on, 

postillion 3. 
im,  in. 

Pronounced  [£:]  in  French  words  such  as 

Bassin,  basin.8 

j- 

1.  Regularly  =  [j];  e.  g.  ja,    yes,  Major, 
major. 

2.  =  [5],  in  the  following  and  some  similar 
words:  — 

1  North  German  pronunciation,  [de'talp],  [fo'tosl^]. 
8  [bu'fclja],  [medal'jS:],  [postil'jom]. 
8  North  German  pronunciation,  [ba's«g]. 
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Jalousie,    Venetian    blinds,    Jargon,   jargon, 

Jenny  (name),  Journal,  journal,  Don  Juan 1  (name). 
Jasmin,  jasmine,  has  mostly  (j)  in  North 

German  pronunciation. 

3.  =  [d£],  for  which,  however,  [5]  is  com- 
monly substituted,  in  a  few  English  words:  — 

Jockey,  jockey,  Jury,  jury, 
the  latter  often  being  pronounced  in  the  German 

way,  with  j  =  [j]. 
k. 

Invariably  =  [k] ;  e.  g.  Tcahl,  bald. 
1. 

Pronounced  [1];  e.  g.  lahm,  lame.    See  il. 

11. 

Pronounced  [1];  e.  g.  vdll,  full.    See  ill. 

m. 

Pronounced  [m];   e.  g.  mir,  me.    See  am, 
em,  etc. 

mm. 

Invariably  =  [m];  e.  g.  Lamm,  lamb. 

ii. 

1.  =  [n];  e.  g.  nie,  never,   an,   at.     See 
an,  etc. 

2«  =  ft)].    See  ng  and  rik. 

1 «  [do:3ua:].  North  German  pronunciation, 
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!•  =  [3l;  e.  g.  singen,  sing,  lang,  long. 
2.  =  [ijgj,  when  ng  is  followed  by  a  vowel 

other  than  e  =    [9]    or   by   a   consonant   and 
such  a  vowel;  mostly  in  Old  German  or  foreign 
names;  e.  g. 

Ingo,  Albalonga,  Ganges,  l  Ingraban. 

nk. 

Pronounced  [ijk];  e.  g.  striken,  sink,  Dank, 
thanks. 

nn. 

Pronounced  [n];  e.  g.  Mown,  man.    See  en. 

o. 
1.  =  [o:]  in  open  syllables;  e.  g.  so,  so, 

Rose,  rose;  and  before  simple  final  consonants; 
e.  g.  Gebot,  commandment. 

Before  fs  (when  it  does  not  stand  for  ss) 

=  [s]  in:  — 
blofs,  bare,  Flofs  ,  raft,  grofs,  great,  Klofy 

dumpling,  Stofs,  thrust. 

Before  ch  (not  standing  for  chch)  =  [x]  in 

hoch,  high.2 

1  =[gagg€s],  the  river  Ganges;   but  Ganges,  geni- 
tive of  Gang,  =  [^arjas]. 
2  But  Hochztit,  wedding,  Hochheim  (name),  with 

short  [o]. 
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EXCEPTIONS.  —  Short  [o]  in  open  syllable  in 
loan  words,  such  as  Berloque,  now  Berlocke, 
trinket,  JoU  (name  of  dog). 

Often  [o]  in  syllables  preceding  the  accented 

one,  e.  g.:  — 
Kolofs,  colossus,  Komitee,  committee,  Pomade, 

pomatum,  Pomeranze,  orange,  Promenade,  prome- 
nade, Volontar,  volunteer. 

Short  [o]  before  simple  final  consonant  in :  — 
Brom-,  in  Brombeere,  blackberry,  Bromberg 

(name),  Chok,  shock,  Don,  don  (also  name), 

grob,1  coarse  (often),  Grog,2  grog,  Gros,  gross,  Jot, 
letter  J,  Lor-,  in  Lorbeer,  laurel,  Mob,2  mob, 
ob,B  if,  Top,  top,  vom  =  von  dem,  of  the,  von, 
of,  vor  in  Vorteil,  advantage, 

and  in  unaccented  final  syllables;  e.  g.  Jakob, 
Jacob,  Nabob,  and  many  words  in  or,  os;  e.  g. 
DoUor,  doctor,  Chaos,  chaos. 

2.  =  [o] ,  in  closed  syllables ;  e.  g.  Gott, 
God. 

EXCEPTIONS.  —  Long  [o:]  in  closed  syllable 

in:  - 
Jost  (name),  Kloster ,  convent,  Lotse,  pilot, 

Mond,  moon,  Obst,  fruit,  Ostern,  Easter,  Propst, 

1  Also  in  Grobheit,  coarseness,    Grobschmid,  black- 
smith.   Not,  however,  in  grobe,  etc.,  G-robian,  brute. 

2  Pronounced  [grok],  [mop]. 
3  But  Obacht,  heed,  beobachten,  observe  =  [?o:baxt], 

[b9?o:baxt8n]. 
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provost,  Thorn  (name),  Trost,  consolation  *,  Vogt, 
bailiff,  reeve. 

Also  in  Fort,  fort,  Eessort,  department, 

with  mute  t,  and  similar  French  loan-words.2 

oa. 

Pronounced  [01]  in  English  words,  as  Toast, 

toast,  sometimes  pronounced  [to'ast].  Also  in 
Cooks,  new  spelling,  Koks,  coke. 

oe. 

Pronounced  [o;]  in  Low  German  names;  e.  g. 
Koesfeld,  Soest;  unaccented  in  Itzehoe. 

oeu. 

Pronounced  [&:]  in  the  French  loan-word 
Coeur,  hearts  (at  cards). 

oh. 

Invariably  =  [o:] ;  e.  g.  roh,  raw,  Ohr,  ear. 

oi. 

!•  =  t°y]  in  a  few  words  originally  English 
or  Low  German ;  e.  g. :  — 

ahoi,  ahoy,  Boi,  buoy,  Boizeriburg  (name). 

2.  =  [o:]  in  Low  German  names ;  e.  g. :  — 
Greveribroich,  Troisdorf,   Voigt  (Voigtland). 

1  Often  also  in  Rost,  grill  (not  in  Most,  rust). 
2  Observe,  however,  Lord,  lord,  =  [lort]. 
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3,  =  [oai]  in  French  loan-words ;  e.  g.  Boit- 

doir,  boudoir;1  =  [oa]  in  chamois,  chamois. 

oin,  on. 

Pronounced  [5i]  in  French   words   such  as 

Ballon,  balloon.2 
00. 

Pronounced  [or]  in:  — 
Soot}  boat,  Moor,  moor,  Moos,  moss. 

OH. 

Used  in  French  words  and  pronounced  the 

same  as  German  u:  — 

1.  =  [ui]  in  open  syllables;   e.  g.  Eoute, 
route;  and  before  simple  final  consonants;  e.  g. 
Tour,  tour. 

2.  =  [u]  in  closed  syllables ;  e.  g.  Bessource, 
resource.    Douche,  now  Dusche,  douche,  rather 
with  [u:]. 

o. 

1.  =  [oe:]  in  open  syllables;  e.  g.  ode,  desert; 

and  before  simple  final  consonants;  e.  g.  schb'n, beautiful. 

2.  =  [03]  in  closed  syllables;  e.  g.  Morder, 
murderer. 

1  Comptoir  (=  Kontor)  is  mostly  pronounced  [kon'to:r], 
3  North  German  pronunciation,  [oi)].    Not  [5:]  in 

feminine  words  in  ion,  such  as  Nation,  nation,  where  on 

is  pronounced  [o:n].    So  also  e.  g.  Baiaillon  =  [batal'jo:n], 
batallion,  Eskadron  =  p€ska'dro:n],  squadron. 
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EXCEPTIONS.  —  Long   [01]   in  closed  syllable 

n:  — 
Behorde,  authority,  -forde,  in  Eckernforde 

(name),  etc.,  Floz,  layer,  stratum,  Osterreich, 

Ostreich,  Austria,  Worth  (name),  also  in  Donau- 
worth,  etc. 

oh. 

Invariably  «=  [0:];  e.  g.  Hohle,  cavern. 

ow. 

Pronounced  [01]  in  the  loan-word  Boivle, 
bowl,  and  unaccented  in  Low  German  (originally 
Slavonic)  names  in  ow,  as  Bulotv,  Grabow. 

1.  Regularly  =  [p];  e.  g.  Paar,  pair. 
2.  Mute  in  French  loan-words  such  as  Cotvp, 

coup. 

ph. 

Pronounced   [f]   in  words  originally  Greek; 

e.  g.  Philosophic,  philosophy.1 

pp. 

Invariably  =  [p]  ;  e.  g.  Eappe,  black  horse, 
Trupp,  troop,  hord. 

pph. 
Pronounced  [f]   in  the  Greek  name  Sappho. 

1  The  German  word  Eplwu,  ivy,  is  now  spelt  Efcu. 
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qu. 
1.  Regularly  =  [kv];  e.  g.  Quelle,  spring, 

bequem,  convenient. 

2.  =  [k],  in  some  French  and  other  loan- 
words;   e.    g.    Claque,    claque,    Clique,  clique, 

Marquis,  marquis. 
r. 

1.  Regularly  =  [r];  e.  g.  rank,  rough,  hier, 
here. 

2.  Mute   in   French   words   in   er   such   as 

Diner,  dinner,  and  some  words  in  ier  (see  ie). 

rh. 

Pronounced  [r],  in  Greek  words;  e.  g.  Rha- 
barber,  rhubarb. 

rr. 

Always  =  [r],  after  a  short  vowel;  e.  g. 
Narr,  fool,  verwirren,  confound. 

nil. 

Pronounced  [r],  the  preceding  vowel  short; 
in  Greek  words;  e.  g.  Katarrh,  cold. 

8. 

1.  =  [z],  initial  before  vowels,  and  medial 
before  vowels,  or  liquids  originally  preceded  by 
e  =  [9];  e.  g.  50,  so,  Rose,  rose,  winsle  (== 
tvinsele),  whine. 
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2.  =  [s],  initial  before  consonants,  medial 
before  (most)  consonants,  and  final ;  e.  g.  Skizze, 
sketch,  ist,  is,  Hals,  neck. 

3.  [J],  initial,  in  the  combinations  sp  and  st, 
and  also  when  preceded  by  German  prefixes ;  e.  g. 
sprechen,  speak,  (besprechen,  speak  about),  sicken, 
stand,  (verstehen,  understand),  speJculieren,  specu- 

late, studieren,  study. 

In  naturalized  loan-words  [Jp]  and  [JtJ  are 
frequently  used  also  after  foreign  prefixes;  e.  g. 
in  Inspector,  inspector,  Jconstatieren,  state,  affirm, 
etc.,  but  this  cannot  yet  be  recommended. 

In  modern  foreign  names,  except  familiar 
ones  such  as 

Spinoza,  Staffa,  Stambul,  Stuart, 

initial  sp  and  st  are  pronounced  [sp]  and  [stj. 

4.  Mute  in  French  words  such  as  Marquis, 
marquis. 

seh. 

1.  Regularly   =   [J"|;    e.  g.  scharf,   sharp, mischen,  mix. 

2.  =  [sk]   in  Italian  words,  e.  g.  Scherzo, 
scherzo. 

sh. 

Pronounced  [/]  in  English  words;  e.  g. 
Shawl,  [Jail],  shawl,  Sherry,  sherry;  also  in 

S(c)hlips,  neck-tie. 
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fs  (fe),  88  (ff). 

Both  invariably  =  [s];  e.  g.  Fufs,  foot, 
Kasse,  cash. 

t. 

1.  Regularly  =  [t];  e.  g.  Tau,  rope,  warten, 
wait,  mit,  with. 

2.  =  [ts]  before  unaccented  i  followed  by 
an  accented  vowel   in  words  originally  Latin; 
e.  g.  Nation,  nation,  Patient,  patient;  followed 

by  unaccented  e  =  [Q]  in  Aktie,  share,1  and 
en  =  [en],  as  in  Bootien,  Bceotia. 

3.  Mute  in  French  words  such  as 

Depot,   depot,  Budget,  budget,  Arrangement, 
arrangement. 

th. 

Always  =  [t];  in  German  words  formerly 
occurring  through  transposition  of  the  letter  h  when 
used  to  indicate  length  of  a  neighbouring  vowel, 
e.  g.  Thai  (compare  Zahl),  valley,  now  only 
used,  for  historical  reasons,  in  some  German 

names;  e.  g. :  — 
Gunt(h)er,     Lothar,     Lothringen,     Lorraine, 

Mafhilde,  Matilda,  Walt(h)er,  Walter. 

th  =  [t]  is  also  written  in  Greek  and  other 
foreign  words,  e.  g.  Theater,  theatre,  T(h)ee,  tea. 

1  In  other  words  e  is  written  instead  of  t  when 
unaccented  e  follows;  e.  g.  Grazie,  grace.  When  pre- 

ceded by  s,  t  =  [t];  e.  g.  Hostie,  host. 
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tt. 

Invariably  =  [t] ;  e.  g.  fett,  fat,  litter,  bitter. 

tz. 

Always  =  [ts];  e.  g.  sitssen,  sit,  Satg,  sen- 
tence. 

a. 

1.  =  [u:]  in  open  syllables;  e.  g.  du,  them, 
rufen,  call;  and  before  simple  final  consonants; 
e.  g.  gut,  good. 

Before  final  fs  (when  not  standing  for  ss) 

=  [s]  in:  — 
Fufs,  foot,  Grufs,  greeting,  Rufs,  soot. 

Before  ch  (which  does  not  stand  for  chch) 

=  W  in:  - 
Bruch,  fen,1  Buck,  book,  Buche,  beech,  Flucb, 

curse,  Kuchen,  cake,  ruchlar,  notorious,  suchen, 
seek,  TMC&,  cloth,  fF«c^r,  usury. 

Often  before  chs  =  [ks]  in 
TTwc/^5,  growth,  wuchs,  grew, 

and  before  sc&  =  [/]  in  wusch,  washed. 

EXCEPTIONS.  —  Short  [u]  before  simple  con- 
sonant, including  th,  in:  — 

Klul,*  club,  plus,  plus,  Luther  (name),  Eum, 
rum,  urn,  round,  about,   Ur-,  in  UrteU,  verdict, 

=  eu  dem,  to  the,  mr  =  ̂ w  (?6r,  to  the, 

1  Not  ia  Brucb,  break,  rupture. 
2  Pronounced  in  the  German  way,  —  [klup]. 
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and  unaccented  in  loan-words;  e.  g.  Modus,  mode, 
Sirup,  syrup. 

2.  =  [u]  in  closed  syllables;  e.  g.  Mutter, 
mother,  Kunst,  art. 

EXCEPTIONS.  —  Long  [ui]  in  closed  syllable 

in:  — 

Geburt, l  birth,  Husten,  cough,  Ludwig,  Lewis, 
pusten,  pant,  Schuster,  shoemaker,  Wust,  chaos, 
trash. 

3.  =  [y;]  in  open  syllables,  in  French  loan- 
words; e.  g.  Aper$u,  sketch. 

4.  =  [y]  in  closed  syllables,  in  French  loan- 
words; e.  g.  Budget,  budget. 

5.  =  [y]  in  the  combination  qu.     See  qu. 

uh. 

Invariably  =  [u:];  e.  g.  Kuh,  cow. 

ui. 

Pronounced  [ui]  in  hui,  ho,  pfui,  fie. 

mil,  un. 

Pronounced  [631]  in  French  words  such  as 

Parfum,  perfume,   Vingt-un.2 
u. 

1.  =  [y;],   in   open  syllables;  e.  g.  mude, 

1  Rarely  pronounced  [u];  but  always   short  [Y]  in 
yebivrtig,  native. 

2  North  German  pronunciation,  [oerj]. 
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tired;  and  before  simple  final  consonants;  e.  g. 
fwr,  for. 

Before  fs  =  [s]  in  sufs,  sweet. 
Before  sch  =  [/]  in  Busche,  ruche. 

2.  =  [Y]  in  closed  syllables;  e.  g.  Hutte, 
hut,  Burde,  burden. 

EXCEPTIONS.  —  Long  [y;]  in  closed  syllable 
in:  — 

duster,  gloomy,  Nuster,  nostril,  Buster,  elm. 
wust,  waste. 

fib, 

Invariably  =  [y:];  e.  g.  kuhn,  bold. 

v. 
1.  =  [f]  in  German  words;  e.  g.  viel,  much; 

also  in  the  old  loan-words 
Veilchen  (Veiel),   violet,     Veit,   Vitus,    Guy, 

Vers,  verse,  Vogt,  governor; 

and  always  when  final;  e.  g.  Motiv,  motive. 

2.  =  [v]  in  foreign  words,  mostly  of  Latin 
or  Romance  origin;  e.  g.  Vase,  vase,  oval,  oval. 

w. 

Regularly  pronounced  [v];  e.  g.  wohl,  well. 
For  ow  =  [01]  see  ow. 

x. 

1.  Regularly  pronounced  [ks];  e.  g.  Axi, 
axe,  Index,  index. 
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2.  =  [J]  in  Don  Quixote1  (name). 
3.  Mute  in  French  forms  such  as  Bureaux, a 

offices. 

y- 

1.  =  [yi],  rather  than  [i:],  in  open  syllables; 

e.  g.  My  the,  myth;  and  before  simple  final  con- 
sonants; e.  g.  Asyl,  refuge. 

2.  =  [Y],  rather  than  [i],  in  closed  syllables; 
e.  g.  Myrte,  myrtle. 

Also  in  unaccented  yr,  as  in  Satyr,  satyr,  etc. 

3.  =  [i:]  in  names,  e.  g.  Schwyz. 
4.  =  [i]  in  names,  e.  g.  Hyrtl. 
5-  =  [j],  initial  or  medial;  e.  g.  loyal,  loyal. 

1.  Regularly  =  [ts];  e.  g.  eu,  to,  too. 

2.  =  [z]  in  a  few  foreign  words;  e.  g.:  — 

,  gauze,  Vezier  (=  Wesir),  vizier.8 
zz. 

Pronounced  [ts]  in  Italian  loan-words  ;  e.  g.  — 
SUzze,  sketch,  Strazise,  rough  note  book. 

1  =    [d5:kijot]   —   North    German  pronunciation, 
[dogkijot]   — ,      as    if   spelt    in    the  French  way,   Don 
Quichotte.    Earely  =  [donki'xo:ta]. 

2  But  Bureaus,  which  is  also  used,  =  [by'ro:s]. 
8  Bronze,  bronze,  is  generally  pronounced  [brorsa]; 

North  German,  [brorjse]. 

VrftTOR.  German  Pronunciation.  5th 



GERMAN  ACCENT, 
AND  OTHER  PECULIARITIES  OF  GERMAN 

PRONUNCIATION. 

IT  has  often  been  remarked  that  a  person 
may  speak  a  language  with  perfect  correctness 
and  fluency,  and  yet  be  detected  as  a  foreigner, 
because  he  has  not  yet  acquired  the  native  accent. 

It  will  usually  be  found,  however,  that,  al- 
though grammar  and  idiom  may  be  faultless, 

yet  either  the  general  mode  of  articulation  or 
the  laws  of  sound  peculiar  to  the  language  have 
been  imperfectly  mastered.  Apart  from  these 
points,  what  is  commonly  called  accent  still 
comprises  two  very  different  things,  viz.  stress, 
and  pitch  or  tone. 

MODE  OF  ARTICULATION. 

The  German  mode  of  articulation,  as  differ- 
ing from  the  English,  may  be  said  to  be  cha- 

racterized by  the  formation  of  the  vowels,  espe- 
cially the  round  vowels,  and  of  the  dentals,  as 

described  above  (see  chapter  on  German  Sounds), 

the  tongue-articulation  being  more  forward  and 
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determined,  and  the  lips  freely  used  in  the  for- 
mation both  of  vowel  and  consonant-sounds.  To 

German  ears,  spoken  English,  as  well  as  German 
pronounced  in  the  English  way,  sounds  to  a 
certain  degree  unarticulated. 

LAWS  OF  SOUND. 

Of  German  sound-laws  (which  mainly  result 
from  the  peculiarities  of  German  articulation 
and  accentuation),  the  following  are  the  most 
important  for  English  speakers.  Several  have 
previously  been  alluded  to. 

1.  Initial  vowels,  unless  almost  unaccented 
and  closely  connected  with  the  preceding  word, 
are  preceded  by  the  glottal  stop,  p],  even  when 
occurring   in  the  interior  of  compound  words; 

e.  g.  all  paZ],  ulerall  py:b8r'?al],  everywhere. 
2.  Final  vowels,  except  unaccented  e=  [0], 

and  the  vowel   a  in  the  interjections   da  [da], 

there,  na  [na],  well,  etc.,  are  long,  whether  pri- 
marily accented  or  not;  e.  g.  du  [dui],  thou, 

Kakadu  [kakadui],  cockatoo. 

3.  Long   vowels  are  strictly  simple  vowels, 
and  not  diphthongal  as  English  oo  =  [u;w]  in 
fool,  etc.  (see  examples  under  2). 

4.  Final   consonants,   except  liquids  (I,  m, 

n,  ng,  **),  are  voiceless  and  sharp,  even  when 
spelt  &,   d,  g\     e.  g.  ab  pap],  off,  Sieg  [zi:%], 
victory. 

7* 
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5.  Final  consonants,  liquids  included,   are 
short,  even  after  short  vowels ;  e.  g.  Quell  [kv«l] 
well,  Hand  [hant],  hand. 

6.  Long  consonants  only  occur  instead  of 
double    consonants,    either    in   composition,   or 

where  two  words  are  closely  connected ;  e.  g.  mit- 
teilen  [mitialten],  communicate,  not  tun  [no:t:u:n], 

be  needful,  with  long  [t],  —  only  when  particular 
distinctness  is  intended,  [noit  tuin]. 

In  rapid  speech,  the  simple  short  consonant 
is  generally  pronounced :  [mitallan],  [noituin]. 

7.  If  final  voiceless  consonants  are  closely 
followed    by   their    voiced    correspondents,    the 
following  vowel  not  bearing  a  principal  accent, 
the  voiced  sound  is  generally  omitted;  e.  g.  hast 
du  [hastu:],  instead  of  [hast  du:],   hast  thou, 
mufs  sick  [music,],  instead  of  [mus  ZIQ],  must... 
itself. 

8.  Initial  [z]  preceded  in  composition  by  a 

voiceless  consonant  often  becomes  [s];  e.  g.  Ab- 
sicht  papsic,t],  intention,  instead  of  the  normal 

papziQt]. 
The  following  changes  commonly  take  place 

and  may  be  tolerated  in  fluent  conversational 
German,  not,  however  in  public  speaking,  in 
reading,  etc. 

9.  [p]  in  [mp]  followed  by  a  third  consonant, 
especially  by  [f],  is  often  omitted;  e.  g.  Kampf 
[kamf],  instead  of  [kampf],  combat. 
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For  initial  [pf],  simple  [f]  is  frequent;  e.  g. 
Pferd  [feirt],  instead  of  [pfeirt],  horse. 

10.  [t]  in  [nt]  followed  by  a  third  consonant, 
especially  by  [s],  is  similarly  often  omitted;  e.  g. 
gam  [gans],  instead  of  [gants],  whole. 

11.  [en]  often  becomes  either  [n];  or  else,  in 
rather  slovenly  speech,  [m]  after  labials,  [n]  after 
dentals,  [rj]  after  gutturals  (see  pages  30  seq.). 

STRESS  AND  EMPHASIS. 
STBESS. 

As  in  English,  the  different  syllables  of 
words  of  more  than  one  syllable  are  pronounced 

with  different  degrees  of  force.  As  the  accen- 
tuation is  in  most  cases  correctly  indicated  in 

dictionaries,  and  partly  in  grammars  in  ordinary 
use,  it  will  here  be  sufficient  to  point  out  the 
leading  principles. 

SIMPLE  WORDS. 

Genuine  German  Words. 

In  genuine  German  words,  the  radical  syl- 
lable, which  is  also  the  first  syllable  of  the  word, 

has  the  principal  accent  or  stress,  the  remaining 

syllables  weaker  stresses,1  only  prefixes  and  suf- 
fixes with  e  =  [a]  being  altogether  unaccented; 

e.  g.  Em,  one,  Erne,  one  (fern.),  Einig,  at  one, 

1  Only  the  principal  stress  is  marked  in  the  follow- 
ing examples. 
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Einigen,  unite,  JZmigung,  agreement,  VcrEin,  asso- 
ciation, geEinigt,  united,  Vermnigung,  union,  etc. 

EXCEPTIONS:  Forxlle,  trout,  lebmdig,  alive; 

mostly  also  luthErisch,  Lutheran.1 
German  words  with  terminations  of  foreign 

origin  which  are  regularly  accented,  are  not 
really  exceptions.  Such  endings  are:  ei,  e.  g. 
Bettefai,  beggary;  ieren,  e.  g.  hausiEren,  peddle; 
ur,  e.  g.  Grlasur,  glazing;  enser,  ensisch,  e.  g. 
BadEnser,  inhabitant  of  Baden,  badEnsisch,  be- 

longing to  Baden  (cp.  Afhenimser,  atheniEnsisch, 
Athenian,  etc.). 

Loan  -Words. 

Loan-words,  except  those  which  have  be- 
come perfectly  naturalized,  as  a  rule  retain  their 

original  accent. 

Such  loan-words  as  were  incorporated  into 
the  language  in  the  Old  High  German  period 
(before  1100  A.  D.)  are  no  longer  foreign  in  form, 
and  are  accented  in  the  German  way.  They  are 
mostly  of  Latin  origin.  E.  g.  MVnze,  mint, 
Fmster,  window.  —  Unsettled  (in  sing.)  :  Altar, 
Altw,  altar. 

In  the  Middle  High  German  period  (down 
to  about  1500  A.  D.)  many  French  words  found 

1  In  lebtindig,  the  stress  has  been  shifted  to  the 
following  heavy  syllable;  Forxlle  and  lutJmrisch  may 
have  been  influenced  by  loan-words  such  as  JKapidle, 
chapel,  afhurisch,  ethereal. 
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their  way  into  German.  They  have  partly  sub- 
mitted to  German  accentuation,  and  are  quite 

German  in  appearance,  e.  g.  Kbenteuer,  adven- 
ture, Dutzend,  dozen  ;  partly  the  French  stress  is 

preserved,  e.  g.  PartEi,  party,  turniEren,  joust.  — 
Doublets  :  BAnner  —  PaniEr,  banner,  Dwmant  — 
Diamknt,  diamond. 

Words  received  into  the  language  in  the 

Modern  High  German  period  mostly  retain  their 
foreign  accent,  as  also  other  traces  of  their 

foreign  origin  ;  e.  g.  adiw,  good-bye,  Hotel,  hotel. 
—  Latin-French  doublets  with  regard  to  stress  : 

PMnomen,  PhanomEn  [-'me:n],  phenomenon,  etc. 
Of  words  in  ik,  some  follow  the  Latin  accen- 

tuation, others  the  French.  To  the  latter  class 

(with  stress  on  ik)  belong:  —  Fabrik,  works, 
Katliolik,  catholic,  Kritik,  critique,  Politik,  po- 

litics, EepuUik,  republic,  puUik,  public,  and 

mostly  also  :  —  Arithmetik,  arithmetic,  Mathema- 

tik,  mathematics,  MusiJc,  music,  Physik.  physics.1 
On  words  in  ie  see  pages  81  seqq. 
Words  in  or  are  mostly  taken  from  the  Latin 

and  accentuated  accordingly;  e.  g.  Aufor,  author, 
DMor,  doctor,  etc.,  the  stress  shifting  to  the 
termination  in  the  plural;  e.  g.  Autoren,  with  o 

=  [o:].2  So  also  Dlmon,  demon,  plur.  Damonen. 

1  But  Latin  accent   in  Kntiker,    critic,   Politiker, 
politician,  Mathem  ktiker,  mathematician,  etc. 

2  Stress  on   or  =  [o:r]  also  in  the  sing.  e.  g.  in 
Humor,  humor,  Meteor,  meteor,  Tenor,  tenor  voice. 
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There  is  similar  shifting  of  stress  in  kther, 
ether  —  aihwisch,  etherial,  Bklsam,  balsam, 
balm  —  balskmisch,  balsamic,  etc. 

In  words  of  like  termination  that  are  fre- 
quently used  in  juxtaposition  the  stress  is  often 

drawn  back  on  the  first  syllable,  e.  g.  Nominativ, 

nominative,  G-mitiv,  genitive,  etc. 
Of  names  accented  on  the  final  syllables, 

besides  Athm,  Athens,  Flormg,  Florence,  Konnth, 
Corinth,  Pans,  Turin,  may  be  mentioned:  Merxn> 
Tirol,  and  North  German  (originally  Slavonic) 
names  of  towns  in  in,  e.  g.  Berlin,  Stettin. 

Observe  German-  stress  in  Koblenz,  Coblence, 
Komtanz,  Constance. 

COMPOUNDS. 

General  Remarks. 

I.  In  compounds  the  first  part  of  which  is 
a  nominal  stem,  the  radical  syllable  of  the  first 

component  (this  being  in  most  cases  the  indivi- 
dualizing part  of  the  whole  word)  as  a  rule 

bears  the  principal  stress,  the  radical  syllables 
of  the  remaining  components  weaker  stresses  (>); 

e.  g.  Hkusherr,  master  of  the  house,  HAusherrn- 
wurde,  the  dignity  of  being  the  master  of  the 
house. 

If,  however,  the  last  component  is  the  indi- 
vidualizing one,  it  in  its  turn  receives  the  stress 

(<)  ;  e.  g.  Jahrhundert,  century  ;  but  again,  e.  g. 
Pustjahrhundert,  century  of  the  plague. 
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Equal  stress  (=),  as  in  English  steel-pen, 
twenty-one,  only  rarely  occurs  in  German,  and 
mostly  serves  to  emphasize  the  meaning  of  the 
second  part  of  the  compound;  e.  g.  sfamrzich, 
enormously  rich. 

2.  It  is  necessary  to  distinguish  between 
independent  compounds,  and  compounds  derived 
from  such,    E.  g.  in  Ubertrsibung,  exaggeration, 
the  stress  is  on  the  second  part,  because  the 

word  is  not  compounded  oiuber,  over,  and  "Trei- 

"bung"  (as,  e.  g.  'Obermafs,    excess,   is  of  uber, 
and  Mafs,  measure),  but  derived  from  the  verb 
uberlrmben,  exaggerate. 

3.  The  prefixes   be,   emp,  ent,  er,  ge,  ver, 
eer  are  unaccented,  unless  the  accent  be  shifted 
on  to  them  for  the  sake  of  contradistinction; 

e.  g.  VErgehen,  perish  —  esrgehen,  dissolve. 

Special  Remarks. 

I.   Nouns. 

1.  The  second  part  of  the  compound,  instead 

of  the  first,  is  accented:  — 
(a)  In  loose  compounds  consisting  of  adjective 

and  noun;  e.  g.  (der)  HohepriEster,  high-priest. 
(b)  In  most  compound  geographical  names  the 

first  part  of  which  is  an  adjective  or  a  geni- 

tive case;  e.  g.  LangensAlza,  Konigswinter.1 

1  Names  in  lorn,  bronn,  brucJc,  brwnn,  forde,  gratz, 
,  mtinde,  reufh,  rode,  walde,  werfh,  worth  regularly 
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(c)  In  compounds  denoting  a  period  of  time,  the 

first  part  being  a  genitive  case  ;  e.  g.  Tages- 
Anfang,  beginning  of  the  day.   So  also  Jalir- 
hundert,  century,  and  similar  terms. 

(d)  In  compound   names   of  holy  days;   e.  g. 
Palmsonntag,  Palm  Sunday. 

(e)  In  some  compounds,  the  second  part  of  which 
is  itself  a  compound,   as  long  as,  or  longer 

than  the  first  ;  e.  g.  Generalpostmeister,  post- 
master general. 

(f)  Sometimes  in  Neujkhr,  New  Year,  Burger- 
mEister,  mayor. 
2.    Both  parts  of  the  compound  have  equal 

stress:  — 
(a)  In  double  names  forming  loose  compounds, 

such  as  HESsen-Nkssau. 
(b)  In  compounds  the  first  part  of  which  only 

serves  to  emphasize,  not  exactly  to  qualify, 

have  this  accentuation;  e.  g.  Paderborn,  Heilbronn, 

Osnabruck,  Reinhardsbrunn ,  EckernfSrde ,  Koniggr'Liz, 
Reicherihjdl,  Swinemunde,  Gailenrtsuth,  EberswAlde,  Kaisers- 
wxrfh,  Donauworth.  Other  names,  however,  in  spite  of 
their  being  compounded  with  an  adjective  or  genitive 
case,  are  treated  like  simple  words;  e.  g.  Qberndorf; 
Karlsbad,  Karlsruhe,  Lindshut.  So  also  Grmfswald  in 
the  correct  local  pronunciation;  but  like  StrAlsund,  it  is 
frequently  misspronounced  with  stress  on  the  second  (the 

latter  e.  g.  in  Schiller's  Wdllenstem).  Observe  the  German 
pronunciation  of  Hannover,  Hanover,  with  stress  on  o, 
the  word  being  originally  a  compound  (=  liohen  Ufer, 
high  bank).  —  Again :  ElberfEld. 
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the  meaning  of  the  second  ;  e.  g.  Erxschtilm, 

arch  rogue.1 
(c)  In  long  compounds  both  parts  of  which  are 

again  compounded  ;  e.  g.  Vordergaumenrmbe- 
laut,  palatal  continuant. 

3.  Shifting  of  stress  pretty  frequently 

occurs  when  the  first  portion  is  itself  com- 
pounded and  the  second  word  of  it  might 

possibly  form  the  first  word  of  the  second  por- 
tion; e.  g.  Landgenchtsdirektor  ,  as  if  com- 

pounded of  L^nd  and  Genchtsdirektor,  although 

really  =  Lkndgcrichts  •+•  Dirftktor. 

II.    Adjectives  and  Adverbs. 

1.  The  second,  instead  of  the  first  part, 

bears  the  principal  stress:  — 
(a)  In  leibvigen,  held  in  thraldom,  hermgen, 

most  beloved,  vollkommen,  perfect,  will- 
Icommen,  welcome,  where  the  first  part  is 

no  longer  felt  as  qualifying  the  second. 

(&)  In  the  adjective  cmsgesiEichnet  ,  excellent,  as 
distinct  from  the  p.  p.  &ssg&seichnet.  So 

also  mostly  fortw'ihrend  (adj.  and  adv.),  con- 
tinual(ly),  ausmhmend  (adv.),  uncommonly. 

(c)  In  compounds  the  first  part  of  which  is  all, 
only  serving  to  generalize  or  emphasize  the 

1  But  Judas  der  Erzschehn  (=  miscreant),  just  as 
l&rzbischof,  archbishop;  etc. 
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meaning  of  the  word;  e.  g.  attgemmn,  ge- 
neral :  so  also  in  compounds  with  hock  ;  e.  g. 

hochwtirdig,  reverend. 

(d)  In  compounds  the  first  part  of  which  forms 
an  attribute  of  a  following  substantive  stem  ; 
e.  g.  hohepriEsterlich,  pontifical. 

(e)  In  loose  compounds  such  as  menschenmfy- 
lich,  within  the  power  of  man. 

(/)  In  some  adjectives  in  lick  :  — 
abschmlichy  abominable,  dbsonderlich,  parti- 

cular, augmbliMichy  instantaneous,  augen- 
scli&inlich,  evident,  ausdrftcklich  ,  express, 
ausfithrlich,  detailed,  aufserordentlich,  extra- 

ordinary, eigenttimlich,  peculiar,  handgrviflich, 

obvious,  haupts'Lchlich  ,  principal,  urspr^ng- 
lich,  original,  vornEhmlich,  e  special  (ly),  vor- 
trEJflich,  excellent,  vorzftglich,  exquisite, 
wahrsdiEirilich  ,  probable;  often  also  in  db- 
sichtlich,  intentional. 

(g)  In  some  adjectives  in  ig:  —  barmhvrzig, 
merciful,  dreivinig,  dreif&ltig,  triune,  here- 
innig  ,  heartfelt;  mostly  in  wahrhkftig,  true 
(always  when  adv.),  sukGnftig,  future;  often 
in  armsElig,  miserable,  aufnchtig,  sincere,  frei- 
willig,  voluntary,  holdsvlig,  most  lovely,  in- 
IrVnstig,  ardent,  notwmdig,  necessary. 

(h)  Mostly  in  ofleribkr,  manifest. 
(i)  In  compounds  with  alt,  such  as  altEnglisch, 

Old  English,  dltnordisch,  Old  Norse,  Ice- 
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landic,  etc.,  because  they  are  often  used  in 

juxtaposition.1 
(k)  In  compounds  with  un,  if  the  second  part 

of  the  compound  is  a  verbal  adjective,  —  the 
radical  syllable  of  the  verb  bearing  the  stress; 
e.  g.  unerhorbar,  inaudible,  undblnderlich, 

unalterable;2  if  the  second  part  is  a  p.  p. 
with  accented  prefix,  the  latter  retains  the 

accent;  e.g.  unmgemeldet,  not  announced.  — 
Other  adjectives,  not  derived  from  verbs: 

ungehwer,  immense  (but  subst.  =  \5ngeheuer, 
monster),  ungemem,  uncommon. 
2.  Both  parts  of  the  compound  have  equal 

stress:  — 
(a)  In  compounds  the  first  part  of  which  only 

serves  to  emphasize  the  second;  e.  g.  wz- 
dvmm,  very  stupid,  brainless,  blvfarm,  very 

poor,  penniless;8  etc. 
(6)  In  very  long  compounds  such  as  vnwiederbring- 

licli,  irrecoverable,  instead  of  unwiederbrwg- 
tich  (cf.  1.  *). 

III.  Verbs. 

1.   The    second   part    of  the   compound   is 
accented  :  — 

1  Mostly    however   Altdeutsch,   Althochdeut  sch  ,    as 
opposed  to  nim(hoch)dent8ch  ;  so  also  dtfrarikisch  =  Alt- 
modisch,  old-fashioned. 

2  So    also   unmSglich,   impossible;    moglich   being 
derived  from  mogen  (=  vermdgeri),  to  be  able. 

8  But  blutarm,  anemic,  with  stress  on  the  first  part. 
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(a)  In  compounds  the  first  part  of  which  is  the 
inseparable  prefix  mifs\  e.  g.  mifsbrwchen, 
abuse. 

(b)  In  compounds  with  the  inseparable  prefix 
voll;  e.  g.  vollmden,   complete  (not  where 
voll  is  a  separable  adjective,  as  in  vollgiefsen, 
to  fill  to  the  brim). 

(c)  In  compounds  with  the  inseparable  prefixes 
durch,  hinter,  uber,  urn,  unter,  wieder;   e.  g. 
durchdnngen  ,  permeate,  fill,  hinterbnngen, 
communicate  (secretly),  ubersvteen,  translate, 
tmziKhen,  enclose,  untersfallen,  presuppose, 
wiederholen,  repeat  (not  where  durch,  hinter, 
etc.,  are  separable  adverbs  =  hmdurch,  da- 

hinter,  etc.  ;  as  durchdringen,  force  one's  way 
through;  etc.). 

IV.   Particles. 

Compound  particles  as  a  rule  are  accented 
not  on  the  first,  but  on  the  second  part;  e.  g. 
bcrgwf,  up  hill,  alsbdd,  forthwith. 

The  following  words  are,  however,  accented 
on  the  first  part  :  —  Also,  consequently,  dstmoch, 
nevertheless,  wi&derum,  again,  which  are  no 

longer  looked  upon  as  compounds;  so  also  fre- 
quently vorher,  before,  nwhher,  afterwards, 

gr&daus,  straight  on,  bsinah,  bvinahe,  almost, 

Avfserdem,  besides,  trotzdem,  nevertheless  ;  AU/&T- 
halb,  outside,  oberhalb,  above,  etc.;  mnerlei,  of 
one  kind  (but  einerhi,  no  matter),  zwmerlei,  of 
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two  kinds,  different,  dwlei,  of  that  kind,  etc.; 

Einmal,  once,  a  single  time  (but  einmkl,  once  = 

some  time),  zwEimal,  twice,  etc.;1  dkmals,  then, 
nismals,  never,  etc. ;  hmterrucJcs,  backwards,  from 

behind;  dmsseits,  on  this  side,  JEnseits ,  on  the 

other  side;  AU/ 'warts,  upward,  vorwarts,  forward ; 
hrftvzweis,  crosswise,  pk&rweis,  in  pairs,  etc.; 
mostly  diEsfalls,  in  that  case,  glvichfalls,  likewise, 
etc. ;  fErnerhin,  for  the  future,  etc. ;  nmneUvegen, 
mEinethalben,  on  my  account,  for  aught  I  care, 
etc.;  mmnesteils,  for  my  part,  etc. 

EMPHASIS. 

Sentence-stress,  or  emphasis,  is,  as  the  word- 
stress,  on  the  whole  logical  in  German,  the  most 
important  word  bearing  the  strongest  accent, 
whilst  other  words  receive  weaker  stresses ,  or 

are  comparatively  unaccented.  The  predicate 
or.  if  there  is  any,  the  object  being  as  a  rule 
the  individualizing  word  in  the  sentence,  the 
predicate  or  the  object  is  generally  the  accented 
word ;  e.  g.  ich  schrEibe,  I  write,  der  Hand  built, 
the  dog  barks,  er  ist  Jcrknk,  he  is  ill,  ich  schreibe 

einen  BriEf,  I  write  a  letter.  Attributive  ad- 
jectives in  most  cases  have  a  somewhat  weaker 

stress  than  the  word  which  they  qualify,  e.  g. 
die  kindliche  Livbe,  filial  love;  but  des  Kindes 

1  If  used  emphatically,  often  with  level  stress:  — 
,  gr\d±vs,  etc.;  EIWWAZ,  zwsimiJ,,  etc. 
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die  Li&be  des  Emdes,  die  Lisbe  zu  dem 

Kmde.  — 

In  English,  sentence-  stress  is  very  similar. 
English  speakers  of  German,  however,  are  in- 

clined to  accent  too  strongly  the  verbal  forms 
following  the  object,  in  such  clauses  as  einen 
Bnsf  schreiben,  to  write  a  letter,  einen  Bnvf 
gesclirieben  haben,  to  have  written  a  letter,  wenn 
ich  einen  BriEf  schreibe,  when  I  writte  a  letter. 

TONE  (PITCH).1 
All  voice-sounds  used  in  speech  (vowels  and 

voiced  consonants)  must  have  a  certain  pitch, 
and  may,  therefore,  also  be  considered  as  tones. 
In  speaking,  the  voice  only  rarely  dwells  on  one 

note,  but  is  constantly  gliding  upwards  or  down- 
wards. There  are  three  simple,  or  primary,  in- 
flections of  tone:  level  (—  ),  rising  (/),  and  falling 

(\).  Kise  and  fall  can  be  varied  indefinitely 
according  to  the  interval  through  which  they  pass. 

Relations  of  tone  have  as  yet  been  only  im- 
perfectly studied,  and  they  probably  offer  the 

greatest  difficulty  in  the  practical  acquisition  of 
a  foreign  language.  In  English  and  German, 
tones,  however  ,  are  similar.  In  either  language 

1  Compare  Sweet,  Handbook  of  Phonetics,  pages 

93  seqq.  (corresponding  to  the  same  author's  Primer  of 
Phonetics,  2nd  ed.,  pages  68  seqq.),  whence  the  above 
more  general  remarks  are  mainly  drawn. 
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they  are  sentence  -  tones  ,  i.  e.  they  modify  the 
general  meaning  of  the  whole  sentence,  the  rising- 
tone  being  employed  in  questions  and  antece- 

dents, the  falling  tone  in  answers  and  state- 
ments of  facts. 

As  in  Scotch  and  in  American  English,  pe- 
culiarities of  inflection,  apart  from  sentence-tone, 

are  met  with  in  provincial  German  pronuncia- 
tions, especially  in  Saxony  and  on  the  Lower 

Rhine.  —  English  speakers  must  be  careful  not 
to  place  a  high  tone  (a  fourth?)  on  the  first  of 
two  words  with  equal  stress  (Ehre  und  Ruhni), 
or  on  words  with  secondary  stress  preceding  the 
primarily  accented  one,  e.  g.  an  adjective  pre- 

ceding its  substantive  (die  Jcmdlwhe  Liebe),  the 
subject  preceding  the  predicate  (der  Hund  belli), 
or  the  predicate  preceding  the  object  (ich  schreibe 

einen  Brief),  as  is  the  rule  in  recitation,  espe- 
cially in  pathetic  passages,  in  English. 

VIETOR,  «i*rman  Pronunciation,  5th  ed. 





SPECIMENS. 

V*  In  these  Specimens  8  is  used  for  oe  (open  6). 



116  Proben. 

HABE  nun,  ach!  Philosophic, 
Juristerei  und  Medizin, 
Und,  leider!  auch  Theologie 

Durchaus  studiert,  mit  heifiem  Bemuh'n. 
Da  steh'  ich  nun,  ich  armer  Tor! 
Und  bin  so  klug,  als  wie  zuvor; 
Heifie  Magister,  heifie  Dcktor  gar, 
Und  ziehe  schon  an  die  zehen  Jahr, 
Herauf,  herab  und  quer  und  krumm, 
Meine  S  chiller  an  der  Nase  herum  — 
Und  sehe,  dafi  wir  nichts  wissen  konnen! 
Das  will  mir  schier  das  Herz  verbrennen. 

Zwar  bin  ich  gescheiter  als  alle  die  Laffen, 
Doktoren,  Magister,  Schreiber  und  Pfaffen; 
Mich  plagen  keine  Skrupel  noch  Zweifel, 
Fiirchte  mich  weder  vor  Holle  noch  Teufel  — 

Dafur  ist  mir  auch  alle  Freud'  entrissen, 
Bilde  mir  nicht  ein,  was  Recht's  zu  wissen, 
Bilde  mir  nicht  ein,  ich  konnte  was  lehren, 
Die  Menschen  zu  bessern  und  zu  bekehren. 

Auch  hab'  ich  weder  Gut  noch  Geld, 
Noch  Ehr'  und  Herrlichkeit  der  Welt; 
Es  mochte  kein  Hund  so  langer  leben! 

Drum  hab'  ich  mich  der  Magie  ergeben, 
Ob  mir  durch  Geistes  Kraft  und  Mund 
Nicht  manch  Geheimnis  wiirde  kund, 
Dafi  ich  nicht  mehr,  mit  saurem  SchweiJB, 
Zu  sagen  brauche,  was  ich  nicht  weifi, 
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(Langsam  abgemessener  Vortrag.) 

ha:b9  nuin,  '9ax !  fi:lo'zo''fi:, 

ju:nst9'rai  9unt  me:dr'tsi:n, 
9unt,  laidor!  9aux  te:oio''gi: 
dur9'9aus  Jtu''di:rt,  mit  'haisem  be'my:n. 
da:  'Jte:  919  *  nu:n,  919  farmer  "to:r! 
9unt  bin  zo:  'kluik,  9als  vi:  tsu:'fo:r; 
haise  ma''gist9r,  liaise  "doktor  ga:r, 
9unt  'tsiie  Join  9an  di:  'tse:9n  ja:r, 
he'rauf,  he'rap  9unt  'kve;r  9unt  'krum, 
maine  'fyi\QT  9an  dsr  'na;z9  herum  — 
9unt  'ze:9,  das  vi:r  'ni9ts  "vis9n  kenen! 
das  vil  mi:r  Ji:r  das  'hsrts  fsr'br£n9n. 

tsvair  bin  919  Q9'Jait9r  9als  '9al9  di:  'lafon, 
dok'to:r9n,  ma*'gist9r,  'Jraib9r  9Unt  rpfafen, 

'pla:g9n  kain9  'skru:p9l  nox  'tsvaifel, 

i9  ve:d9r  fo:r  'hel9  nox  'toyfel  — 
da:fy:r  9ist  mi:r  9aux  9al9  "froyt  9snt'ns9n, 
bild9  mi:r  ni9t  '9ain,  vas   re9ts  tsu:  "vison, 
bild9  mi:r  ni9t  '9ain,  919  kent9  vas  "Ie:r9n, 
di:  'msn/9n  tsu:  "besern  9unt  tsu:  b9"ke:r9n. 

9aux  ha:p  919 8  ve:d9r  'gu:t  nox  'gslt, 
nox  '9e:r  9unt  'hsrl^kait  der  Velt; 

9es  m89t9  kain  "hunt  'zo:  leipr  'Ie:b9n! 
drum  ha:p  919 2  mi9  der  ma:"gi:  9srge:b9n, 
9op  miir  dur9  "gaistos  'kraft  9unt  munt 

ni9t  man9  g9'haimms  vird9  'kunt, 
das  919  ni9t  'me:r,  nut  zaur9m  'Jvais> 
tsu:  'za:g9n  braux9,  vas  919  ni9t  Vais, 

1  Oder:  [Jtei-i?].        2  [haib-i?]. 
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Dafi  ich  erkenne,  was  die  Welt 
Im  Innersten  zusammenhalt, 

Schau'  alle  Wirkenskraft  und  Samen, 
Und  tu'  nicht  mehr  in  Worten  krainen. 

0  sahst  du,  voller  Mondenschein, 
Zum  letztenmal  auf  meine  Pein, 
Den  ich  so  manche  Mitternacht 

An  diesem  Pult  herange wacht : 
Dann,  iiber  Bfichern  und  Papier, 

Triibsel'ger  Freund,  erschienst  du  mir! 
Ach!  konnt'  ich  doch  auf  Bergeshoh'n 
In  deinem  lieben  Lichte  gehn, 
Um  Bergeshohle  mit  Geistern  schweben, 
Auf  Wiesen  in  deinem  Dammer  weben, 
Vori  allem  Wissensqualm  entladen, 
In  deinem  Tau  gesund  mich  baden! 

GOETHE,  Faust. 

Durch  diese  hohle  Gasse  mufi  er  kommen; 

Es  fuhrt  kein  andrer  Weg  nach  KMnacht  —  hier 

Vollend'  ich's  —  die  Gelegenheit  ist  giinstig. 
Dort  der  Holunderstrauch  verbirgt  mich  ihm; 
Von  dort  herab  kann  ihn  mem  Pfeil  erlangen; 
Des  Weges  Enge  wehret  den  Verfolgern. 
Mach  deine  B-echnung  mit  dem  Himmel,  Vogt! 
Fort  mufit  du,  deine  Uhr  ist  abgelaufen. 

Ich  lebte  still  und  harmlos  —  das  Geschofi 
War  auf  das  Waldes  Tiere  nur  gerichtet, 
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das  919  9er'ken9,  vas  dii  Vslt 
Vim  '9in9rst9n  tsui'zamonhslt, 

'Jau  '9al9  Virkenskraft  9unt  'zaimen, 
9unt  tu:  nipt  me:r  9m  Vorten  kraimen, 

'9o:  'zsist  dui,  Toter  'momdonjain, 

tsum  Ietst9nmail  9auf  maine  'pain, 

de:n  919  zo:  'man99  'mit9rnaxt 
9an  di:z9m  'pult  he'rang9vaxt: 
'dan,  9y:b9r  'by:99rn  9unt  pa''pi:r, 
'trty*Pz^:lg9r  l  'froynt,  9er'Jimst  du:  miir! 
'9ax!  kent  919  dox  9auf  'bsrg9she:n 
9m  dain9m  'Ii:b9n  Ii9t9  gem, 

9um  'berg9she:l9  mit  'gaist9rn  Jve:b9n, 
9auf  Vi:z9n  9m  dain9m  /dem9r  ve:b9n, 
ton  '9al9m  Vis9nskvalm  9sntla:d9n, 

9m  dain9m  'tau  g9r'zunt  0019  ba:d9n! 
'ge:t9,  Taust. 

(Langsamer  Vortrag.) 

'di:z9  'ho:l9  'gas9  'mus  9e:r  'kom9n; 

9es  fyirt  kain  '9andr9r  Veik  naix  'kysnaxt  —  'hi:r 
fo'lsnt  9193-  —  di:  g9le:g9nhait  9ist 
'dort  dsr  ho'lund9rftraux  fer'birkt 
fon  'dort  he'rap  kan  9im  main  'pfail  9srlai)9n; 

des  Ve:g9s  '9ei)9  Ve:r9t  den  fsr'folgorn. 
max  dain9  'rs9nui)  nut  dem  'himol,  Toikt! 
Tort  'must  dui,  dain9  '9u:r  9ist  '9apg9lauf9n. 

919  'Ie:pt9  'Jtil  9unt  'harmlois  —  das  g9f/os 
vair  9auf  dss  Vald9s  'ti:r9  nu:r 

Btthnenaussprache  :  [-jar].    2  Oder:  [fo'lsnd-i9s]. 
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Meine  Gedanken  waren  rein  von  Mord  — 
Du  hast  aus  meinem  Frieden  mich  heraus 

Geschreckt-,  in  garend  Drachengift  hast  du 
Die  Milch  der  frommen  Denkart  -mir  verwandelt; 
Zum  Ungeheuren  hast  du  mich  gewohnt  — 
Wer  sich  des  Kindes  Haupt  zum  Ziele  setzte, 
Der  kann  auch  treffen  in  das  Herz  des  Feinds. 

Auf'  dieser  Bank  von  Stein  will  ich  mich  setzen, 
Dem  Wanderer  zur  kurzen  Ruh'  bereitet  — 
Denn  hier  ist  keine  Heimat  —  jeder  treibt 
Sich  an  dem  andern  rasch  und  fremd  voriiber 

Und  fraget  nicht  nach  seinem  Schmerz  —  hier  geht 
Der  sorgenvolle  Kaufmann  und  der  leicht 

G-eschurzte  Pilger  —  der  andacht'ge  Monch, 
Der  diistre  Rauber  und  der  heitre  Spielmann, 
Der  Saumer  mit  dem  schwer  beladenen  Rofl, 
Der  feme  herkommt  von  der  Menschen  L andern  — 

Denn  jede  Strafie  fuhrt  ans  End*  der  Welt  — 
Sie  alle  ziehen  ihres  Weges  fort 
An  ihr  Geschaft  —  und  meines  ist  der  Mord  I 

SCHILLER,  Wilhelm  Tell 

Bomerl  Mitbiirger!  Freunde!  Hort  mich  meine 
Sache  fuhren ;  und  seid  still,  damit  ihr  horen  moget. 
Glaubt  mir  um  meiner  Ehre  willen,  und  hegt 
Achtung  vor  meiner  Ehre,  damit  ihr  glauben  mogt. 

Richtet  mich  nach  eurer  "Weisheit,  und  weckt  eure 
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maine  ge'daijken  vairen  'rain  fon  'mort  — 
'du:  hast  9aus  mainem  'fri:den  mi9  he'raus 
ge/rekt;  9in  'gsirent  'draxengift  hast  du: 
dii  'mil9  der  Tromen  'dei)k9a:rt  mi:r  fer'vandelt; 
tsum  9unge'hoyren  hast  du:  mi9  ge've:nt  - 
veir  zi9  des  "kindes  'haupt  tsum  'tsiile  zetste, 
deir  kan  9aux  'trsfen  9m  das  'herts  des  "faints. 

9auf  diizer  'bank  fon  'Jtain  vil  ̂ 19  mi9  'zstsen, 
deim  Vanderer  tsur  'kurtson  'ru:  baraitet  - 

den  hi:r  9ist  'kaine  "haima:t  -  -  'j eider  traipt 
zi9   9an   dem  '9andern  'raj  9unt  Tremt  foi'ryiber 
9unt  'fraiget  ni9t  naix  zainom  'Jmsrts  —  hiir  geit 
der  zorgenfole  "kaufman  9unt  der  ' 
ge'jYrtste  "pilger  —  der  '9ande9t 
der  'dyistre  "royber  'unt  der  'haitre  "Jpiilman, 
der  "zoymer  nut  dem  f/ve:r  be'laidnen  'ros, 
deir  TernQ  'heirkomt  fon  der  'menfen  lendern  — 
den  'jeide  'Jtraise  fyirt  9ans  '9ent  der  Velt  — 
zi:  '?ale  'tsiien  9i:res  verges  fort 
9an  Viir  ge'Jeft  —  9unt  'maines  9ist  der  "mort! 

"Jiler,  Vilhelm  "tel. 

(Langsamer  Vortrag.) 

"mitbirger!  "Troynde!  'heirt  mi9  maine 
'zaxe  fyiren;  9unt  zait  '/til,  dai'mit  9iir  'heiren  me:  get. 
'glaupt  miir  9om  mainer  '9e:re  vilen,  9unt  he:kt 
'9axtui)  fo:r  mainer  9e:re,  da:'mit  9i:r  'glauben  me:kt. 

na:x  9oyrer  'vaishait,  9unt  vekt  9oyre 

1  Btthnenaussprache  :    [-39], 
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Sinne,  um  desto  besser  urteilen  zu  konnen.  1st  je- 
mand  in  dieser  Versammlung,  irgend  ein  herzlicher 
Freund  Casars,  dem  sage  ich:  des  Brutus  Liebe  zum 
Casar  war  nicht  geringer  als  seine.  Wenn  dieser 
Freund  dann  fragt,  warum  Brutus  gegen  Casar 
aufstand,  ist  dies  meine  Antwort :  nicht,  weil  ich 
Casarn  weniger  liebte,  sondern  weil  ich  Rom  mehr 
liebte.  Wolltet  ihr  lieber,  Casar  lebte  und  ihr  sttirbet 
alle  als  Sklaven,  als  dafi  Casar  tot  ist,  damit  ihr  alle 
lebet  wie  freie  Manner?  Weil  Casar  mich  liebte, 

wein'  ich  um  ihn ;  weil  er  gliicklich  war,  freue  ich 
mich ;  weil  er  tapfer  war,  ehr'  ich  ihn.  aber  weil  er 
herrschstichtig  war,  erschlug  ich  ihn.  Also  Traiien 
fur  seine  Liebe,  Freude  fur  sein  Gliick,  Ehre  fur 
seine  Tapferkeit,  und  Tod  fur  seine  Herrschsucht. 
Wer  ist  hier  so  niedrig  gesinnt,  dafi  er  ein  Knecht 
sein  mochte?  Ist  es  jemand,  er  rede,  denn  ihn 
habe  ich  beleidigt.  Wer  ist  hier  so  roh,  dafi  er 
nicht  wiinschte,  ein  Romer  zu  sein?  Ist  es  jemand, 
er  rede,  denn  ihn  habe  ich  beleidigt.  Ich  halte 
inne,  um  Antwort  zu  horen. 

SHAKESPEARE,  Julius  Casar, 
(ibersetzt  von  A.  W.  v.  SCHLEGBL. 

Wohltatig  ist  des  Feuers  Macht, 
Wenn  sie  der  Mensch  bezahmt,  bewacht, 
Und  was  er  bildet,  was  er  schafft, 

Das  dankt  er  dieser  Himmelskraft  •, 
Doch  furchtbar  wird  die  Himmelskraft, 
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'zme,  9um  dssto:  'bsser  '9urtailon  tsu'  kenen.  '9ist  'je:- 
mant  9m  diizor  fsr'zamlui},  '9irgent  9ain  'hertsliQer 
"froynt"tss:zars,'de:m'za:g99i9:des"bruitus'li:betsum 
'tssizar  vair  ni9t  g9frii]9r  9als  "zaine.  vsn  diizor 
Troynt  dan  'fraikt,  vai'rum  'bruitus  ge:g9n  'tssizar 
"9auf/tant,  9ist  'diis  main9  '9antvort  :  'ni9t,  vail  9ic 

'tseizarn  "veinigor  Ii:pt9,  zond9rn  vail  919  'roim  "me;r 
Iiipt9.  volt9t  9iir  'Iiib9r,  'tssizar  "Ie:pt9  9unt  '9iir  JtYrb9t 
'9al99als"skla:v9n,9alsdas'tse:zar"toit9ist,daimit'9iir 

'9al9  "Ie:b9t  vi:  Trai9  "men9r?  vail'tssizar  11119  'Ii:pt9, 

Vain  919  l  9um  9im;  vail  9eir  'glykli9  va:r,  Troy9  919 
mi9  ;  vail  9eir  'tapfbr  vair,  '9eir  919  a  9i:n,  9aib9r  vail  9eir 

"her/zY9ti9  vair,  9er"Jluik  919  9i:n.  9alzoi  'tre;n9n 

fy:r  zain9  Ii:b9,  'f'roydo  fyir  zain  'glik,  '9eir9  t'yir 
zain9  'tapf9rkait,  9unt  "toit  fyir  zain9  "hsrjzuxt. 

veir  9ist  hiir  zoi  'niidri9  gezmt,  das  9e:r  9ain  'kns9t 

zain  m89t9?  '9ist  9es  jeimant,  9eir  'reid9,  den  '9im 
haibo  919  b9'laidi9t.  Veir  9ist  hiir  zo:  'roi,  das  9eir 
ni9t  'virnjt9,  9ain  'roim9r  tsu*  zain?  '9ist  9ss  je:mant, 
9e:r  'reid9,  dsn  '9im  haib9  919  b9'laidi9t.  919  halt9 
'9in9,  9um  '9antvort  tsu*  hoir9n. 

"Jeikspiir,  juillus  "tseizar, 
fon  "?ai  'vei  ('^august  Vilhslm)  fon  "Jlegal. 

(Im  ganzen:  langsainer  Vortrag.) 

"vo:ltsiti9  9ist  dss  "foy9rs  'maxt, 
vsn  zii  dsr  'rnenf  b9"tssimt,  b9"vaxt, 
9unt  'vas  9e:r  'bildet,  Vas  9eir  '/aft, 
das  'dai)kt  9e:r  'di:z9r  "himolskraft  ; 
dox  "fur9tbair  virt  dii  'him9lskraft, 

Oder:  f'vain-ip].     '-'  Oder: 
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Wenn  sie  der  Fessel  sich  entrant, 
Einhertritt  auf  der  eignen  Spur, 
Die  freie  Tochter  der  Natur. 

Wehe,  wenn  sie  losgelassen, 
Wachsend  ohne  Widerstand, 

Durch  die  volkbelebten  G-assen 
Walzt  den  ungeheuren  Brandl 
Denn  die  Elemente  hassen 
Das  Gebild  der  Menschenhand. 
Aus  der  Wolke 

Quillt  der  Segen, 
Stromt  der  Regen, 
Aus  der  Wolke,  ohne  Wahl, 
Zuckt  der  Strahl! 

Hort  ihr's  wimmern  hoch  vom  Turm? 
Das  ist  Sturm! 

Rot,  wie  Blut, 
Ist  der  Himmel, 
Das  ist  nicht  des  Tages  Glut! 
Welch  Getummel 
Strafien  auf! 

Dampf  wallt  auf! 
Flackernd  steigt  die  Feuersaule, 
Durch  der  Strafie  lange  Zeile 
Wachst  es  fort  mit  Windeseile. 

Kochend,  wie  aus  Ofens  Rachen, 
Gliihn  die  Ltifte,  Balken  krachen, 
Pfosten  sttirzen,  Fenster  klirren, 
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ven  zi:  dsr  'fes9l  zi9  9£nt"rafb, 
9ainTie:rtrit  9auf  der  '9aign9n  '/Pu:r> 
di:  'frai9  'toxtor  dsr  na''tu:r. 

"veio,  yen  zi:  loisgelasen, 
Vaksent  9ome  'viider/tant, 

dur?  di:  Tolkbeleipten  'gasen 
Vsltst  den  Vunge'hoyren  "brant! 
den  dii  9e:le'msnt9  "hasen 

das  geHbilt  dsr  'msnjenhant. 
9aus  dsr  Volke 

'kvilt  der  "zeigon, 
'Jtreimt  dsr  "re:  gen, 
?aus  dsr  'volke,  9o:ne  Vail, 
'tsukt  der  "Jtra:l! 
'he:rt  9i:rs  Vimern  'ho:x  fom  'turm? 

das  9isfc  '"Jturm! 
'ro:t,  vi:  'blu:t, 

9ist  dsr  'himel, 

das  9ist  ni9t  des  "ta:ges  'glu:t! 

'Jtra:s9n  '9auf  ! 
"dampf  Valt  '9auf  ! 
'flak9rnt  'Jtaikt  di: 

dur9  dsr  'Jtra-:s9  'lai)9  'tsail9 
Vekst  9es  Tort  nut  Vmd9s'9aile  *. 

'kox9nt,  vi:  9aus  '9o:f9ns  rax9n, 

'gly:n  di:  lYft9,  'balken  'kraxen, 
'pfost9n  'JtYrts9n,  Tenster  'klir9n, 

1  Auch: 
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Kinder  jammern,  Mutter  irren, 
Tiere  wimmern 
Unter  Triimmern, 
Alles  rennet,  rettet,  fltichtet, 
Taghell  ist  die  Nacht  gelichtet. 
Durch  der  Hande  lange  Kette 
Um  die  Wette 

Fliegt  der  Eimer,  hoch  im  Bogen 
Spritzen  Quellen  Wasserwogen. 
Heulend  kommt  der  Sturm  geflogen, 
Der  die  Flamme  brausend  sucht. 
Prasselnd  in  die  diirre  Frucht 

Fallt  sie,  in  des  Speichers  Raume, 
In  der  Sparren  diirre  Baume, 
Und  als  wollte  sie  im  Wehen 
Mit  sich  fort  der  Erde  Wucht 

Reifien  in  gewalt'ger  Flucht, 
Wachst  sie  in  des  Himmels  Hohen 
Riesengrofi ! 
Hoffnungslos 
Weicht  der  Mensch  der  Gotterstarke 
Mtifiig  sieht  er  seine  Werke 
Und  bewundernd  untergehen. 

SCHILLER,    Lied  von  der  Glockt. 

Uber  alien  Qipfeln 

Ist  Ruh', 
In  alien  Wipieln 
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'kinder  jamorn,  'miter  '9ir9n, 
'tiire  Vimern 

9unt9r  'trimorn, 

'9al9s   rsnet,  'retet,  'fh^tet, 

"taikhel  9ist  dii  'naxt  ge'l^tet. 

dur9  dsr  'hend9  'lage  'kete 
9um  di:  Vste 

'fliikt  dsr  Calmer,  'hoix  9im  'boigsn 
'Jpntsen  'kvslen  Vas9rvo:g9n. 
'hoyl9nt  komt  dsr  'Jturm  g9flo:g9n, 
de:r  dii  'flame  'brauz9nt  'zuixt. 

'pras9lnt  Vm  di:  'dYr9  Truxt 

Tslt  zi:,  9m  dss  ;Jpai99rs  'royma, 
9m  dsr  'Jparen  'dire  'boyme, 
9unt  9als  volte  zi:  9im  Ve:en 

mit  zi9  Tort  dsr  '?e:rde  Vuxt 
'raisen  9m  geValtger l  'fluxt, 
vskst  zi:  9m  dss  'himels  'he:0n 
"ri:zengro:s ! 
Tiofnui)slo:s 

Vaipt  dsr  msnj  dsr  'geterjtsrko, 

'my:si9  zi:t  9e:r  zaine  'vsrke 
9unt  b9'vund9rnt  f?unt9rge:en. 

"Jil9r,  1i:t  fon  dsr  "glob*. 

(Langsaraer  Vortrag.) 

9yib9r  '9al9n  "gipfeln 
9ist  "ru:; 

9m  '9alen  "vipf9ln 

1  B'uhnenausspraclie:  [-jer]. 
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Spurest  du 
Kaum  einen  Hauch; 
Die  Vogelein  schweigen  im  Walde. 
Warte  nur!     Balde 

Euhest  du  auch.  GOETHE. 

Du  bist  wie  eine  Blume 

So  hold  und  schon  und  rein; 
Ich  schau  dich  an,  und  Wehmut 
Schleicht  mir  ins  Herz  hinein. 

Mir  ist,  als  ob  ich  die  Hande 

Aufs  Haupt  dir  legen  sollt', 
Betend,  dafi  Gott  dich  erhalte 
So  rein  und  schon  und  hold.          TT HEINE. 

Es  ist  doch  gewifi,  dafi  in  der  Welt  den  Men- 
schen  nichts  notwendig  macht  als  die  Liebe.  Ich 

fiihl's  an  Lotten,  dafi  sie  mich  ungern  verlore,  und 
die  Kinder  haben  keine  andre  Idee,  als  dafi  ich 
immer  morgen  wiederkommen  wurde.  Heut  war 
ich  hinausgegangen,  Lottens  Klavier  zu  stimmen ; 
ich  konnte  aber  nicht  dazu  kommen,  denn  die 
Kleinen  verfolgten  mich  um  ein  Marchen,  undLotte 
sagte  selbst,  ich  sollte  ihnen  den  Willen  tun.  Ich 
schnitt  ihnen  das  Abendbrot,  das  sie  nun  fast  so 

gerne  von  mir  als  von  Lotten  annehmen,  und  er- 
zahlte  ihnen  das  Hauptstuckchen  von  der  Prinzessin, 
die  von  Handen  bedient  wird.  Ich  lerne  viel  dabei, 

das  versichr'  ich  dich,  und  ich  bin  erstaunt,  was 
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'Jpyirost  du: 
Tkaum  9ainan  "haux; 

di:  'foigelain  "jvaigen  9im  valde. 
Varte  nuir!  'balde 
"ruiest  'du:  "9aux. 

goite. 
(Vortrag.) 

du:  bist  vi:  9aina  "blu:m9 

zo:  'holt  9unt  'J&n  9unt  'rain; 

919  Jau  di9  '9an,  9unt  "ve:mu:t 
Jlai9t  mi:r  9ms  'hsrts  hmain. 
miir  '9ist,  9als  9op  919  di:  'hende 
9aufs  'haupt  di:r  leigen  zolt, 
'beitent,  das  'got  di9  9sr"halt9 
zo:  "rain  9unt  "J0:n  9unt  "holt.         haino 

(Gespracliston,  grofitenteils  ruhig  erzahlend.) 

9es  9ist  dox  ge'vis,  das  9m  der  velt  den  'men- 
Jen  'ni9ts  'no:tvendi9  maxt  9als  di*  "liibe.  919 
fyils  9an  'loten,  das  zi*  mi9  '9ungern  fer'leire,  9unt 
di*  'kinder  haiben  kaine  '9andre  9r'dei,  9als  das  919 
9imer  'morgen  'viiderkomen  vTrda.  hoyt  va:r 
919  hi'nausgeganen,  'lotens  kla*"vi:r  tsu'  Jtimen; 
919  'konte  9a:ber  ni9t  daitsu*  'komen,  den  di* 
'klainen  ferfolkten  mi9  9um  9ain  "me:r9en,  9unt  'lote 
zaikte  'zelpst,  919  zolte  9i:nen  den  'vilen  turn.  919 

'/nit  9i:nen  das  '9a:bentbro:t,  das  zi**  nu:n  'fast  zo* 
gerne  fon  'miir  9als  fon  loten  9anne:men,  9unt  9er- 
'tseilte  9i:nen  das  'haupt' Jtik9en  fon  der  prin"tsesm, 

dii  fon  "henden  be'dimt  virt.  919  'lerne  'fill  daibai, 
das  fer'zi9r-i9  di9,  9unt  919  bin  9er'/taunt,  vas 

VifiTOH,  German  Pronunciation,  5th  84.  9 
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es  auf  sie  fiir  Eindriicke  niacht.  Weil  ich  manchmal 

einen  Inzidenzpunkt  erfinden  mufi,  den  ich  beim 

zweiten  Male  vergesse,  sagen  sie  gleich,  das  vorige 

Mai  war's  anders  gewest,  so  dafi  ich  mich  jetzt 
iibe,  sie  unveranderlich  in  einem  singenden  Silben- 
fall  an  einem  Schmirchen  weg  zu  rezitieren.  Ich 
habe  daraus  gelernt,  wie  ein  Autor  durch  erne  zweite 

veranderte  Auf lage  seiner  Geschichte,  und  wenn  sie 

noch  so  poetisch  besser  geworden  ware,  notwendig 
seinem  Buche  schaden  inufi.  Der  erste  Eindruck 

findet  uns  willig,  und  der  Mensch  ist  so  gemacht, 
dafi  man  ihm  das  Abenteuerlichste  iiberreclen  kann ; 

das  haftet  aber  auch  gleich  so  fest,  mid  wehe  dern, 
der  es  wieder  auskratzen  und  austilgen  will! 

GOETHE,  Die  Leiden  des  jungen  Werthers. 

Es  zogen  drei  Bursche  wohl  iiber  den  Rhein, 
Bei  einer  Frau  Wirtin,  da  kehrten  sie  ein: 

,,Frau  Wirtin!  hat  sie  gut  Bier  und  Wein? 

Wo  hat  sie  ihr  schones  Tochterlein?" 
rMein  Bier  und  Wein  ist  frisch  und  klar. 

Mein  Tochterlein  liegt  auf  der  Totenbahr." 
Und  als  sie  traten  zur  Kammer  hinein, 

Da  lag  sie  in  einem  schwarzen  Schrein. 

Der  erste,  der  schlug  den  Schleier  zuriick 
Und  schaute  sie  an  mit  traurigem  Blick: 

«Ach,  lebtest  du  noch,  du  schone  Maid! 

Ich  wiirde  dich  lieben  von  dieser  Zeit." 
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?es  9auf  zi:  fy:r  '9aindrYk9  maxt.  vail  919  man9ma:l 
9ain9n9mtsi*'dsntspui)kt9erTmd9n  mus,  de:n  9i9baim 
'tsvaiten  maile  fer'ges9,  'zaigen  zi*  glaic,  das  Toinge 
mail  veirs  '9aiidors  g9ve:st,  zo*  das  919  12119  J£^s^ 
'gy:b9,  zi*  9unfsr'9snd9rli9  9m  9ain9m'zir)9nd9n  'zilb9n- 
fal  9an  '9ain9m  'fayircQn  vsk  tsu*  re*tsi*'ti:r9n.  919 

ha:b9  dairaus  g  9'lsrnt,vi:  9ain'9autor  dur9  9ain9  fts  vait9 

fsr'9snd9rt9  '9aufla:g9  zainor  g9'Ji9t9,  9unt  vsn  zi* 
'nox  zo*  po*'e:tij  'bss9r  g9vord9n  ve:r9,  'no:tv£ndi9 
zain9m  bu:x9  'ja.*d9n  mus.  d9r  '9e:rst9  '9aindruk 

fmd9t  9uns  Vili9,  9unt  d9r  'menf  9ist  'zo:  g9fmaxt, 
das  man  9i:m  das'9a:b9ntoy9rli9st9  9y:b9r're:d9n  kan: 
das  'haftet  9a:b9r  9aux  glai9  'zoi  Test,  9unt've:9fde:m, 
de;r  9es  vi:d9r  '9auskrats9n  9unt  'austilg9n  vil! 

"ge:t9,  di*  Iaid9n  d9s  'jui)9n  "ve:rt9rs. 

(Erzahlend ;  natiirlich,  aber  mit  Ausdruck.) 

?es  'tsoigon  drai  'burj9  vo:l  9y:b9r  d9n  'rain, 
bai  9ainor  frau  'virfcin,  da:  ke:rt9n  zi*  '9ain: 

,,frau  Virtm!  hat  zi*  'gu:fc  'bi:r  9unt  'vain? 
vo:  hat  zi*  9i:r  'J^«n9s  "t89t9rlain?" 

,,main  ̂ i:r  9unt  Vain  9ist  'fnj  9unt  'kla:r. 
main  "t89t9rlain  liikt  9auf  d9r  "to:t9nba:r.a 

9unt  9als  zi*  tra:t9n  tsur  'kam9r  hmain, 

da:  la:k  zi:  9in  9ain9m  Jvarts9n  '/rain, 

dsr  '9e:rst9,  de:r  jlu:k  d9n  'jlai9r  tsirnk 
9unt  Jaut9  zi*  '9an  mit  'traung9m  'blik: 

n'9ax,  'Ie:pt9st  du*  nox,  du*  'J^no  'maitl 
919  vird9  di9  li:bon  fon  'di:zor  tsait." 
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Der  zweite  deckte  den  Schleier  zu 
Und  kehrte  sich  ab  und  weinte  dazu: 

,,Ach,  dafi  du  liegst  auf  der  Totenbahr! 

Ich  hab'  dich  geliebet  so  manches  Jahr.u 
Der  dritte  hub  ihn  wieder  sogleich 
Und  kufite  sie  an  den  Mund  so  bleich: 

,,Dich  liebt'  ich  immer,  dich  lieb'  ich  nooh  heut 
Und  werde  dich  lieben  in  Ewigkeit." 

UHLAND. 

v.  TELLHEIM.    Ah!  meine  Minna!  — 

DAS  FRA*ULEIN.    Ah!  mein  Tellheim!  — 
v.  TELLHEIM.  Verzeihen  Sie,  gnadiges  Fraulein, 

—  das  Fraulein  von  Barnhelm  hier  zu  finden  — 

DAS  FRA'ULEIN.  Kann  Ihnen  doch  so  gar  uner- 
wartet  nicht  sein?  —  Ich  soil  Ihnen  verzeihen,  dafi 
ich  noch  Ihre  Minna  bin  ?  Verzeih  Ihnen  der  Himmel, 
dafi  ich  noch  das  Fraulein  von  Barnhelm  bin !  — 

v.  TELLHEIM.    Gnadiges  Fraulein  — 
DAS  FRAULEIN.    Mein  Herr  — 
v.  TELLHEIM.  Wenn  wir  uns  beiderseits  nicht 

irren  — 
FRANZISKA.  Je,  Herr  Wirt,  wen  bringen  Sie 

uns  denn  da?  Geschwind  kommen  Sie,  lassen  Sie 
uns  den  Rechten  suchen. 

DER  WIRT.  1st  es  nicht  der  Rechte  ?  Ei  ja  dooh  I 
FRANZISKA.  Ei  nicht  doch!  Geschwind  kommen 

Sie !  Ich  habe  Ihrer  Jungfer  Tochter  noch  keinen 
guten  Morgen  gesagt. 
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der  'tsvaite  dekte  den  Jlaier  'tsui 
9unt  keirte  zi9  '9ap  9unt  Vainte  dartsu:: 

w'9ax,  das  du*  liikst  9auf  der  'toitenbair! 

919  haip  di9  geliibet  zo*  'man9es  'jair." 

der  'dnte  'hmp  9i:n  viider  zo*'glai9 
9unt  'kiste  zi:  9an  den  'munt  zo'  'blai9: 

ndi9  'H:pt  919  '9imer,  di9  'liip  919  1  nox  'hoyt 
9unt  Veirde  di9  liiben  9m  "9eivi9kait." 

9u:lant. 

(Gesprachston  ;  verschiedene  Grade  der  Bewegung.) 

fon  'tslhaim.     '9ai!  maine  'mina!  — 

das  Troylain.     '9ai!  main  'tslhaim!  — 
fon  'telhaiin.  fsr'tsaien  zi:,  gnsidiges  Troylain, 

—  das  froylain  fon  "barnhslm  hi:r  tsu*  finden  — 
das  'froylain.  kan  (9)i:nen  dox  zo*  'ga:r  9un9er- 

Vartet  ni9t  zain?  —  919  zol  (9)imen  fsr'tsaien,  das 
(9)19  nox  (9)i:re  'mma:  bin  ?  fsrtsai  f(9)i:n9n  der  'hiniQl, 
das  (9)19  nox  das  froylain  fon  'barnhelm  bin!  — 

fon  'tslhaim.     gnsidiges  'froylain  — 
das  Troylain.    main  Tier  — 

fon  'telhaim.  vsn  vi:r  9uns  'baiderzaits  ni9t 
r9iren  — 

fran'tsiska:.  'je:,  hsr  virt,  vein  'bnijen  zi' 
(9)uns  den  dai?  ge'JVmt  'komen  zi:,  lasen  zi*  (9)uns 
den  fre9ten  zuixen. 

der  'virt.    9ist  es  'ni9t  der  re9te?  9ai  'ja:  dox! 
fran'tsiskai.  9ai  'ni9t  dox  !  ge'JVmt  'komen  zii  ! 

919  haibe  (9)i:rer  jugfer  'toxter  nox  kainen  guiten 
'morqen  gezaikt. 

Oder: 
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Dm  WIRT.     0!  viel  Elire  — 
FRANZISKA.  Kommen  Sie,  wir  wollen  den 

Knchenzettel  machen.  —  Lessen  Sie  sehen,  was 
wir  haben  werden  — 

DER  WIRT.     Sie  sollen  haben;  furs  erste  — 
FRANZISKA.  Still,  ja  stille !  Wenn  das  Fraulein 

jetzt  schon  weifi,  was  sie  zu  Mittag  speisen  soil, 
so  ist  es  urn  ihrcii  Appetit  geschehen.  Kommen 
Sie,  das  mussen  Sie  mir  allein  sagen. 

LESSING,  Minna  von  Barnkelm. 

Jetzt  war  es  entschieden ,  kein  Zweifel  mohr 
moglich,  Fink  hatte  das  Buch.  Die  braunen  Bander 
rauschten  auseinander,  die  Partei  glich  oinem 
Schwarm  entsetzter  Kiichlein,  unter  welche  der 
Habiclit  stofit.  Nur  Lenore  nahm  sich  zusammen 
und  trat  entschlossen  auf  Fink  zu.  ,,Sie  haben  das 
Buch,  Herr  von  Fink,  eine  meiner  Freundinnen 
hat  es  verloren  und  ist  sehr  ungliicklich  dartiber. 
Sein  Inhalt  ist  nicht  fur  fremde  Augen,  er  kann 
in  dieser  Gesellschaft  grofien  Arger  verursachen. 

Ich  bitte,  dafi  Sie  mir  das  Buch  zuriickgeben." 
,,Ein  Buoh?"  frug  Fink  neugierig,  ,,was  fur 

ein  Buch?" 
nVerstellen  Sie  sich  nicht",  sagte  Lenore,  «es 

ist  uns  alien  deutlich,  dafi  Sie  es  haben.  Ich 
kann  nicht  glauben,  dafi  Sie  es  nach  dem,  was 
ich  Ihnen  uber  die  Folgen  gesagt  habe,  noch  einen 

Augenblick  behalten  konnen." 
,,Ioh  konnte  es  behalten",  nickte  Fink.     ,,Sie 
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der  'virt.     9oi !  'fill  '9e:re  — 

fran'tsiskai.  'komen  zi:,  viir  volen  den  'kY9en- 
tsctel  maxen.  —  lasen  zi*  zeien,  vas  viir  'haiben 
veirden  — 

dor  virt.     zi*  zolen  'haiben;  fyirs  '9e:rst9  — 

fran'tsiska:.  '/til,  jai  'filial  ven  das  froylain 
'jstst  Join  vais,  vas  zi*  tsu*  'mitak  Jpaizen  zol,  zoi 
ist  es  um  iiren  (9)ape'tiit  ge'Jeien.  'komen  zi:,  das 
niYsen  zi*  (')miir  9a'lain  zaigen. 

"Issii),  'mmai  fon  "barnhslm. 
(Erzahlung  und  Gesprftch;  unbefangen,  z.  T.  lebhaft.) 

jetst  vair  es  9snt'Jiiden,  kain  'tsvaifel  meir 

moikli9,  Tii)k  'hate  das  buix.  di*  braunen  'bender 
ran/ten  9aus9ai'nander ,  di*  par'tai  9119  (9)ainom 

Jvarm  ?ent  zetster  'ky^lain.  9unter  vs^e  der  'haibi9t 
Jteist.  nuir  le'noire  naim  zi9  tsn'zamen  9unt 
trait  9ent'Jlosen  9auf  fiijk  'tsui.  ,,'zii  'haiben  das 
buix,  her  fon  Til)k,  9aine  mainer  Troyndmen  hat 

es  fer'loiren  9unt  (9)ist  zeir  '9unglykli9  da'ryiber. 
zain  '?mhalt  (9)ist  ni9t  fyir  Tremde  9augen,  9er  kan 

(9)in  diizer  ge'zeljaft  groisen  Merger  fer9u:rzaxen. 

919  T^ite,  das  zr  miir  das  buix  tsu'rYkgeiben." 
W9ain  'buix?"  fruik  rfii)k  'noygi:ri9,  w'vas  fyir 

(9)ain  buix?" 
,,fer'Jtelen  zi*  zi9  ni9t,"  zaikte  le*'noire,  ,,9es  ist 

(9)uns  '9alen  'doytli9,  das  zi*  es  'haiben.  919  kan  ni9t 
'glauben,  das  zi*  es  naix  'deim,  vas  19  (9)iinen  9yiber 

dr  Tolgen  gezaikt  haibe,  nox  (9)ainen  r9augenblik 
be'halten  kenen. 

,,9ic  'kente  es  behalten,£;   nikte  Tiijk.     ,,zi  xmt 
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sind  zu  gutig,  wenn  Sie  mir  ein  solches  Zartgefuhl 

zutrauen." 
,,Das  ware  mehr  als  unartig",  rief  Lenore. 
,,Es  wiirde  mir  das  grofite  Vergniigen  machen, 

mehr  als  unartig  zu  sein,  wenn  ich  das  Buch  hatte. 
Ein  Buch,  das  Ihnen  oder  einer  Hirer  Freundinnen 
gehort,  das  moglicherweise  Ihre  Handschrift  oder 
eine  andere  Erinnerung  an  Sie  enthalt,  das  werde 
ich  Ihnen  in  keinem  Fall  zuriickgeben,  wenn  ich 
es  finde ;  und  wenn  ich  erfahre,  wo  es  liegt,  werde 
ich  es  stehlen.  Und  wenn  ich  es  habe,  werde  ich 
es  Zeile  fur  Zeile  auswendig  lernen.  Ich  werde 
Ihnen  dadurch  zu  gefallen  suchen,  dafi  ich  Ihnen 
einige  Stellen  daraus  vortrage,  so  oft  ich  die  Freude 

habe,  Sie  zu  sehen." 
Lenore  trat  ihm  einen  Schritt  naher,  und  ihre 

Augen  flammten.  w"Wenn  Sie  das  tun,  Herr  von 
Fink",  rief  sie,  nso  werden  Sie  als  ein  Unwiirdiger 
handeln." 

Fink  nickte  ihr  freundlich  zu.  MDer  Eifer  steht 
Ihnen  allerliebst,  Fraulein;  aber  wie  konnen  Sie 
Wiirde  von  einem  lustigen  Vogel  verlangen,  wie  ich 
bin?  Die  Natur  hat  ihre  Gaben  verschieden  aus- 
geteilt;  manchemhat  sie  verliehen,  Verse  zu  machen, 
andere  zeichnen  kleine  Bilder,  ich  habe  von  ihr 
einen  spitzen  Schnabel  erhalten,  den  gebrauche  ich. 

Haben  Sie  je  einen  wiirdigen  Zeisig  gesehen?"  Er 
wandte  sich  lachend  ab,  fafite  Benno  Tonncheii 
beim  Arm  und  ging  mit  ihm  nach  der  Tiir. 

G.  FREYTAG,  Soil  und  Hdben. 
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tsu  'gy:ti9,  ven   zi'  mi:r  (9)ain  ZO^QS  'tsairtgefyil 
tsu:trau9n." 

Bdas  vsire  'me:r  (9)als  "9un9a:rti9,a  riif  le'noire. 
,,9es  vYrdo  miir  das  'greiste  fsr'gnyigen  maxQn, 

'meir  (9)als  '9un9a:rti9  tsu  zain,  ven  19  das  bu:x  'hst9. 
9ain  'buix,  das  '9i:nen  9o:der  9ainer  9i:ror'froyndmen 

g9he:rt,  das  'me:klic9r  Vaize  '9i:ro  Tiantjrift  9oid9r 
9ain9  '9and9r9  9er'9in9rui)  9an  'zi:  9enthelt,  das  ve:rd9 

19  (9)i:n9n  (9)m  'kain9m  Tal  tsu'nkgeib9n,  ven  19 
9s  Tmd9  ;  9unt  ven  19  (9)er'fa:r9,  vo:  9s  liikt,  ve:rd9 
19  9s  'jtQilQn.  9unt  ven  19  9s  'ha:b9,  ve:rd9  19 
9s  'tsail9  fy;r  'tsail9  '9ausvendi9  Iern9n.  919  ve:rd9 

(9)i:n9n  da:dur9  tsu'  g9ffal9n  zu:x9n,  das  19  (9)i:n9n, 
(9)aimg9  'Jtsl^n  dairaus  To:rtra:g9,  zo*  '9oft  19  di* 
'froyd9  haibo,  zi:  tsu'  fze:9n." 

Ie'no:r9  trait  (9)i:m  (9)ainen  Jnt  'ne:9r,  9unt(9)i:r9 
'9aug9n  'flamten.  ,,0vsn  zi'  'das  'turn,  her  fon  Tii)k", 
'riif  zi:,  «zo'  veirdon  zi*  (9)als  9ain  '9unvYrdig9r 
handeln." 

'fii)k  mkt9  (9)i:r  froyntli9  'tsu:.  wde:r  '9aif9r  Jteit 
(9)i:n9n  9al9r'li:pst,  'froylain;  9a:b9r  vi:  ken9n  zi* 
Vird9  fon  (9)ain9m  Iustig9n  To:g9l  ferlai)9n>  vi*  '919 

bin?  di*  na'tu:r  hat  (9)i:r9  ga:b9n  ferji:d9n  9aus- 

g9tailt;  'man99m  hat  zi*  ferli:9n,  'ferz9  tsu'  max9n, 
'9and9r9  tsai9n9n  klain9  'bild9r,  '919  ha:b9  fon  (?)i:r 

(9)ain9n/pits9n'Jna:b9l  9erhalt9n,  de:n  g9'braux9  (9)19. 
ha:b9n  zi'  je:  (9)ain9n  'vYrdig9n  'tsaizi9  g9ze:9n?" 
9e:r  Qvant9  zi9  'Iax9nt  '9ap,  (')fast9  'beno:  'ten99n 
bairn  '9arin  9unt  (')gii)  mit  (9;i:m  na:x  dor  'ty:r. 

'ge:  ('gustaif)  "fraitaik,  'zol  9unt  "haibon. 
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phonetique.  Par  Felix  Franke.  Dixieme  edition.  1912.  IV, 
60  Seiten.  8°.  M.  —.80,  kart.  M.  1.—. 

Erg'anzung'Slieft  zu  ,,Ph  rases  de  tous  les  jours". 
Von  Felix  Franke.  Siebente  Auflage.  1910.  56  Seiten. 
8°.  M.  —.80,  kart.  M.  1.—. 

Spoken  English. 
Master,   Harris  Academy,  Dundee,   and  Otto  Jespersen,  Ph. 
D.,  Professor  at  the  University  of  Kopenhagen.  Seventh  edition. 
1908.  IV  und  60  Seiten.  8°.  M.  —.80,  kart.  M.  1.—.  Englische 
Ubersetzung  und  Bearbeitung  von  Franke,  Phrases  de  tous  les 
jours,  englischer  Text  mit  phonetischer  Umschreibung.) 

ErganzungSheft  zu  MSpoken  English".  Von  Otto 
Jespersen.  Dritte  Auflage.  1910.  4V4  Bogen.  8°.  M.  —  .80, 
kart  M.  1.—. 

Mit  phonetischer  Eiuleitung  und 
Umschrift  v.  Ernst  A.  Meyer, 

Dr.  phil.,  Lektor  der  deutschen  Sprache  an  der  Handelshochschule 
in  Stockholm.  Zweite  Auflage.  1912.  IV  und  105  Seiteu. 
M.  1.60,  kart.  M.  1.90. 

Diese  zur  Erlernung  des  Deutschen  dienende  Umarboitung 
des  bekannteu  ,,Franke,  Phrases  de  tous  les  jours"  (fur 
Englisch:  ,,Spoken  English"  von  Jespersen)  wird  vielen  will- kommen  sein. 

Frasiusualieiornalierecontrascrizione 

.  fonetica  di  Federico  Kurschner, 
professore  di  lingue  moderne  e  delle  scienze  commerciali,  autore 
della  tachistenografia  universale.    1898.  X  u.  73  S.  8°.   M.  —  .80. 

Le  Francis  parle. 
Passy.    Sixieme  edition.     1908.    VIII,  121  S.  8°.   Kart.  M.  1.80. 

Abrege  de  Prononciation  f  rangaise 
avec  un  glossaire  des  mots  contenus  dans  le  'Francais  parl^'  par 
Paul  Passy.  Troisieme  edition.  1906.  3VaBg.  8°.  Kart.  M.I.—. 



__     Verlag  von  O.  R.  REISLAND  in  Leipzig-. 

Englische  Philologie. 
Anleitung  zum  wissenschaftl.  Studium  der  engl.  Sprache. 

Von  Johan  Storm, 
ord.  Prof.  d.  Roman,  u.  d.  engl.  Philol.  a.  d.  Univ.  Christiania. 

Zweite,  yollstandig  umgearbeitete  und  sehr  rermehrte  Auflage. 

I.  Teil:  Die  lebende  Sprache. 
1.  Abteilung:  •>.  Abteilung: 

Phonetik  und  Aussprache.  Rede  und  Schrift. 
1892/96.    71  Bogen  gr.  8°.    M.  20.-,  in  2  Banden  geb.  M.  24.-. 
Die  zweite  Auflage  ist  gegen  die  erste  fast  ein  neues  Werk 

geworden. 

Englische  Lautlehre 
fur  Studierende  und  Lehrer 

von  Dr.  August  Western. 
Dritte,  vermehrte  Auflage. 

1912.    10  Bogen  gr.  8°.    M.  3.-,  geb.  M.  3.50. 

Kurze 

Darstellung  der  englischen  Aussprache 
fur  Schulen  und  zum  Selbstunterricht. 

Von  Dr.  August  Western. 
Vierte,   verfoesserte  Auflage. 

1910.     8  Bogen  8°.     M.  1.60. 

England. 
Seine  Geschichte,  Verfassung  und  staatlichen  Einrichtungen 

Von  Dr.  G.  Wendt, 
Professor  an  der  Oberrealschule  in  Hamburg. 

Vierte  Auflage.    1912.    24V*  Bogen.    gr.  8°.    M.  6.—   geb.  M.  6.80 
Inhalt:  Geschichte  Englands.  —  Abriss  der  Geschichte  Irlands.  —  Abriss 

der  Geschichte  Schottlands.  —  Das  Parlament.  —  Die  Verwaltung.  —  Die  Krone.  — 
Die  Gesellschaft.  Haushaltsetat.  —  Die  Armee.  —  Die  Flotte.  —  Kecht  und 
Kechtspflege.  —  Das  Kirchenwesen.  —  Das  Unterrichtswesen.  —  Das  Kolonial- 
reich.  —  Namen-  und  Sachregister. 

Sprachgebrauch    und   Sprachriclitigkeit 
\m  n/iM^ortU^ri    ^on  Karl  Gustaf  Andreseii.  Zehute, 

.durchffesehene  Auflage.  1912.  291/ 
gr.  8°.    M,  6.—,  elegant  geb.  M.  7.—. 
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